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FALL ELECTION IN B.C





shoremen shut down all major .' 
British ports today to protest 
the arrest of five London dock­
ers. Thousands of workers in 
other key industries walked out 
in sympathy, propelling the 
country towards its first general 
strike since 1926.
By mid-day most of the coun­
try’s 42,000 dockers had joined . 
ihe stoppage that began Friday ' 
in London, Liverpool and Hull. 
Longshoremen in Southampton, 
Manchester, Glasgow, Bristol, 
Swansea, Ipswich and other 
.ports walked out today.
Miners, printers, car workers 
and truck drivers also went on 
strike today in a massive show 
of support for the five long­
shoremen jailed Friday for ille­
gal picketing in a London dock­
land dispute.
It was the first order to jail 
workers given by Britain’s new 
Industrial Relations Court set 
up under a controversial strike­
control law that was enacted 
earlier this year. The ruling im­
mediately touched off strike 
moves and a direct confronta­
tion between organized labor 
I and Prime Minister Edward 
I Heath’s Conservative govern- 
I ment.
Aquatic relics never die. 
They bob-up in the most un­
expected places, like the an­
cient Kelowna Aquatic Club 
“war” canoe here being used 
in the city’s water safety pro­
gram. Outdoorsmanship pro­ Yacht Club basin. Thirteen en-
PREMIER BENNETT 
... fall vote
No Specific Date Given 
But If Will Be In Fall
VANCOUVER (CP) — There 
will be a general election in 
British Columbia this fall, Pre­
mier W. A. C. Bennett an­
nounced today. He gave no 
date.
Premier Bennett said at a 
special breakfast called to an­
nounce a new issue of B.C. par­
ity bonds that chances of an el­
ection now were 100 per cent.
Earlier, the premier had 
given progressively rising fig­
ures of 70 per cent, 80 per cent, 
85 per cent and then 90 per cent.
Although he said an election 
now was certain, the premier 
gave no date for the vote.
The bond issue, carrying in­
terest of six per cent, matures 
Aug. 15,1977. The money will be 
used for the development of hy­





bonds replace a B.C. 
seven per cent series 
matures Aug. 15 of this 
There is $50.5 millionyear. _ 
worth outstanding.
Mr. Bennett said today he
thought six per cent was a fair 
rate and that it would nelp to 
fight inflation.
A bond dealer said the new 
issue was selling well. “All in 
all I don’t think there will be 
any problems in selling them,” 
he said.
Last year, the province issued 
$50 million worth of B.C. Rail­
way bonds, at 6% per cent in­
terest, which were , snapped up 
as soon as they went on sale.
blit 
the
not a date was subjecting 
people of the province to
more “political propaganda.”
“The people of British Colum­
bia have been subjected, not to 
a government but, to a political 
machine since last March,” be 
said.
He accused the Socreds of 
using the people and the peo­
ple’s money under the guise of 
government for electioneering 
purposes.
“It is obvious the premier is 
worried about the popularity of 
his government or he never 
would have delayed from Hi 
popular summer date in Aug­
ust,” says Roger Tait, Soutb 
Okanagan Liberal candidate.
"I’m 100 per cent sure the 
Liberal Party will be ready to 
do battle on the real issue that 
the government has lost con­
tact with the people it is sup­
posed to be serving,” he added.
The local Socreds have sched­
uled a nominating, convention 
for this Thursday in Summer­
land. There is speculation .the 
premier will announce the exact 
date of the fall election then.
emergency. The course is equipment, such as lifejack- 
particularly topical with the ets, and their proper use andgram instructor, William Duy- rolees are taking advantage i .. 
of the water safety program advent of warmer weather importance.vewaardt, left, demonstrates < . . _
the proper use of the paddle which is designed to teach the and more lake traffic and ac-
to youthful boaters during a fundamentals of boating and tivity. The program also stres- 
session today at the Kelowna possibly save their lives in an ses the need for water safety
Londonderry Gunbattles
Leave 1 Dead, 4 Injured
BELFAST (CP) — A British 
soldier was shot dead by a sni­
per in Belfast today and gunbat­
tles in Londonderry killed one 
man and wounded at least four 
other persons.
The soldier was hit by a sni­
per's bullet while on duty at an 
army post on the edge of the 
Ballymurphy district, one of 
.Belfast’s heavily Roman Catho­
lic areas.
He was the 103rd soldier to 
die in the three years of North­
ern Ireland’s communal strife. 
The over-all death toll, civilians 
land soldiers, rose to 473 since 
1969.
A civilian, between 45 and 50, 
was found dead of gunshot 
wounds in the predominately— 
Catholic area of Mayo Street.
As the violence continued,
British troops swooped on two 
Catholic housing estates in Ar­
magh southwest of Belfast and 
seat of the Roman Catholic 
Church hierarchy for all Ire­
land.
The soldiers, searching for 
IRA suspects and hidden arms 
caches, seized 10 persons for 
questioning.
Similar raids had been made 
during the weekend in Belfast 
by British troops in launching a 
tougher campaign against Irish 
Republican Army terrorists. 
CALLS FOR MOURNING
In the Armagh swoops, about 
2,300 troops of the Gordon High­
landers moved in on two hous­
ing developments before day­
break and met little resistance, 
except for a few scattered sto- 
nethrowing Incidents. The
troops later pulled out and all
Moscow Failed
14-YEAR-OLD NANAIMOBOY 
WINS FAMOUS BATHTUB RACE
(Courier Photo) C f l SSays Sadat
I y. '--f. -V- — - < f ' -I
CAIRO (Reuter) — President 
Anwar Sadat said today he had 
ended the massive Soviet mill-
Fischer Forges Info Lead 
Of World Chess Championship
REYKJAVIK (AP) — Bobby 
Fischer forged into the lead in 
the world chess championship 
match Sunday night for the first 
Itlme nfter outplaying Soviet de­
fender Boris Spassky through­
out the sixth game forcing Spas­
sky to resign,
They go into the seventh 
gome Tuesday with Fischer 




SAIGON (AP) — South Viet­
namese troops made major ad­
vances on two fronts today, 
fighting their way to the walls 
of Quang Tri Citadel in the 
northern counter-offensive and 
recapturing a second district 
town on the centra) coast.
In the air war. American jets 
bombed the southern sector of 
Hanoi Sunday for the second 
successive dav, selling n bat- 
t"iy plant on fire and starting n 
dozen explosions, the U.S, com­
mand reported.
Associated Press correspond­
ent Dennis Nceld reported from 
[Quang Tri that government par- 
Introops pushed through n hail of 
North Vietnamese artillery on 
Ithc Approaches to the Citadel, 
[then encountered, withering fire 
[through two breaches. In the 40- 
ifoot walls of the 19ih-ccntury 
Ifoitiess.
games still to bo played, Fis­
cher needs a total of 12^ points 
to take the title, while Spassky 
needs only 12 to retain It. A win 
counts one game point and a 
draw a half point.
Fischer never had beaten 
Spassky before they came to 
Reykjavik, but he did it for the 
third time Sunday, winning 
roars of applause from about 
2,000 spectators.
Playing with the white chess­
men, the American challenger 
opened with, a move he li(is 
rarely used. Arriving 10 minutes 
after the clock was started, Fis­
cher moved his queen's bishop 
pawn two squares forward. In 
all of his Important games, Fis­
cher had seldom opened with 
anything but his king's pawn,
EXPERTS SURPRISED
Experts were surprised, ninny 
said this must have jarred Spas­
sky but the Russian did, no 
show it if he was rattled.
International grandmaster 
Isaac Kashdan said In an nnnly-
was reported quiet.
The Ulster Defence Associa­
tion, the largest militant Protes­
tant organization, called for a 
day of mourning Tuesday 
throughout Northern Ireland.
The move was prompted by 
last Friday’s bloodbath of 
bombings and shootings in Bel­
fast which left 18 persons dead.
A UDA spokesman said 
mourning was called as a ges­
ture in memory of everyone 
'murdered by the IRA” in the 
ast three years.
He said: “We want everyone, 
Catholic and Protestant-An 
both sides have suffered—to 
stop work, go home quietly and 
spend the day in solemn re­
membrance."
In the gun fights in London­
derry during the night, the 
known victims were passengers 
in a car caught in a crossfire 
between British troops and sni­
pers. Police said five persons 
taken to hospital included one 
dead on arrival. with gunshot 
wounds and the others Injuring 
by flying glass.
VANCOUVER (CP) — A 
14-year-old Nanaimo youth 
churned across the Strait of 
Georgia Sunday in an hour 
and 50 minutes to win the an­
nual Nanaimo international 
bathtub race.
The winner was David 
Llyle, who steered the Coun- 
try ^Club Plaza Dreadnought 
across the strait between Van­
couver Island and the British 
Columbia mainland in record 
time. He shaved 11 minutes 
off the old time of two hours 
and one minute set in 1968.
An estimated 220 modified 
“bathtub” vessels set out on 
the 34-mile crossing Sunday 
morning under clear skies, 
light breezes and calm wa­
ters. The winner received a 
trophy and the order of the 
golden plug, emblematic of 
supremacy in West Coast 
bathtub racing.
A Canadian Legion entry
. tary presence in Egypt because 
from Woodfibre, B.C., skip- Moscow had failed to fulfill its
pered by David Lynch fin- arms commitments.
ished second and the Hub City ne sajd the Soviet failure 
Paving tub from Nanaimo “could have placed me in a tur- 
was third. moil and internal difficulties
This year’s race attracted and could also have made me 
tubs from Australia and a unable to control the situation." 
number of United States cit- The president said this was 
ies, including three entries why he decided to review his 
from Hawaii. There was also relations with the Soviet Union, 
a Japanese television network About 20,000 Soviet experts 
crew on hand to record the and advisers have been leaving
LOCAL COMMENT
New Democratic'Party hope­
ful in South Okanagan, Frank 
Snowsell said today that “it 
was about time the Socred gov­
ernment began to look after 
the running of the province in­
stead'of deciding when to call 
an election.” •
He said it was too bad the 
premier has decided to play 
around with the election date 
because he is forgetting about 
the important issues facing the 
province right now.
Progressive Conservative can­
didate, Jim Doak, said the de­
cision to announce an election
event. Egypt since the 53-year-old
Mayor Frank Ney of Na- president announced his decl- 
naimo said the bathtub race, sion to terminate their mission
Shooting Spree 
Leaves 1 Dead
first run in 1966, has devel- last Tuesday.
oped as a major tourist at- The president, speaking today 
traction for this Vancouver to some 3,000 parliamentarians, 
Island city. senior officers of the armed
■ . , ’ . , . _ T forces and members of the Arab
Hotels and motels in Na- socialist Union at Cairo Unlver- 
naimo were jammed Saturday sity maintained that the stand 
night Twelve persons were of the UnIon wos a 
arrested when celebrations frlendly onc. 
got out of hand nt a down- ----------------------------------------—
Sn CANADIAN DOLLAR
began throwing beer bottles. | NEW y0RK (CP)_cnnnd|an 
dollar down 1-64 at $1.01 39-04 in 
terms of U.S. funds. Pound ster- 







tario Labor Relations Board 
declared unlawful today a 
strike nt Toronto Western 
Hospital, now in its 13th day. 
The bohrd’s ruling is only 




sis for The Associated Press 
that “It was Fischer nil the 
way,” using one of Sapssky's 
favorite offensives, known as 
the Queen's Gambit Declined,
From' the seventh move, FIs- 
du r Was able to build an hd- 
vantage In h scries of ex­
changes that left Spassky with 
hanging pawns, He attacked 
Spassky’s weak q u e e n a Id e 
pawns, then switched the attack 
to the Ringside.
Fischer was able to exchange 
his knight for the black binhop 
and advanced., quickly on the 
king's aide. With F1 a c h cr ’• 
queen and bishoji able to <>i>er- 
ateon two good diagonals, Spas­
sky was soon reduce.! to liclp- 
Icsbnos, Kashdan said.
again, off-agaln provincial 
inquiry of The Telegram ad­
journed today, for 24 hours' 
after a 90-mlnute hearing 
during which accusations were 
exchanged between two law­
yers.’ .
Denies Claim
TEL AVIV (AP)—Israel ac- 
cased Egypt today of firing, 
four ground-to-air mlssllbs nt 
two Israeli planes over the 
Israeli-occupied Sinai desert, 
hut denied an Egyptian claim 
that one plane wns shot down.
Dikes Bombed
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
. ..... . Nations SecrctaYy- 
Gcncral Kurt Waldheim says
United
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. (CP) 
A 25-year-old store shipping 
clerk was charged Sunday with 
non-capital murder and three 
counts of attempted murder fol­
lowing a shooting spree Satur­
day night in this north-coastal 
city that left one man dead 
and two RCMP officers wounded 
in hospital.
The man was arrested by 
RCMP Constable L. J. Veencn- 
dall shortly after the policeman 
dove from his van to duck 
a bullet.
Witnesses said five shots were 
fired, inside n house and in the 
street. One of them also killed 
a small dog.
After the shooting a man 
armed with n rifle sauntered 
down n city street telling a 
friend whnt he had done and 
shaking his head at stunned on­
lookers.
Police withheld the name of 
the slain 21-ycnr-old man ho­
cause they had not yet notified ' 
als family, believed to be trav­
elling somewhere in B.C. or 
Alberta.
Wounded were RCMP con­
stables Robert M. Thornber, 30, 
of Victoria, shot in the left 
elbow; and Jerry K. Wilde, 21, 
of Earl'Grey, Sask., hit in the 
chest and face.
The two police officers were 
n Vancouver’s Shaughnessy 
Hospital after being flowrt for 
special treatment in n United
States rescue helicopter from 
Alaska. They were reported in 
good condition early today,
Richard Janaucr, 25, was re­
manded to Friday when he ap­
peared In provincial court today 
on the four charges.
Tm not surprised ho looks 
like tfrat with todays 
prices/
Meat
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Nearly half of the 99 Canadi­
ans who died accidentally dur­
ing the weekend.were drowning 
victims and most of them were 
from Ontario.
Of the 40 who drowned, 31 
were from Ontario including 10 
who lost their lives when a 12- 
foot aluminum boat crammed 
with people and camping equip­
ment capsized in Georgian Bay 
on Lake Huron.
Seven children and three 
adults were missing and pre­
sumed drowned following the 
mishap, which occurred during a 
holiday outing to Snake Island.
Two multiple-death auto acci­
dents accounted for another 
nine deaths.
Four died and five were in­
jured Sunday in a two-car acci­
dent at a bridge which links 
suburban Pointe-aux-Trcmbles 
with Repentigny off the east end 
of Montreal. The dead were 
from Montreal.
Five Ontario residents died 
Saturday in a two-car, head-on 
crash on the Traris-Canada 
Highway just east of the 
Quebec-Ontario border. Three 
were injured in the mishap in 
which one car was travelling on 
the wrong side of the four-lane 
highway,
A survey by The Canadian
Press from fl p.m. Friday to 
midnight local times Sunday 
showed 51 died in traffic, 40 
drowned and eight died in other 
accidents—four in a Quebec hel­
icopter crash, two in an Ontario 
airplane crash, one hit by a 
train and another killed by 
lightning.
Ontario had the highest toll 
with 43 killed, 31 of them drown­
ing victims. Eight died on the 
roads, two in the plane crash 
and the other two were the train 
and lightning victims,
Quebec was next with 39 
killed, 33 in road accidents and 
two drowned in addition to the 
hour helicopter crash victims,
Six were killed in Nova Sco­
tia, four In traffic apd two 
drowned. One died In a New 
Brunswick traffic mishap and 
another drowned in Prince Ed­
ward Island.
Two died in traffic In Mani­
toba and another in Saskatche­
wan. Alberta had one traffic 
and one drowning death.
Four died In British Columbia 
—one in traffic and three 
drowned.
The survey does not Include 
slayings, known suicides or in­
dustrial accidents.
The 51 traffic deaths, com­
bined With 41 earlier in the 
week brought the unofficial total 
for the year to 1,865.
IN SMALL BOAT TWO SURVIVE
he hna received information 
through private channels thnt\ 
United States bombs' have 
damaged dikes In North Viet­
nam both by direct hits and 
by neat by cxplojions
Airport Manager 
Resigns Post
Kelowna Alrjxirt manager, 
Erle Davison, has resigned his 
position here and airport main­
tenance manager, Nick Sheer, 
has been appointed Interim 
manager of the airport facilities 
until city council can announce 
a now manager.
The resignation was sent to 
the city effective tost week and 
Mr, Davison cited pttor health 
as the reason behind his resig­
nation. The city is expected to 
advertise the position nnd have 
a report ready for next Mon­
day’s council meeting.
• ' ' J 1 : , ■
Seven Children, 3 Adults Drown
M IDLAND, Ont. (CP) - 
Seven children and threo adults 
apparently drowned In Georgian 
Bay Sunday ..Right'when their 
small aluminum boat, over­
loaded with' 12 persons and 
camping equipment, sank de­
spite frantic efforts to bail flic 
sinking craft.
Provincial police sold eight 
children nnd four adults, mem­
bers of two families from Au­
rora and Holland I anding not th 
of Toronto, had set out in the 
12-foot boat for a week s camp 
Big on hearhy Snake blind
They were about half way to 
the Island, a rocky uninhabited 
area one milo fioin hcie when
(he boat was swamped and 
sank.
The only known aurvlvors 
were a 10-ycar-old girl, who 
stayed afloat for more than two 
hours with « Hfc preserver, and 
her mother, who swam safely to 
shore after five-foot waves tore 
her thrcc-ycar-old son from her 
arms, '
The two survivors were Identi­
fied today as Claudia Contois 
and her daughter, Monica, 10.
Included among the missing 
were Richard Contois, husband 
of the surviving woman, and 
their children, Martin, », Ah- 
thony, 8,Nanette, 4, and a ward 
Sheila Ryan, 2.
Also missing were Eugene 
(onlois, brother of Richard, and
lds three children, Karen, 9, Mi­
chael, 7, and Dannie, 4.
The body of Eugene Contois’ 
wife, Patricia,. was recovered 
today.
The lO-ycar-ohl girl was res­
cued by a group of persons on a 
30-foot; 'cruiser, who overheard 
her cries for help.
BAILED AND BAILED
The child's first ’words When 
they hauled her aboard were:
“I'm freezing. My brother^ 
and sisters and mom and dad 
drowned. Ho did my uncle and 
aunt and all my cousin*.
“They bailed and they balled 
but the boat was swamped and 
we snnlc, The girl's mother 
swa^i a foltogc area
hero known ns Triple Bay Park- 
She was clad only In underwear, 
having kicked off most of her 
clothes to make swimming 'eas­
ier.
Diane Dorion, 29, a resident of 
a cottage at Triple Bay WA>., 
awakened by screamingand 
pounding at her frontdodr.
Sho said the woman told het 
that alio wasn't a good swim­
mer, but somehow managed to 
stay afloat with her thrce-yoaiv 
old son. .'
*T kept hanging oh and hang­
ing on, hut somewwo I fori 
him,”jibe sobbed.
<MUa Dorlon said the woman 
told her that the boat contained 
»to life preservers and “I knew 
we never should have gone,”
I I
MCE 2 KELOWNA DAUT COCKIEl. MOW.. JtTLT M. MH NAMES IN NEWS
Hope For Hine Coal Miners Agriculture Ministers Meeting
Vancouver Island tremors around the globe*
Feels Earthquake
In Victoria, W. G. Milne, 
director of the Dominion Geo. 
physical Observatory, said the
Trapped By Fire Is Fading Talks between provincial agri­culture ministers and their
BLACKSVILLE. W. Va. (AP) Jdent. He called the situation a 
— Rescue workers tried today 
to drill a five-inch hole into a
burning coal mine where nine 
miners have been trapped since 
Saturday night. Hope for rescu­
ing the men,was fading.
There has been no word from 
the nine since shortly after the 
fire started. Officials of the Con­
solidation Coal Co.’s Blacksville 
No. 1 mine said Sunday night 
chances the men could be found 
'alive were “quite dim.” 
, VI don’t think I am stating 
anything but a fact." said John 
'Corcoran, Consolidation presl-
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
. New Delhi-Jigme Dorji, 45, 
'king of Bhutan, a Himalayan 
•kingdom, of a heart attack.
’ Saigon-Gerard Hebert. 45, Ca­
nadian free-lance photographer, 
bv North Vietnamese artillery 
’fire.
* Belgrade-Wolfram Mix, 47, 
Canadian entry in the 13th 
world gliding championships in 
Yugoslavia, after his glider 
made a forced landing on a 
road. . .
London, Ont.-Onezime August
“Masse, 82, father of 21 children, 
Jone of Canada’s largest fami-
■ Jies. _________ __
tragedy.
Officials said 31 of the 40 men 
doing maintenance work in the 
four-mile mine reached safety 
within minutes after the fire 
bmke out.
The bore hole was being 
drilled in an attempt to reach 
the men or possiblv communi­
cate with them. Failing that, of­
ficials hoped to learn something 
about conditions in the mine 650 
feet below the rolling hills of 
this West Virginia-Pennsylvania 
border community.
HEAT INTENSE
An official ©! the U.S. Bureau 
of Mines said temperatures in 
the immediate area of the fire 
probablv were between 2,500 
and 3,000 degrees.
Corcoran said at a news con­
ference he felt conditions fcr 
rescuing the trapped miners 
were not favorable.
Rescue efforts have been 
hampered by the fire which con­
tinues to burn in the soft coal 
veins.
The fire started when a heavy 
niece of mining machinery 
being relocated in the main cor­
ridor about a mile from the lone 
elevator shaft hit a live electri­
cal wire, generating sparks.
The fire had been localized 
Sunday night in an area of 
about 400 square feet less than 
a mile from the mine entrance, 
Consolidation officials said.
deputies were scheduled to be­
gin in Halifax today. Agricul­
ture Minister William Gillis of
Nova Scotia, host of the 23rd 
annual inter-provincial confer­
ence of agriculture ministers, 
said Sunday most cabinet rep­
resentatives had arrived for the 
three-day conference. He said 
Newfoundland would be the only 
province not represented by a 
cabinet member. However, 
Newfoundland’s deputy minis­
ter of agriculture would attend 
the sessions. Mr. Gillis said the 
meeting, being held on the 
campus of Saint Mary’s Uni­
versity, would not be open to 
the public but a news confer­
ence would be held at the end 
of each working session.
Energy Minister Donald Mac­
donald returned home Saturday 
night from an eight-day tour of 
the Western Arctic, convinced 
that the critical problem facing 
the proposed gas pipeline in the 
North was its financing. He 
said in an interview he fore­
saw no insurmountable prob­
lems arising from the view­
point of technical feasibility, 
the environment, or native 
rights. "But there is going to 
have to be some tough calcula­
tions as to the cost of building 
it," he said.
Wolfram Mix, 47, Canadian 
entry in the 13th world gliding 
championships in Yugoslavia,
' rand and touch the bow of that 
ship—it was like a four storey 
building of steel beside you,” 
said Dave McTaggart. He ar­
rived in Vancouver, his home, 
Saturday, looking exhausted 
after a three-month ordeal pit­
ting the . 38-foot Greenpeace 
against France’s testing of hy­
drogen bombs.
ous crimes I think have ever 
been committed.”
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 EUis St.
DONALD MACDONALD 
. . . ends tour
died early Sunday from serious 
injuries he suffered Friday 
when his glider force-landed on 
a road south of Belgrade and 
collided with a truck. Mix was 
flown by helicopter to hospital 
for surgery but died without 
regaining consciousness. He 
was the second victim of the 
championships. Hungarian en­
try Janos Warkoczy was killed 
July 17 when his glider crashed.
The skipper of the protest 
ketch Greenpeace III said Sat­
urday that it was “absolute 
luck” that none of the three 
crewmembers aboard the ves­
sel was injured when it was in 
collision with a French mine­
sweeper in the south Pacific 
recently. "I could reach out my
Canadian free-lance photogra­
pher Gerard Hebert, 45, was 
killed Saturday by North Viet­
namese artillery fire on the 
Quang Tri front in northern 
South Vietnam, the South Viet­
namese command reported Sun­
day. Hebert, a small, wiry for­
mer Canadian Army photogra­
pher, had covered the Second 
World War, the Korean War 
and the first Indochina war.
Senator Thomas F. Eagleton, 
the Democratic vice-presidential 
candidate, predicted Sunday 
that all American ground troops 
would be withdrawn from Viet­
nam by U.S. election day. “I 
have a feeling, sort of a visceral 
feeling, that President Nixon is 
going to have all the troops out 
of Vietnam by November,” the
Drew Borland, a former 
drama teacher in Canada whose 
two children disappeared from 
his home near Glasgow, Scot­
land Saturday, said Sunday he 
has asked police to try to trace 
his estranged wife in Holland. 
Earlier police sent an alert to 
British sea and air ports ask­
ing them to watch for a young 
couple with two small boys.
Missouri senator said. “I think 
he's got a schedule.”
earthquake was not strong
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — An enough to cause any damage in 
earthquake registering 6.4 on 'populated areas. He described it 
the open-ended Richter scale oc- as Paft of the "normal sequence 
currcd in the Vancouver Island of quakes” in the Pacific Ocean, 
region off Canada’s Pacific Mr. Milne said a minor shod 
Coast on Sunday, the National wave was felt in the Port Alio 
Earthquake Information Centre aroa on the northwest coast 0 
here reported. Vancouver Island but there \va
The quake was about 350 n<> damage. 
miles northwest of Seattle. ■■■■■I
A lawyer for President Nixon’s 
re-election campaign organiza­
tion has been dismissed for re­
fusing to co-operate with a fed­
eral investigation of a break-in 
at the Democratic national com­
mittee headquarters.'The break- 
in by five men who had elec­
tronic “bugging” equipment 
with them is being investigated 
by the Federal Bureau of In­
vestigation and has led the 
Democratic national committee 
to file a $l-million damage suit 
against Nixon's campaign or­
ganization. The lawyer, whose 
dismissal June 28 was confirm­
ed Saturday by spokesman Van 
L. Shumway of the Committee 
to Re-elect the President, is
There was no immediate re­
ports of damage, .a spokesman 
for the centre said. '
“It was a shallow earthquake, 
possibly under water,” he said. 
“It wasn’t large enough to 
cause any wave activity.”
The quake occurred at 3.13 
p.m. EDT; he said. The Na-| 
tional Earthquake Information 
Centre, recently relocated in
G. Gordon Liddy. 
American actress Jane Fonda
arrived in Paris from Hanoi on 
Sunday and said: “There is a 
very serious traitor in our midst 
and I think it is. Richard 
Nixon.” The actress returned 
by way of Moscow from her 
visit to North Vietnam, dressed 
in a Vietnamese red tunic and 
black cotton trousers and carry­
ing a peasant’s conical straw 
hat. She said the “traitor" was 
not anyone who was trying to 
stop the war but “someone who 
was committing the most hein-
• TORONTO (CP) — Base 
metal issues drifted fractionally 
’lower while prices in other sec- 
’tors of the Toronto stock mar­
ket remained strong in moder­
ate mid-morning trading today.
■i • The industrial index climbed 
*.86 to 202.48, golds .24 to 211.95 
’and western oils .68 to 234.40.
Base metals were down .12 to 
91.63.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 465,000 
shares, up from 452,000 at the 
same time Friday.
Advances outnumbered de­
clines by almost two-to-one, 122 
to 69, with 152 issues un­
changed.
Banking, chemical, beverage, 
oil refining, paper and forest, 
•steel and general manufactur­
ing issues moved sharply higher 
■while food processing, merchan- 
• dising and real estate stocks 
^drifted lower.
Southam Press was up % jto 
-$24%, Imperial Oil % to $35%, 
'Toronto Dominion Bank % to 
$33%, Murritt % to $7% and 
fNumac % to $16.
i MacMillan Bloedel rose % to 
-$26%, Consolidated Bathurst % 
'to $13%, Villacentres % to $12% 
.. and Shell Canada % to $46%.
Kaps Transport 10% 10% Saratoga Process.
Labatts 30 30% George Sparling 3.10
MacMillan Bloedel 26% 26% Steintron 4.40
Massey Ferguson 15% 15% Trans. Cda. Glass
Met. Stores 20 21% Wall and Redekop 2%
Molsons “A” 27% 27% Wosk Stores 9
Moore Corp. 47% 48 MINES
Neonex 5% 5% Adonis 1.62
Noranda 36% 36% Afton 10%











Thomas Nat. Tsp. 
Thomson News.
Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans. Can. Pipe 

























































































Uncertainty About Vietnam 
Causes Wall Street Drift
Libyan leader Muammar Ka­
dafi disclosed Sunday that his 
Revolutionary Command Coun­
cil has offered .to merge Libya 
with Egypt into one state, the 
Middle East news agency re­
ported from Tripoli. Kadafi, 
addressing units of army volun­
teers at a camp near Tripoli to 
mark the 20th anniversary of 
Gamal Abdel Nasser’s revolu­
tion in Egypt, added that the 
offer was communicated to 
Egyptian President Anwar Sa­
dat in February, the agency 
said. Sadat asked the Libyan 
I leader for five months to study 
1 the offer, the agency quoted
Benson Meets 
Defence Officials
LONDON (CP) — Canadian 
Defence Minister Edgar Benson 
arrived here today for a week 
of discussions with senior Brit- । 
ish defence officials and visits 
to several major military estab­
lishments.
Benson and his wife were 
flown by military helicopter 
from London's Gatwick Airport 
to a landing area in the centre 
of the city where they were 
greeted by British Defence Sec­
retary Lord Carrington.,
The Canadian minister, mak­
ing his first official visit here 
since shifting to the defence 
portfolio from finance Jan. 28, 
was holding a series of meet­
ings with Canadian military 
personnel today before his first 




Greyhound Lines of 
Canada Lid.
announces
An application has 
been made to the Pub­
lic Utilities Commis­
sion to make certain 
alterations to passen­
ger fares, minimum 
fare and bus express 
rates to be effective 
September 1, 1972. De­
tails of proposed tariff 
changes are available 
। for public inspection at 
your local Greyhound 
Terminal or Agency.
Any objections may be 
filed with the Superin­
tendent of the Motor 
Carriers, Public Utili- 
I ties Commission, Van- 
I couver, B.C. on or be- 
I fore August 21, 1972.
! GREYHOUND
Kadafi as saying.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
.were up with light trading in the 
first hour of business at the Van- 
couver Stock Exchange today. 
A volume of 1,057,880 shares 
,was recorded.
•' Leading the industrials was 
EDP Industries, up .03 to .59 on 
a volume of 4,200 shares.' 
• In the oils, Plains Petroleum 
was unchanged at .22 on a vol­
ume 10,000 shares.
‘ And in the Mines, Consolidate 
• Silver Butte was at .21 on a 
■volume of 250,000 shares.
' TORONTO STOCK 
EXCHANGE
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
MINES
Bethlehem Copper 18% 
Brunswick M and S 3.75
Alta. Gas Trunk 
Alcan 






Cdn. Imp. Bank 































































































































































































































(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALSramsDis.
Dofasco 25% 26% Athabaska Col. 3.05 3.20
Dom. Textiles 31 31% Bnlco Forest Prod. 11% 12
Electrohome 17% 18 Bank of B.C. 21 22%
Falconbridge 56 57 Block Bros. 3,45 3,50
Ford Canada 91% 93 Canterra 1.00 1.10
Genstar 14 14% Computrex .50 .56
Greyhound 22 22^ Crestwood Kit. 1.15 1.50












Hudson Bay Oil 43% 43ai Four Seasons 7% 7%
Husky Oil 11'v 14% Finiilng Tractor 23% 24
Imperial Oil 38% 38% Great Pac. Ind. 2.50 2.60
I,A.C, 
Inland Nat, Gas
19% 19% Grouse Mtn; 2,10 2,25
15% 16 Hya of Canada 3,35 3.40
Int’l, Nickel 30% 39% Integ. Wood Prod. 3,50 3.80
Jnt. Utilities 42 42% Melton Realty 2.90 2.95
Interprov. 'Plix* 28% 29 OK, Helicopters 12 12',i 
23%Inter. Steel, Pipe 14% 14% P.W.A, 23








• In A KASTNER LADOKANTER PRODUCTION 
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NEW YORK (AP) — The New 
York stock market drifted with­
out a pattern during last week 
as investor uncertainty about 
Vietnam and the international 
monetary situation offset favor­
able U.S. economic news and 
improved second-quarter earn­
ing reports.
The closing Dow Jones aver­
age of 30 industrial stocks 
dropped 1.81 to 920.45. The low­
est point for the average so far 
in 1972 was the 903.97 recorded 
on Feb. 7.
The market made several 
abortive attempts to rally and 
closed with strong gains Friday, 
but prices basically were lower 
in quiet trading as institutions 
remained on the sidelines.
“It was a negative week for 
investors despite, some good 
news about inflation and the in­
ternational monetary situation 
and some hope at the Vietnam 
peace talks,” said John Smith, 
an analyst at Fahnestock and
strongly as the dollar strength­
ened.
Volume was moderate 
throughout the week. There 





New York Stock Ex­
compared with 69.34 
shares the previous
The Associated Press 60-stock 
average, which hit 1972 lows 
several times during the week, 
dipped 2.6 to 314.7. Standard
President Nixon will fly to 
Hawaii Aug. 31 for two days of 
conferences with the new Japa­
nese premier, Kakuei Tanaka, 
the White House said Sunday 
night. The meetings, announced 
simultaneously in Washington 
and Tokyo, will take place at 
Nixon’s invitation. The Hawaii 
conferences, coming with Tan­
aka in office just two months, 
seemed by observers to be de­
signed to emphasize the U.S. 
desire for close relations with 





noon to 2 p.m.
‘Always Good" 1.99




and P o o r’s 500-stock 




























































The ; market was weighted 
down by the same factors which 
have caused prices to decline 
since mid-April when the Dow 
Jones average hit its 1972 peak 
of 968.92 on April 18.
Among the factors depressing 
the market since April that con­
tinued to restrain it last week 
were concerns about the inter­
national monetary situation, the 
Paris peace talks, presidential 
campaign politics, inflation and 
the threat of Price Commission 
rollbacks, 
WAIT AND SEE
‘‘I think the institutions are 
waiting to be sure that either 
President Nixon will be re­
elected or that there will be a 
Vietnam peace settlement, then 
they will come back into the 
market,” said Robert Stovall, 
director of research at Reynolds 
Securities Inc.
Wednesday the market scored 
gains as investors responded to 
the news that presidential ad­
viser Henry Kissinger was se­
cretly negotiating in Paris with 
Hanoi.
Thursday prices dropped de­
spite an announcement by the 
Federal Reserve Board it would 
intervene In foreign exchange 
markets to support the U.S. dol-
1 lar. Friday the market rallicc
On the New York Stock Ex­
change there were 670 advances 
and 1,042 declines out of 1,922 
issues traded. The NYSE index 
of some 1,400 common stocks 
dropped .18 to 58.84.
Occidental Petroleum, most 
active NYSE issue, rose 3% to 
$15% on volume of 5.71 million 
shares. The issue was halted in 
trading and opened late on sev­
eral occasions as investors re­
sponded to the announcement of 
Occidental’s business agree- 
ment with the Soviet Union. But 
the issue suffered some profit­
taking as analysts warned 
investors it may be some time 
before the company benefits 
from the agreement and that 
the company still has problems
One British Columbia man 
and three Quebecers were kill­
ed Saturday afternoon in a heli­
copter crash near the Rupert 
River, 650 miles northwest of 
Montreal. Dead are Mike Ske- 
bay, 51, of Abbotsford, B.C., 
Jacques Auger, 22, of Montreal, 
Pierre Nadeau, 20, of Laval, 
just north of Montreal and Pat­
rick Roy, 21, of Noranda. Mr. 
Skebay was piloting the heli­
copter on a 15-minute inspection 
tour of construction sites for 
the James Bay power develop­
ment site. The other men were 
engineers.























Handleman, dropped 8% to 
$12%. The company reported 
lowei’ earnings for the year 
ended April 30.
Curtiss-Wright, third most ac­
tive, dropped 1% to $40%. Gen­
eral Motors said it had made ho 
decision whether to produce 
Wankel-powered autos, the en­
gine to which Curtiss-Wright 
holds the North American 
rights.
Boise Cascade, fourth most 
active, dipped % to $10%. The 
company's truck camper has 
been criticized for safety re- 
sons recently.
Prime Minister Trudeau, his 
wife Margaret and infant son 
Justin are vacationing this week 
at a remote resort in the Buga­
boo Mountains, just west of the 
British Columbia-Alberta bor­
der. The Trudeaus arrived there 
by helicopter Saturday evening, 
leaving their specially-outfitted 
railway car at Banff. A Tru­
deau aide said Sunday the fam­
ily intends to stay at the lodge 
for a one-week skiing and hik­
ing holiday.
Dr. Juhn Wada, a psychiatry 
professor at the University of 
British Columbia, said Sunday 
that people who practise medi­
tation are more able to shut out 
distractions than those who do 
not. Dr. Wada was addressing 
an International symposium at 
Queen's University on the sci­
ence of creative intelligence. It 




• Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90
1131 Bernard Ave. 762-3040
OPENING TONIGHT 















Now nt the K0K0 Chib 
NIGHTLY SMORGASBORD 
Monday - Saturday 
FEATURING
Ukrainian — Chinone — Canadian Cuisine 
(as much ns you can cat on one large plate) 
5:00 - 10 p.m. exquisite Hmorgaabord dining in 
Nie bamboo lounge.
275 Leon Ave. \ Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407
"NOTED FOR FINK FOODS”
Tiddler!
ontheDOOt
0111 he screen :•








Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
262 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
it
I CALENDAR OF 8
I COMING EVENTS g
SiiiiiiimiiB^^
The following space is now available every Monday 
- for service organizations, clubs, church groups, auxil­
iaries and sports to Inform the public of their coming 
events. There is no charge for this service but they 
must bo brief and lo the point.
Any of the above organizations wishing to use this 
space must either bring In their copy or phone II to 
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning In ask 
for the NOCA Calendar events editor.
TUESDAY
Square dancing in the Jubi­
lee Bowl with Garry Kehoe 
al 8 p.m.
Community Resource Centre 
is offering a session concern­
ing recycling and ecology In
First United Church 
p.m, Course is free.





David's Church on Pnndosy 
at 8 p.in.
WEDNESDAY
Do you like to sing? Sweet 
Adelines of Kelowna Invite 
till who wonlcj like to sing 
four-part harmony to their 
meeting, Call Mrs, Paul Nes- 
sinan for time and place.
CORP Bingo nt Elk's Hall on 
Pandosy Street at 8 p.m,
THURSDAY
Live musical entertainment, 
at the Legion, from 9 to i2 
p.m. Sponsored by the Ix1- 
gion. Entertainment featured 
Friday night also.
FRIDAY
The community family plan­
ning clinic will be open from
8 to,10 p.m. nt South Okana­
gan Hcnllh Unit on Qucens- 
way, The service is provided 
by Kelowna doctors and nur­












Lieutenant Colonel R. F. gram and is shown here in­
Bruce (far left), the senior specting the 23 students en- 
staff officer, Vancouver Mill- rolled with the B.C. Dragoons 
tary. District has been visit- stationed in Kelowna. Along
ing Interior units of the Sum­
mer Student Employment pro- N. J. Hilborn who is the local
with Lt. Col. Bruce is Captain
Course Commander. Included 
in the 23 students are four 
girls who are employed as 
clerical staff for the unit. In 
addition a further 40 students 
are employed under the au-
HARVESTING UNDERWAY
Expert Says Weed Problem 
The Worst He's Ever Seen
The north end of weed-chok­
ed Okanagan Lake has been de­
scribed by professional weed 
harvester, Arnold Olsen, of 
Washington state, as "one of the 
worst areas we have run into 
anywhere.”
The ex-navy man has already 
removed weeds from a number 
of lakes in his own country and 
is one-half of the two-man crew 
manning the powerful harvest­
ing machine hired by the Oka­
nagan Basin Water Board, the 
City of Vernon and the provin­
cial government.
It began July 15 the task of 
removing the unsightly growth 
which for the past year has 
been plugging 40 acres of the 
lake from Okanagan Landing to 
Vernon’s Kin Beach.
Starting in the Kin Beach 
area, the machine chugs slowly 
through the matted growth cut­
ting off the weeds six feet be­
low surface level, and trans­
porting them by conveyor belt 
into the body of the harvester,
like some lake monster enjoy­
ing its dinner.
With its three-and-one-half ton 
weed storage compartment full, 
the machine is then piloted 
back to the beach, where it is 
reversed, and its load dumped 
in piles beside the water.
Mr. Olson said the harvester 
can complete a load every 10 or 
15 minutes.
Elaborating on his earlier 
statement about the density of 
the weed growth, Mr. Olson said 
the harvester chopped more 
weeds from the Kin Beach area 
in one day than it did during 
five days operation on Wapato 
Lake, near Tacoma, Wash.
“That week we cut 165,000 
pounds,” he said, “but Saturday 
we made 23 loads and cut 171,- 
000 pounds from this lake."
Preliminary estimates, figure 
that about 900 tons of weeds will 
be removed during the next 
three weeks.
Expressing surprise at the 
thick local growth, Mr.s Olson
said, “I never expected any­
thing like this.”
“Wayne (Mr. Preman) came 
up here in the Spring, but all 
he had to go on were aerial
Weeds Could Provide Basis
For Industry—Parchomchuk
Weeds currently being har­
vested by the Okanagan Basin 
Water Board from various lo­
cations on Okanagan Lake, may 
be the basis for a new industry.
Board secretary - manager, 
William'Parchomchuk, said he 
would like to see the idea taken 
up with senior levels of govern­
ment as a nation-wide agricul­
tural project. 1
“Why not farm these weeds 
instead of destroying them,'” 
he says, adding the aquatic 
growths have an “extremely 
high protein content" which is 
equal to most animal feeds. 
The project would also help 
fight pollution, Mr. Parchom­
chuk feels.
The weeds are so versatile 
they cun be used as direct feed 
for fertilizer due to their high 
nitrogen content, as well as for 
silage, he added. “Why do we 
use Affluent to irrigate areas 
for alfalfa and pay taxes on the
property it’s grown on 
we can accomplish the 
end product here.”
Interior IWA Men
Back On The Job
thority of the Department of
National Defence in Vernon, 
working on a cleanup and 
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Big Majority Vote Okays 
Two-Year Pact With IFIRA
THREE KELOWNA MEN CHARGED
AS WEEKEND RAPE ALLEGED
Three Kelowna men appeared in provincial court to­
day on charges of raping a 35-year-old woman. Alfred Ed­
ward Harbison, 22, Ronald Gerz, 22, and Daniel Andrew 
Harbison, 19, entered no plea on the charge and Judge R. 
J. S. Moir remanded the case to July 31 to set a trial date.
A court order was issued requesting the name of the 
alleged victim be withheld from broadcast or publication. 
The three men were released from custody with the con­
dition they'report every other day to the RCMP, remain 
within the jurisdiction of the court, and refrain from any 
contact with the complainant.





The first summer-like week­
end of the year attracted thou­
sands to beaches and parks in
city and district. The most popu- 
I lar heat-haven was city park
where Hot Sands space was at
Woodworkers throughout the । receive a 40-cent-an-hour raise 
southern interior began return- each year plus an extra seven 
ing to work today, following cents in June, 1974, one month 
weekend ratification of a two- before the contract expires,
year contract settlement work­
ed out last week between the 
International Woodworkers of 
America and the Interior For­
est Labor Relations Association.
Forest companies agreed to 
the terms of the settlement 
Thursday, and Wyman Trineer, 
first vice-president of the IWA 
Regional Council No. 1 said all 
picket lines would be removed 
by 6 p.m. Saturday and crews 
would be returning to work as 
scheduled.
Mr. Trineer said all three 
woodworkers’ locals — in Cran- 
brook, Kamloops and Kelowna- 
accepted the new settlement by
bringing the basic rate to $4.45 
an hour.
The interior woodworkers* 
strike, which officially began 
July 17, affected about 6,500 
men. Wildcat walkouts disrupts 
ed the industry in the week be­
fore the strike.
Del Welder, a spokesman for 
Local 1-423 (Kelowna) said to­
day men began returning to 
work at Crown Zellerbach’s ply­
wood and sawmill operation at 
midnight Sunday, as did the 
rest of the approximately 1,500 
members of the local, which 
covers an area fiom Enderby
south to the border, east to 
wide majorities. Grand Forks and west to
Under the agreement, the men I Princeton.
Fallers Dipute Settled
Meanwhile operations return­
ed to normal today at two major 
MacMillian Bloedel plants after 
the graveyard shift refused to
photographs from last year. We 
could see the growth was ex­
tensive but we couldn’t tell the 
density.”
Asked whether, in view of the 
dense growth of the weeds, the 
harvester would be able to clear 
the 40 acres in the contracted 
time, Mr. Olson said, “Well, it’s 
a question of both time and 
money. Right now it looks as 
though the money is going to 
rim out before time does.”
Under the terms of the con­
tract between the Water Board 
and Aquatic We^d Control, the 
harvesting is costing $37 an 
hour for an eight or 10 hour 
day.
With the $6,800 availaole- ($4,- 
600 from the provincial govern­
ment, $1,200 from the City of 
Vernon, and $1,000 from the
a premium in the 82-degree 
temperature.
Central Mortgage and Hous­
ing Corporation has approved 
the contract and financing ar­
rangements for additional funds 
for the planned joint city-indus­
try trade waste treatment plant 
in the north end.
City finance director Harold 
Hall said today word was re­
ceived Friday CMHC has 
agreed to lend the city an ad­
ditional $150,000 for the pro­
ject, after reviewing a contract 
with Douillard Construction of
Rutland resident, Ivars Drav- 
inskis, is among 2,400 honor 
roll students listed in the spring 
semester of Washington State 
University. The roll signifies 
attainment of a grade point 
average of 3.30 or better in at 
least 14 hours of course work, 
12 of which must carry grades.
Lowering the voting age both 
provincially and federaUy may 
have given faith to some young 
people, but when a young man 
was asked what he felt was go­
ing to be the major platforms 
wherr provincial and federal 
elections are caUed, didn’t know 
what a “platform” was.
when 
same
Mr. Parchomchuk stressed he 
was not advocating encouraging 
weed growth here, but once 
they were harvested and clear­
ed, “we could move on to some 
other weed growth area.” He 
added he felt the proposal was 
worth discussion at the next 
board meeting.
The Idea is supported by weed 
harvestor operator, Arnold Ol­
son, working off Kin Beach, 
Vernon. He said not only is the 
weed about 80 per cent nitrogen 
but mixed with alfalfa and sor­
ghum the combination would 
provide weight-adding fodder 
for cattle.
Mr. Parchomchuk urged far­
mers in the Kin Beach area to 
use as much of the dumped 
weed ak desired. "It makes ex­
cellent mulch for gardens," ho 
added, estimated the lake would 
yield about 900 tons of weeds.
Water Board), there is enough 
money to finance the harvesting 
project for about three weeks.
While not minimizing the prob­
lems of getting rid of the weeds 
Mr, Olson believes the lake will 
benefit from just one cutting 
operation.
“This is not an uncommon 
type of weed, although there are 
many varieties," he said, ad­
ding that he has tackled similar 
types before.
“It is not as big a problem 
as, say, water lily or hyacinth, 
which have tuber-type roots and 
will continue to grow until the 
root is dug out."
Mr. Olson said 'you’ll notice 
a tremendous difference here 
next year. I’m not saying you 
won’t have weeds, but they will 
be substantially less, and if you 
continue cutting them you will 
get to the point where they can 
be controlled."
.He said the act of cutting the 
weeds and their subsequent re­
growth helps to use up the nu­
trients upon which they feed.
As an example of past suc­
cesses, Mr. Olson said one year 
he cleared 52,000 pounds of
SOCREDS PLAN
TO NOMINATE
The South Okanagan Social 
Credit Party has sent out let­
ters to its members indicating 
a nomination meeting will be 
held this Thursday in Sum­
merland.
The meeting will precede a 
public meeting at the Sum­
merland Youth Hostel where 
Premier W. A. C. Bennett, 
MLA for South Okanagan, will 
be speaking.
The convention will be at 
the Royal Canadian Legion 









In 1969, the last 
election date was 





cross picket lines put up by 
Authority has agreed to lend dissident fallers and scalers.
Kelowna, approved by council 
earlier this month.
After turning an earlier ap­
plication down, CMHC agreed 
to lend the city $390,000, but 
that sum jumped $100,000 when 
eight bids for construction of 
the plant were received.
Contract cost for the project 
has been set at $531,640, but the 
total amount, which includes 
land purchase and other costs 
now amount to $750,000. The 
provincial Municipal Financing
Funeral Services Tuesday 
For Three Kelowna Women
the city $210,000. Closed for eight hours were
Although no date has been set, Vancouver Plywood, with 200 
construction of the plant will overnight workers, and Cana- 
probably begin soon, as accord-1 dian White Pine, with 150.
ing to city engineering director A company spokesman said 
Nelson Deck, a meeting is plan- pickets showed up at 11 p.m. 
ned for Wednesday between! Sunday and left about 2:30 a.m. 
the contractor and the engineer- . ..• „ Picket lines were also throwntan/ up at MacMillan’s K-3 particle
mul' «• i * m u _ board plant, but the actionThe final step will be signing I was when the plant’s
of the contract by civic officials. I afternoon shift worked late and 
.. douillard has agreed to _a| the jg overnight workers waited 
firm 300-day period to complete to go to work until the pickets 
the job. had left.
The plant is to be built joint­
ly with Sun-Rype Products and 
Calona Wines along Brent’s 
Creek and the companies have, 
agreed to repay 80 per cent of 
the capital costs and foot the 
biR for all operating costs.
Other companies wishing to 
: utilize the facility wll also take 
part in this user-pays formula, । n . tartest Watch 
> back1 citv'taxoavers11 for their Tower conventions in the Kel- 
. back city taxpayers for their|owna area ended Sunday as 
, investment. '4,702 Jehovah Witness delegates
began the long trek home, some 
from as far away as Jamaica,
And this morning in Squam- 
ish, north of Vancouver at the 
head of Howe Sound, 60 to 80 
pickets, including 15 women, at­
tempted to block 130 workers at 
the MacMillan logging division 
from going to work.
The pickets marched for about 
two hours, a company spokes­
man said, but the workers went 
to work when they were told by 
management that the picketing 
was illegal.
Fallers spokesman Chuck 
Evans said his men support ths 
picketing by the scalers.
’ Under the new agreement be­
tween coast forest companies 
and the International Woodwork­
ers of America, some scalers 
will be employed in other Jobs.
Baptizing Of 61 Members 
Part Of Jehovah Ceremony
I Qne of many taking place 
around the world, the assembly 
was arranged primarily for In­
terior members, highlighted, by 
addresses by Toronto Jehovah 
representative, G. W. Sallis,
Lack Of Registry Office
Costs Time And Money-Doak
Lnck of a land registry office 
in the Interior is costing Valley 
residents "a fortune in time nnd 
money," says Progressive Con­
servative South Oknnngan can­
didate, James Doak.
He pointed out there were no 
facilities between Salmon Arm 
and Osoyoos, nnd no land re­
gistry or final survey approvals 
services except nt Kamloops. 
Titis in spite of the fact that 40 
pcr cent of all renl estate mul­
tiple listing sales In the Inter­
ior nren of Kumloops came from 
Kelowna.
Mr. Doak added In the first 
10 months of 1971, about 23 out 
of $57 million in sales were from 
the Kelowna division, nnd with 
government stamp charges of 
$31 on every first $11,000 of 
a purchase and one dollar per 
thousand thereafter, a land re­
gistry office at Kelowna would 
I provldq "a very profitable re­
venue to the government and a 
long overdue service to the Val­
ley.” . \ ■
Ho said the situation Is fur­
ther aggrnnted by a govern­
ment charge to residents of 
about $5 to $6 million dollars in 
land registry fees for approxi­
mately $1.S million worth of 
service, according to Vancouver 
Bar Association figures;
••This is another hidden pfo- 
I vincial tux pyramided on top 
I a. thousands of dollars in ,lojt 
I time, cxpciuo and interest.'.’
Mr. Doak declared, calling for 
a land registry office in Kel­
owna, with service “at cost and 
updated methods" which was 
“an obvious solution to an ar­
chaic situation."
He added the Central Okana­
gan outgrew the old Kam­
loops facilities iind system 
“years ago" and registry me­
thods nnd legal procedures 
wen? of “1859 vintage.”
"Revision Is 100 years over­
due to keep up with modern liv­
ing nnd business," Mr, \Doak 
stressed, \ .
Location of n land registry 
office in the city would save 
months of proepssing plans and 
surveys, plus ‘\wccks in mail­
ing, searching And filing pro­
perty transfers," ho added, us 
well as eliminate "substantial 
costs In interest financing, logo 
expenses a n d governmen 
charges.'’ The office would
create "extensive savings’* to 
every citlzbn buying or selling 
the "smallest piece of property 
or having Io borrow money.”
A simple property plan Is now 
backed up In delays running 
"over six weeks to months"
weeds from three acres on 
Wapato Lake, near Tacoma.
"Next year half the lake was 
almost clear nnd we could cut 
only 20,000 pounds from seven 
acres.
"But you people have got to 
get that flow out of the lake," 
he said referring to Vernon 
Creek which Is feeding nutrients 
Into the lake from Vernon sew­
erage plant.
"I would say that Is responsi­
ble for about 70 to 80 per cent 
of your troubles, ’ he said "plus 
the seepage from the septic 
taliks from the heavily populat­
ed area called Okanagan Land­
ing.
"Another thing people seem 
to forget," he added “is the 
treatment of their lawns. Most 
people have nicely kept lawns 
which they feed and fertilize, 
then they water them and the 
nutrients run back Into the 
lake,"
Recalling the circumstances 
which led up to their first Ca­
nadian weed-harvesting opera­
tion, Mr. Olson said "Tlicre 
were a lot of things to take into 
consideration,” before deciding 
Io make the 488-milc trip from 
Olympia.
Clearance from the manufac­
turers for the $30,(MNH Insurance, 
brokers, Import documents, cus­
toms, "nnd from your own gov­
ernment all kinds of problems."
Mr. Ol»o said the machine and
lx,'tween Kamloops and Vic­
toria, and "some people have 
lx*en waiting on processing 
since Jnmtnry trying to cut 
thtnuith red tape." In addition. 
Mr. Doak said, land registry 
staff is •'overworked,"
riding since 1941 when he was 
a member of the Conservative 
party. He then served the 
constituency as a member of 
the Liberal-Conservative coal­
ition until he crossed the floor 
of the legislature to form the 
Social Credit Party in B.C.
The Social Credit party 
came to power under the pre­
mier’s leadership in 1951 and 
have retained power since 
then. All the other provincial 
parties have held nominating 
conventions in the riding and 
a full slate will oppose the 
premier here in South Oka­
nagan, The Liberals have a 
teacher, Roger Tait. The Con­
servatives have laywer, Jim 
Donk and the NDP have for­
mer MLA Frank Snowsell In 
the running.
MRS. OTILIA HEITZMANN
Prayers and rosary will be 
recited in Day’s Chapel of Re­
membrance, today at 7:15 p.m. 
for Mrs. Otilia Heitzmann, 85, 
of 815 Leon Ave., who died Sat­
urday.
Mass will be celebrated in Im­
maculate Conception Church, 
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. with Rev. 
R. D. Anderson as celebrant.
Surviving Mrs. Heitzmann are 
two sons and two daughters, 
Stefan, Kelowna; Bernard, Vic­
toria; Mrs. Marion Wehle, Van­
couver; Mrs. D. R. (Polly) 
Wilkie, Victoria; 14 grandchil­
dren and. 21 great-grandchil­
dren; two sisters, one in Pres­
ton, Ont., the other in Philadel­
phia, U.S.A., and one brother 
in Austria. Mr. Heitzmann died 
in 1965, and a daughter, Mrs. 
Tillie Stegman of Port Albcrnl 
died in 1967. .
Burial will be in Kelowna 
cemetery.
Rev. Frank Lewis of Rutland on
| wiU officiate with burial in the fer™ 
Kelowna cemetery. . da)' 01
He told the assemblage an 
average of 150,000 ministers 
have been ordained during the 
past four years “at a time when 
the enrolment in many religious 
seminaries is decreasing." A 
contributing factor to this 
growth, he added, was Bible 
study aid, “the truth that leads 
to eternal life", published first 
in 1968 and which now has a 
distribution of more than 50 
million copies in over 80 lan-
MRS. PATRICIA TANNER |
Funeral service will be held 
from The Garden Chapel, Tues­
day at 3 p.m. for Mrs. Patricia 
Rose Tanner of 1358 Bernard 
Ave., who died Sunday.
Mrs. Tanner is survived by 
her husband, Lance; two sons, 
John and Peter of Vancouver 
and one sister in England.
Rev. G. R. Easter will offici­
ate, with cremation to follow. 
Those wishing may donate to 
the cancer fund.
MRS. MARIE FLEWELLING
Funeral service will be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance, Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. 
for Mrs. Marie Alberta Flewel­
ling, 59, of 1922 Pandosy St., 
who died Saturday.
Surviving Mrs. Flewelling are 
two sons, Ronald and Leonard, 
both of Red Deer, Alta.; four 
grandchildren; her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs, Allen Silvanus of 
Prince George, formerly of Cal­
gary; and one sister; Mrs. 
James .(Margaret) Potter of 
Prince George. Her husband, 
Francis John Flewelling died 
In May, 1970,
guages. This makes it the most
other than the Bible itself, the 
speaker said.
During the convention, 61 
members were baptized public­
ly to symbolize their dedication 
as ministers.
Bible principles were drama­
tized during the convention by 
live plays, with Saturday’s ac­
count depicting Naaman, the 
Syrian army officer who was 
cured of leprosy, by Jehovah 
through his prophet, Elisha. 
The drama included local par­
ticipants Allan Siemans and 
Judy Fossen.
Expressing appreciation to 
“all those who contributed to 
making our stay here so plea­
sant," assistant assembly super­
visor, Ernest Funk, added “we 
have had wonderful co-opera­
tion from city officials, hotels, 
motels and especially from 
householders who opened up 
their homes to provide accom­
modation for visiting delegates.” 
“I am sure many delegates 
। are looking forward to enjoy­
ing another convention in this
&*...a ..................... .,.^1 beautiful city in the near fu-
widely read book in history, Iture," Mr. Funk added.
crew spent “a wholb day" nt 
the border crossing trying to 
get through, 
A third member of the com­
pany, Stan Christenson, ic back 
in Olympia, "minding sholp" 
nnd operating n second harvest­
er on local lakes. ’ '
Mr. Olson. 52. nnd Mr. Pre- 
mnn, 48, have 20 nnd 28 years’ 
service in the U.S. Nnvy be­
hind them, nnd set up business 
when Mr. Pieman, who lives on 
n lake which developed weeds,
. ..Sunny
Once again the weatherman 
offers a varied forecast for 
jcesidents Tuesday, promising 
sunny skies with afternoon nnd 
evening cloudy periods and 
occasional showers with Isolated 
thundershowers, lllghs will be 
In t\ic mid 80s. High nnd low in 
the city Saturday was 84 and 60 
degrees with n trace of precipi­
tation, complied to n cooler 82 
and 50 degrees with no precipi­
tation for the city Sunday. High 
and low Pit the airport Saturday 
wgs 85 and 57 degrees with .02 
Inches of rain, compared to 83 
and 45 degrees with no, preclpl- 
tntlon’ for the airport Sunday; 
Overnight low today will bo In 
the 50s, '
IN COURT
Terry Allan Englund, of Kel­
owna, appeared, in provincial 
court charged with attempted 
theft and theft under 150, The 
case was remanded for pica to 
Aug. 7.
William Donald Radcliffe, of 
Kelowna, was charged In pro­
vincial court with driving while 
having a blood-alcohol count 
exceeding .08. The case was re­
manded without pica to Aug. 7.
John Klajic, of Kelowna, ap­
peared in provincial court on a 
charge of assault. Judge R. J. 
S. Moir remanded the case to 
July 26.
"ramr up with thia idea,” said 
Mr. Olson, .
LAKE LEVEL
Continuing its downward 
trend, Okanagan Lake is cur­
rently 102.94 feet, a drop of 13 
one-hundredths of nn inch from 
103.07 reported Friday. The 
agreed mhxiinum Is 102.5 feet.
Release flow al Penticton re­
mains the samb nt 4,000 acre- 
feet every 24 hours, bit approxl-
John Abclkoff, of •Kelowna, 
was fined *300 after he blended 
guilty to impaired driving. 
Judge Moir nlso sus|>cndcd Mr. 
Abctkoff’n driver's licence for 
one month.
mutely 1.800 cubic'feet a sec-
opd.
Grande Benedetto, of no fixed 
address, was charged in provin­
cial court with , possession of 
nlarijunna. The case was re­
manded to July 25 without plea.
TEEN TOWN PAINT BOOTHS
KplowPa Teen Towners pit­
ched in Saturday with a volun­
teer palnt-ln to help out the 
Regatta Association current­
ly immersed -in preparations 
far tbe nnnuai aquatic cjnsnic 
Aug. 2 to 6. Wielding expert
brushes, nre, from foreground 






Town mayor, Margot 
wqno, Debbie Thomas, Gayle Thomson."J-The Jclds were 
Larson«>and Guy Leblanc. Mr. ■ treated |)each party by 
I^blaiic, a visitor from Que- the ailtoiniHlon alter their 
bee city, donated Ids services afternoon toll. (Courier Photo) 
for tire booth paint job which
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
Some See A Hope
George McGovern, the senator 
from South Dakota, won the Demo­
cratic Party’s nomination for the pre­
sidency of the United States a few 
days ago. On present indications he is 
a distance away from beating Presi­
dent Nixon in the election in Novem­
ber. But clearly he has taken positions 
on a broad range of issues that appeal 
to large numbers of people in widely 
separated areas of the United States.
He leads into the election campaign 
a party tom asunder by internal strife. 
He has lost the support—and the fin­
ancial contributions—of the powerful 
AFL-CIO labor groups. The south is 
antagonistic to his policies. The black 
voters, at the best, are lukewarm.
Probably his main draw is his long­
standing opposition to the Vietnam 
war. He claims, and the record does 
not dispute him, that he was the first 
senator to come out flatly against U.S. 
military involvement in southeast 
Asia. Now he says he would go to 
Hanoi, if necessary, and wind up the 
war within 90 days of becoming pre­
sident. With this he has given a mon­
umental hostage to political fortune, 
for the commitment leaves,him vir­
tually no bargaining power in peace 
negotiations, should he be elected to 
fulfil it.
On domestic issues, Senator Mc­
Govern’s views are most liberal. In 
the classic manner he would soak the 
rich with new taxes, relieve the middle 
class of some of its burdens,’and give 
more to the poor. He would cut into 
defence spending with a cleaver rather 
than a scalpel, and he would end 
such exotic, costly projects as the 
space shuttle program.
His earlier speeches attacked “the 
establishment centre” as responsible 
for the Vietnam war, the global strug-
gle with Communist power, inequit­
able taxation, inadequate social sec­
urity, urban decay, poor education and 
a host of other things. “I want Amer­
ica to come home from the alien 
world of power politics, militarism, 
deception, racism and special privi­
lege .. .”
On opposite sides of that centre 
there has been a striking comparison 
between the vein of popular feeling 
Senator McGovern has been mining 
and that exploited by Governor 
George Wallace. Both men are anti- 
establishment and from opposite ends 
of the political spectrum both appeal 
to a deep frustration in the U.S. con­
sciousness.
There is also a comparison to be 
made with Canadian politics in 1967 
and 1968 when Pierre Trudeau burst 
on the scene. To a large degree his 
success rode a wave of dissatisfaction 
with the failures of John Diefenbaker 
and Lester Pearson governments; he 
was the fresh new leader of the Lib­
eral party, cast in a different mold 
than such men as Paul^Martin, Paul 
Hellyer and Robert Winters.
With his victory in the election, 
Mr. Trudeau quickly became the cen­
tral pillar of the establishment, as so 
• often happens with figures thrown up 
by populist movements. Should he 
reach power Senator McGovern would 
find his real options far more limited 
than his oratorical ones, and the con­
tending power of Congress would in­
evitably thwart many of his intentions. 
Yet the evident fact that so large a 
section of U.S. opinion is ready to 
turn away from established leadership 
and the apparatus of conventional 
political power, and endorse a man 
like Senator McGovern, will be a new 
major factor in the presidential elec­
tion itself.
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Drug Pedlars Take Heed
(Penticton Herald)
As Provincial Court Judge Ross 
Coilver commented recently in weigh­
ing the penalties he was to impose on 
Jour young men, all of them non­
residents, on charges involving traf­
ficking in drugs, the deterrent effect 
of a sentence is the most important 
factor in dealing* with such cases.
The combined* police-court team­
work—the police in their undercover 
role and the court in its handing down 
of the sentences, one of which was a 
fine of $1,000—should serve to draw 
the attention of young people to the 
laws covering the possession and sale 
of drugs and, more particularly, to 
the penalties they face when the laws 
are violated in Penticton.
The fact that drugs remain illegal 
cannot be brushed under the carpet, 
no matter how widespread their use 
is and if young people want to avoid 
fines or jail sentences and the dis­
grace of a criminal record, they must 
avoid using illegal drugs. There is no 
getting around this fundamental point;
In his sentencing decision, Judge 
Coilver said: “I agree that the inter­
est of justice and welfare of this com­
munity would be denied if it is not 
made perfectly obvious to those who 
are trafficking that the penalties ap­
plicable to convictions for trafficking 
or possession for the purpose of traf­
ficking must'be severe if such activi­
ties arc to be discouraged,”
Controversy continues over the
seriousness or otherwise of marijuana. 
Studies still reveal hitherto unknown 
effects on test aninials—such as a 
marked decrease in the size of the
By JOHN HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Defence Minister Edgar Ben­
son has announced invitations to 
tender on replacements for the 
33 Argus long-range patrol air­
craft. This not only means a 
$600 million order for about 35 
new aircraft for a major British 
or American firm, but that Can­
ada will continue her joint sur­
veillance of the Atlantic and Pa­
cific oceans with the United 
States.
The present Argus four-engine 
aircraft are very old and have 
been in service 12 years. In 
spite of that, the Argus squad­
rons carry out daily missions
over the oceans around Canada, 
including the Arctic, searching 
out Soviet submarines and more 
recently, Soviet fishing vessels 
within our territorial waters.
This very large outlay for new 
military aircraft also begs the 
question of whether we will also
stay in NORAD (North Ameri­
can Air Defence Agreement)
which we renewed in 1968 with 
Washington for a further five- 
year period.
The T ru d e a u government,
which cut back our NATO 
strength in West Germany by 
about one half in 1970 and de­
nuclearized the CF-104 in Eu-
By ART GRAY
Fifty years ago this month 
the feasibility of the route Ij the 
-Kettle River country via Mc­
Culloch was established by a 
pathfinding car which started 
early on a Sunday morning in 
the latter part of July from Kel­
owna.
The passengers were Frank 
M. Buckland, George Suther­
land and Jack Grant, the latter 
being' a mechanic. They all 
took turns at driving throughout 
the two-day journey. Mr. Buck- 
•land drove the first day. Get­
ting away from Kelowna very 
early in the morning, McCul­
loch was reached without any 
trouble, the road being in fairly 
good condition throughout.
After eating breakfast at Mc­
Culloch, that point was left 
shortly after 7 a.m. The distance 
between McCulloch and Lalis
members of the New Demo­
cratic Party, the one most com­
mitted to our complete with- 
d r a w a 1 from NORAD and 
NATO, who believe we should 
maintain these international de­
fence associations.
The most recent white paper 
on defence published in June, 
1971, deals clearly and honestly 
with the international and do­
mestic commitments of Cana­
dian defence. For the first time 
we have a defence department 
document outlining the military 
role in the four national priori­
ties set down by Prime Minister 
Trudeau in early 1969.
These emphasize maintenance 
of sovereignty and cone entra-
tion on national development, 
both of them domestic roles in 
which the armed forces are ex­
pected to play a larger part.
The recently announced deci­
sion to replace the aging and 
costly Argus squadrons also 
bears on their more recent role
of aerial surveillance of our 
north not only against intruding 
fishing fleets, but some day per­
haps against friendly super­
tankers if and when Arctic oil is 
transported by sea.
This essential overlap of tra-
ditional international commit­
ments against a “future Soviet 
enemy" on land or sea — and
Creek, about four miles, prov­
ed to be the most tedious part 
of the journey. It was necessary 
to wait about half an hour at 
a crossing of the KVR for 
trains as it was a dangerous 
spot and the pathfinders had to 
make sure that they would not 
be caught upon the track. Yet 
another crossing had to be 
made and the going at the 
crossings was pretty rough, the 
country in between being fair­
ly easy, although there was 
little or no road to follow, as 
the old railway tote road had 
not been travelled for some 10 
years and there was little left 
of it.
Kallis Creek was reached at 
9 o’clock and thence the route 
for some distance went along 
the top of what is know as the 
“rim rock,” a precipitous wall 
of rock about 200 feet high from 
the top of which the whole basin 
of the West Fork of Kettle 
River can be viewed.
COOKSON NEXT
The country is open, with 
small timber, and road building 
is a very easy matter. Cookson 
was next reached, some three 
miles further on, and two miles 
from Cookson the first ranch 
was encountered, that of Mr. J. 
Clark, at an elevation of about 
3,000 feet above sea level, or 
about 1,000 feet lower than Mc­
Culloch. Here a fine field of 
oats was growing. Mr. Clark 
was astonished and delighted 
to have an automobile visit him 
and he was driven up to his 
front door in state. After lunch 
the journey was resumed and 
the route for seven miles to the 
Arlington Lakes was found to 
be very good, except for two 
steep pitches.
The lakes, a group of three,
FRANK BUCKLAND 
... a passenger
road between McCulloch and ot | 
necessary work between Cook­
son and Carmi, should not ex- 
■ ceed the $15,000 estimated by 
Mr. S. T. Elliott, 
WATER GRADE
* "Between Cookson and Carmi 
the route follows practically a 
water grade. AU the people on 
the West Fork country are very J 
anxious to get into better com- 
. munication with Kelowna and 
the Okanagan Valley, and they 
Will support with might and 
main any efforts made by Kel­
owna to secure an appropria- 
tion for the road, so it is hoped 
that the Board of Trade will ] 
keep up unremittantly their 
agitation for this objective."
In course of time a road of 
sorts was completed to Carmi 
and was used for years as a 
“short cut." Today the modern 
traveller speeds over a fine 
black topped highway from 
Carmi to its junction with the
estimate the cost, Mr. Buck- 
land thought that the cost of re­
locating between McCulloch and 
Cookson, improving the existing
Okanagan Highway at Rutland, 
a far cry from the almost 
trackless wilderness route fol-
lowed by the pioneer 








. brain. Others claim negligible effects.
But the incentives dr motives which 
lead youngsters to use the so-called 
mild drugs—curiosity, bravado, con­
formity, rebellion or escapism—may 
often be the same which result in the 
use of more serious forms of narco­
tics;
In any event, the results become 
inescapable and it may be blind op­
timism that says the whole thing is 
a matter of faddism and , will wear 
itself out. That is possible but it does 
not seem likely as long as the factors 
—whatever they may be—which pro­
duce drug use continue.
The availability of drugs and the 
ready presence of salesmen add to the 
problem and there should be no let­
up in efforts to minimize both. The 
ruthless commercial pushers should 
get no sympathy. Less understandable 
arc the more or. less amateur pushers 
who appear to exhibit the sort of 
witless irresponsibility of arsonists in 
an orphanage. In some Ways they are 
the more serious danger to society.
Lack of willing customers would be 
the most, certain means of control and 
the education of children to the harm
of drugs must be pursued forcefully. 
The fact that use of drugs is found 
increasingly among .school children 
and persons little older is one of the 
saddest developments of our times.
BYGONE DAYS
(Front Courier Files)'
10 YEARS AGO 
July 1002
Len Leatliley has a big job ahead as 
Aquatic chairman, a position that he 
has just taken over from “Dick" Park­
inson, who held it for many years, He 
will be very busy during his first sum­
mer season as chairman seeing that 
everything Is in readiness to make it 
“the biggest and best Regatta yet,"
30 YEARS AGO 
July 1942 
With the Services—E. A, H. (Ted)
rope, last Jan. 1, could reassess, less likely “enemies” in the ef- 
the NATO role again, if re- fort to preserve our enViron- 
clected. ment, is riot an easy transition
The long-expected announce­
ment- of replacement . of .the
stretch in a chain for about 
three miles and the scenery 
. was very beautiful, with green
timber coming down to the wa-
Argus aircraft indicates we are 
unlikely to withdraw any furth- 
ern from our present interna­
tional d el e nee commitments 
with the Americans and with 
Europe.
Certainly all our major politi­
cal parties remain divided on 
where we go from here in de-
for the armed forces. "
Yetit is. a necessary one./nqt 
only because of changed govern­
ment priorities, but because the 
so-called “enemy” appears for 
the time being to be less man as
a warrior, but more as a pollu­
ter.
If Parliament were in session, 
it would be interesting to hear 
comment about the invitations
fence policy, including the rul- to tender.
ing Liberal party. In a surrimer with still high
OPINIONS DIFFER ’
There are Liberals and Tories 
who say we should pull out bt 
NATO completely. There are
unemployment, this prospect for 
many new defence jobs will 
have to outweigh the criticism 
of buying newer weapons.
Now It Can Be All Clear To Tourist 
When He Wants To Exchange Dollars
By BUD JORGENSON
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Tourists who have struggled 
with the problem of changing 
their vacation dollars for other 
currencies in times of shifting 
money values will appreciate 
that R. MacDonald Parkinson 
- had a difficult job.
Mr. Parkinson, a Toronto at- 
countant, has written a research 
paper • on how businesses deal 
with exchange rales.
The tourist who loses a bit on 
exchanging currencies may 
have lost the price of a cup of 
coffee but a fractional change In
the value of a currency may 
mean that a large corporation 
has lost or gained thousands of 
dollars.
Mr. Parkinson’s study was 
prepared for the Canadian Insti­
tute of Chartered Accountants 
and most of the report deals 
with complicated accounting 
procedures,
ond is the foreign currency ex­
change.
If payment is delayed, the 
company is gambling on 
. whether the currency value v/ill 
go up or down.
New income tax legislation 
which went Into effect this year 
implemented a tax on capital 
gains—profits on increases in 
the value of investment hold­
ings.
Mr. Parkinson says the new 
legislation does not make clear 
when a gain or loss of currency 
exchange would be a revenue 
item and when it would be a 
can!tai item.
The tax rate ter a capital 
gains Is half the rate for ordi-
ter’s edge. Beyond the lakes a 
canyon was met, in which it 
was necessary to chop a 16-inch 
log out of the way in order to 
let the car pass. As compensa­
tion the next five miles turned 
out to be open country with 
quite a good road to Carmi.
The store, which was open on 
Sunday, was visited and the 
natives, assembled for their 
weekly gossip, were much as­
tonished at the arrival of a car 
from Kelowna.
A visit was also paid to Father 
Ferroux, who was a pioneer of 
that section. He . was delighted 
that a car had made a trip 
over the route, which he had 
ardently advocated for years 
past, and he told Mr. Buckland 
that its construction had been 
promised by Hon. Dr. MacLean, 
member for the constituency. 
SPLENDID ROAD
Three quarters of an hour 
having been spent at Carmi, 
the party continued the journey 
on a splendid road, better than 
anything in this district, to 
Beaverdcll, where a call was
Canadians seldom sing “The 
Maple Leaf Forever” but some 
may remember the words: "At 
Queenston Heights and Lundy’s 
Lane; our brave fathers side by 
side bravely stood and nobly 
died.”
Lundy’s Lane was one of the 
most bloody battles of the War 
of 1812 and took place July 24, 
1814. The location is within 
sound of Niagara Falls. The 
fighting began during the night 
of July 24 and continued all next 
day in the area between Chip­
pewa and St. Catharines.
The Americans were led by 
General Jacob Brown who had 
2,700 regulars, 1,350 volunteers’ 
from New York and Pennsyl­
vania, and 150 Canadian trai­
tors.
The British-Canadian force, 
led by General Gordon Drum­
mond who was bom at Quebec 
and trained for the army in 
Britain. He had about 1,400 Brit­
ish-Canadian regulars and 800 
Canadian militia.
It was very hot during the 
night and the next day, and 
troops nearly died of thirst, al­
though they could hear Niagara 
Falls when there was a lull in 
the fighting. Many American 
casualties (210 dead, 570 
wounded and 110 missing) were
caused by shrapnel from British 
guns and what were called 
“rocket missiles."
The Brilish-Canadian force 
lost 84 men killed, 559 wounded, 
and 235 missing.
The battle was a stalemate 
but led to the Americans with­
drawing from the Niagara pen­
insula after burning Chippewa 
Bridge and hurling a large 
amount of their supplies into the 
river.
More important, it was the 
last time Canadians and Ameri­
cans killed each other in a 
major battle.
OTHER JULY 24 EVENTS
1534—Cartier planted cross at 
Gaspe and claimed territory for 
France.
1701—Cadillac founded Fori 
Portchartrain, now Detroit.
1759—Sir William Johnson de­
feated French force trying to 
relieve Niagara.
1766—British made peace with 
Chief Pontiac at Oswego, N.Y.
1848—“James Ferrier," first 
locomotive imported from Brit­
ain, began service on Montreal- 
Lachine railway.
1860—Prince of Wales, later 
Edward VII, began tour of Brit­
ish North America at Newfound­
land.'
1933—World grain exhibition 
was opened at Regina.
Pollution And Progress Tied Up
Village's Main Employment Sources
FORMOSA, Ont. (CP)
Pollution and progress dried 
up the main sources of em­
ployment jn this village six 
months ago, but the results 
are neither obvious nor dras­
tic.
Formosa Spring Brewery
His business is not down.
He said he still sells For­
mosa beer, though he knows 
of other area hotel owners 
who will not.
Business in one of Formo­
sa’s two grocery etores is re-
- nary income.
LAW DOESN’T HELP
Mr. Parkinson says also that 
it is not clear whether a loss 
can 1x3 used to offset n gain.
made upon Mr. Ketchum, the 
storekeeper at that point. West­
bridge was the next place to 
be reached. The storekeeper 
there, a Frenchman, expressed 
strong disbelief when the path­
finders told him they had driv­
en through from Kelowna in a 
car, and said they were trying 
to put something over on him. 
Rock Creek, was reached at 
about 6:30 and there the party 
put up for the night in the com­
fortable hotel.
The return journey was made 
by way of Sidley arid Osoyoos. 
Leaving Rock Creek nt 8 a.m. 
Kelowna was reached at 4 p.m. 
The worst roads encountered on
20 YEARS AGO 
July 1952
A. R. Gurrlsh was re-elected chair­
man of the board, and A. K, Ixiyd was 
re-elected president and general man­
ager of B.C. Tree Fruits at the annual 
meeting of the Board of Governors, C. 
A. Hayden was appointed board secre­
tary.
Weddell graduated at the officers' train­
ing school, Blackville, Ontario, Sergt. 
Jack Bedford R.A.M.C., arrived safely 
in England and is now stationed at the 
16th Canadian General Hospital, Sergt, 
Pilot Ronnie McClymont, R.C.A.F., Is 
spending two week's leave here. A.B. 
Jim Black, R.C.N., left for Halifax niter 
spending a month's leave here.
40 YEARS AGO 
July 1932 
Glcnmore Notes—News has 
hand that Mr. C, E. Atkins, 
visiting ,«t the const, lost his 
fire nt New Westminster, Mr.
come to 
who was 
car In a 
and Mrs.
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W. R. Reed and family, accompanied 
by Mrs. John Clark, motored to the 
coast (or a short vacation.
50 YEARS AGO 
July 1922
The Palace Hotel has been sold by 
• its owner, the Bullard Hotel Co,, to Mr. 
J. II. Broad of Banff, who has been 
manager of one of the lending Banff' 
hotels, Mr. A. T, Elliott, ot New Zcn- 
, hind. Is visiting his brother, Mr, S, T.
Elliott, whom he has not seen for 35 
years. Ite Will continue cast to visit his 
old home In Ontario,
The Canadian Press is exclusively tn* 1 
titled to the use for republication of all 
newt dispatches credited to it or tha 
Associated Press or Reuter In this 
- paper and also Ihe local news published 
therein. All rights of republication of 
special dispatches herein me also 
reserved.
60 YEARS AGO 
July 1912
On August first a new firm conire»-.e.l 
of local businessmen, under the stylo 
of "The McKenzie Company Ltd.," will 
open a grocery under the management 
of George S. McKenzie. The Kelowna 
Furniture Company Is moving to fmo 
new prcmiMtt on Pcndozi Street.
But a section of the book 
raises questions many business­
men and accountants will have 
to worry about When It Is time 
to prepare 1972 tax statements.
Nations have different rales 
of growth and Inflation nnd this , 
means that a country Is occa­
sionally forced to change tlio 
value of Its currency relative to 
the value of other currencies. 
Mort currencies have a pegged 
value nnd one way lo make a 
change is ter the government to 
adopt a new pegged value.
DOLLAR RISES
Between 1962 and May, 1070, 
the governirient hadi,fixed the 
value of the Canadian dollar at
The new low docs not offer any 
help In determining In which 
tax year a gain or loss should 
be recognized—when currency 
values change or when an Item
• is sold.
this part of the route wore near 
the eolcllcr settlement of Oliver, 
Mr. Buckland describing them 
as “disgraceful.”
“The result of the trip,” said 
the Courier, “has demonstrat­
ed beyond nil doubt that a
"The courts cun be expected 
to have many opportunities hi 
the future to Interpret the fuzzy 
, provisions of the new Income 
tax act,” Mr. Parkinson said, 
adding, ”lt is a pity that wi|h 
all the fanfare accompanying 
tax reform in Canada, the gov­
ernment was cither unable or 
unwilling to clarify the situation 
for the taxing of exchange gains 
and losses.”
'he tax status of foreign <;x-
motor road can be put through 
from Carmi to Kelowna at a
very low cost in comparison to 
the groat advantage it will 
bring of cutting out the long 
detour to the Httundary coun­
try by way of Osoyoos. While 
not professing any ability to
within one per cent of 92,5 cents 
U.S. Since June 1, 1070, It has 
been allowed to trade In world 
currency markets without a 
pegged value and Its worth In 
relation to, Ilie U.S, dollar has 
gone up by nbout nine cents.
The iiiteriintlonal worth of the
change gains and losses will bo 
nn important matter for many 
industries. Exporters—notably 
the pulp nnd paper nnd mining 
companies—have already boon 
hit hard by exchange losses ns 
the increased value of the dollar 
has made their foreign sales 
contiacts worth loss,
dollar In an Important factor hr-', . 
cause Canada Is the sixth Inrtr-
BIBLE BRIEF
csts|rnder in the non-communlst 
world in terms ottho total value 
of goods Ixiught and sold In for- 
"clt'n countries.
“It seems clear that when 
goods uro purchased, with Ilie 
price to be nettled in n foreign 
currency, n Canadian company 
Is actually engaging in two acre 
in nto trnnsaetioiis,”
The lust transaction Is the 
purchase of goods and the scc-
"Bui seek ye first the king­
dom of God, and him righteous, 
nets; and all theae thirties shall 
. hr added unlo you.” Matthew 
6:33.
It is no hard to got your heart 
In the spiritual when your mind 
is constantly dwelling on the 
material, 711010 is no renl 
peace or Individual- progress 
until these me In their proper 
places.
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
July 24, 1972 ...
The United States con­
ducted the first underwater 
'tent of an atomic bomb 26 
years ago today—in 1946— 
off Bikini atoll In the Pa­
cific, The bomb's destruc­
tive capacity far exceeded 
that of an A-bomb dropped 
from the air several weeks 
earlier.
1958—The C,('F , national 
convention In Montreal ac­
cepted a Canadian Labor , 
Congress proposal, ter the 
development of a "people’s 
political movement,”
195(1—Floods killed 300 In 
Iran,
1922 ‘The league of Na­
tions approved the British 
mandate ter Palestine.
.4762-^1'110 French cap­
tured St. John's. Nfkl.
, 1534 -Jacques Cartier 
landed at the site of Gaspe, 
Que,, and took possession of 
Canada for Franco.
Ltd. pulled up its 102-year-old 
roots and transplanted opera­
tions to Barrie, a two-hour 
drive away.
The small brewery, bought 
by Benson and Hedges (Can­
ada) Ltd. two years ago, had 
to increase its 200,000-gallon 
capacity to thrive in a highly 
competitive? market.
Growth would have meant 
more effluents and there was 
no economical way to cleanse 
the discharges sufficiently to 
prevent pollution of Formosa 
Creek or the village’s pond.
So the company made its 
move and more than half Its 
60 employees left with It, tak­
ing advantage of n company 
offer to pay moving expenses. 
Only 14 of the men who 
moved were from Formosa. 
But In a village of 300 the loss 
of 14 men and their families 
—some with nine children—is 
felt in many ways.
FAMILIES REPLACED
The population has not dc- 
creased appreciably. New 
, people, most of whom work in 
surrounding centres, have 
moved in.
Some workers could not af­
ford to move to Barrie. One 
was Jim Fischer, a 43-ycar- 
old brewery truck driver with 
seven children, a wife and a 
farm outside the village. .
Ite' was without outside 
work for months after the 
year-end closing but got by on 
his farm income. Now he has 
a driving Job al Tccswater, a 
few mlh‘s away,
"We didn't like If," he 
laughs over a beer, “But what 
could you do?"
< The move , also ended the 
traditional hopes of village 
youth for local Jobs when they 
left school. )
I’mil Weber, u stocky 17- 
ycar-rild raised on a farm Just 
qver the hill from the brew­
ery, had Jioped ter n Job there 
this fnll. A Grade 10 dropout, 
ho will go to Barrie If the 
brewery gives him a job.
ONLY MILL ItEFT
“I would have stayed hut 
there's just the sawmill here 
now," he said, The mill, em­
ploying 20, has nq plans for 
expansion.
The village centre is a quiet 
tree -s li a d q d collection of 
homes lnternpoiwd with a few 
businesses, lnch\dlng n black­
smith' shop. There is a farm, 
with grazing cattle, fronting 
on the main street. 1
„ Anthony Opperman leaned 
back In a wooden chair on the 
porch of his Formosa Hotel, 
swatting files,
‘There hasn't been ' that 
much dUlercnccJ," he »iud.
ported to be down $3,000 in 
the last six months, but at the 
other there has not been much 
change.
Ken Oberle, the 29-year-old 
postmaster, said the smal' de­
cline In business can be at­
tributed to a reduction in vis­
itors resulting from closing of 
the brewery’s retail store. 
SEES ‘ILL-FEELING’
Verne Inglis, a fire insur­
ance agent, said there is “a 
lot of ill-feeling toward the 
brewery owners.”
But he has no such feelings 
and said the villagers should 
remember the past.
“People forget so quickly 
how much the brewery did ter 
the village.”
Around the corner from his 
insurance office and up a 
steep hill Is Immaculate Con- 
ception school, only one here.
White-haired teacher Sister 
Jane Frances interrupted a 
class to ask the. children 
where they had noticed any 
changes,
“There’s no work in For­
mosa.now," one boy said.
The sister said school enrol; 
ment nt 270 is about normnh 
Seventeen children left but 12 
moved In.
The tradition of n population 
almost all of Gcrman-dcscent 
lias bpen broken, shp said. 
There now are English, Irish 
and French families, and 
more Protestants where once 
almost all v 111 n g e r s wore 
Roman Cnthollcs.
WANT REVIVAL
Many villagers, Including 
Mr. Inglis mid Mr. Oberle, 
would like to seo another In­
dustry take over the aban­
doned brewery.
Paul Heinz, plant adminis­
tration manager of the now 
one, said IL would not have 
been economical ter the com­
pany to maintain the old plant 
Jn Formosa nnd the new one 
in Barrie,
The production staff has In­
creased to 84 from 52 and 
there now are 21 salaried staff 
compared with eight pre­
viously. Capacity has gone up 
To 600,000 gallons.' Sales have 
doubled twice In the last two 
years. ■ ,
Mr, HcInz said most work­
ers have Indicated they llkq 
the larger plant, though many 
liny they miss Formosa, the 
village' where they, were born 
mid ruined.
Back In Fdrmpsn, postmas­
ter Oberle wheeled his car up 
Main Street townrd .the aban­
doned salmon-colored brewery 
biilldfngs nnd slowed down: 
“IJ'S a whole ' tradition Jost, 
Formosa was a brewery town, 
you sec.” 1
f
il Pact With Russia Top 
f Weeks Business Deals
Moscow. In 51 years of dealingEW YORK (AP) — The Moscow, "L. ---------------- -
agreement be- with the_Soviet government, 1le-ranging t„ _ 
e e n Occidental Petroleum
>rp. and the Soviet Union 
alch could involve billions of 
mars and provide a partial so- 
uon to growing oil and gas 
tort ages in the United States 
as a key business development 
st week.
The week also saw Senate 
lemocrats prevail on mini­
um-wage legislation after re­
eling President Nixon’s pro- 
psal for a smaller increase, 
pd a shift in U.S. policy to 
rotect the dollar on foreign ex- 
pange markets.
On Friday, the U.S. govern­
ment reported that the economy 
rew at a rapid 8.9-per-cent
have never found the grounds 
more favorable for the rapid ex­
pansion of East-West trade than 
exists at present,” said Ham-
mer.
Nixon administration figures 
have forecast a 10-fold increase 
in Soviet-U.S. trade to about $2 
billton by 1975. and Commerce 
Secretary Peter G. Peterson 
flew to Moscow last week to 
follow up President Nixon's 
May visit and negotiate a trade 
pact. . ■
ace from April through June 
rhile the rate of inflation 
towed sharply.
I Dr. Herbert Stein, President 
fixon’s chief economic adviser, 
aid the report on second- 
luarter gross national product 
[nd the June consumer price 
pdex figures was "the best 
pmbination of economic news 
p be released in one day in this 
ecade.”
JFFER KNOW-HOW
The unusual agreement be- 
ween Occidental and the
INCREASE WAGE
On Thursday, the Senate in­
creased the federal minimum 
wage for most non-agricultural 
workers to $2.20 an hour over 
the next two years. The admin­
istration proposal for a $2-an- 
bour minimum by next year 
was rejected earlier by a single
made by General Motors were 
no more likely to turn over than 
other cars of the same year and 
weight. Consumer activist 
Ralph Nader who had charged 
the cars were dangerously unst­
able called the government re­
port “a shoddy, internally con­
tradictory whitewash,” while 
the auto-maker said it con­
firmed GM's position.
—The Federal Reserve Board 
reported that industrial produc­
tion rose at a slower rate in 
June. Last month’s 0.3 per cent 
increase brought the index to a 
seasonally adjusted 112.7 per 
cent of the 1967 average, up 4.9 
per cent from a hear earlier.
THIS ROMANCE 
WENT TO WALL
EXETER, England (AP) — 
The whole city knew the writ­
ing was on the wall for Keith 
Chapman’s romance when his 
girl-friend gave him the 
brush-off. He painted appeals 
all around town for her to 
come back.
Chapman's painting spree 
cost him a $48 fine plus an $86 
bill for damages. He was sen­
tenced in court at this south­
west England town Thursday.
Chapman got the Huet 
when his girl-friend, Lesley, 
left him in London to return 
home to Exeter. He followed 
her and tried to see her. But 
her father refused to say 
where she was hiding.
■ Advertisements in the local 
newspaper drew a blank, so 
Chapman got spray cans of 
paint and began his colorful 
smear campaign.
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He Should Have Waited A While
(AP) — Gene Roberts, Chat­
tanooga police and fire com­
missioner, announced Thurs­
day that police would begin 
issuing warnings to jaywalk­
ers.
Friday morning, three city 
hall employees received warn­
ings for jaywalking .while on 
their way to work.
The warnings went to Rob­
erts and two secretaries in his 
office.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Rt. Rev. C. Kilmer Myers, 
Episcopal (Anglican) bishop 
of California, announced Fri­
day he is going to live aboard 
a $50,000 motor yacht in the 
Sausalito Yacht Harbor.
The bishop said he, his wife 
and their three children would 
leave their San Francisco 
apartment and move to the 
70-foot white-hulled Daring, as 
soon as repairs are completed 
on the 45-year-old vessel’s 
wooden hull.
The yacht, with three dou- 
ble staterooms, a galley and 
two salons, will be paid for by 
the bishop without cost to the 
diocese, a spokesman said.
“It’s long been a dream of 
theirs to have a boat they 
could live on,” the spokesman 
said.
a Columbus house. But when 
he tried to take a ring from 
the sleeping homeowner by lu­
bricating his finger with soap, 
that was the end.
Paul Jones told police he 
woke up while somebody was 
trying to slip off the ring.
Wayne E. Reynolds, 24, was 
charged with breaking into 
the Jones house.
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API — 
A thief took a television, chair 
covers, a watch and food from-
NEW YORK (AP) - Two 
14-year-old boys and a 15- 
year-old girl were polite but 
unsuccessful in an attempted 
bank holdup in Brooklyn Fri­
day.
The three entered the Ful­
ton Savings Bank branch 
shortly before noon and, po­
lice said, presented a female 
teller with the following note:
“Dear Lady; This is a 
stickup. Don’t scream be­
cause I have a revolver. 
Yours Truly,”
The rxittom part of the un­
signed note was torn off.
The teller only glared at the 
youngsters before they fled.
A police radio car picked up 
the teen-agers a few blocks 
away. They were taken to ju­
venile court, where they were 
to be charged with delin­
quency, police said.
BEST CUTS
Chuck, flank and round are 
the most suitable cuts of beet 
for barb’cuinE.
vote. . .
Government action to support 
the dollar abroad took the form 
of heavy selling by the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York of 
the West German mark at de­
clining prices. The purpose was 
to soak up excess dollars in the 
market and dampen speculating 
in currencies.
The Federal Reserve Board
J.S.S.R. calls for the conglom-1 pledged Thursday to continue 
•rate to provide patents and sci-| supporting^the dollar^ in cur- 
•ntific and technical know-how *“*’
in five areas in exchange for 
Russian oil, natural gas, metals 
and other Kerns.
The areas covered by the 
agreement are exploration, pro­
duction and use of oil and gas 
agricultural fertilizers and 
chemicals; metal treating and 
plating; the design and building 
pf hotels; and conversion of gar­
bage into fuel and other useful 
products.
I Dr. Armand Hammer, chair­
man of Occidental, announced 
[the agreement after a week of 
meetings and negotiations in
rency exchange markets “on 
whatever scale and whenever
we deem it desirable” to main­
tain the six-month-old interna­
tional currency agreement.
In other developments this 
week *
—The U.S. Committee for 
Economic Development recom­
mended . that the government 
keep standby legal authority for 
wage-price controls as long as 
necessary, but should phase out 
compulsory controls if they suc­
ceed in trimming inflation.
—The government concluded 
that early Corvair compact cars
Bay At Portland Covered 
With Thick Gooey Oil Mess
PORTLAND, Me. (AP) — A 
full-scale effort to clean up 
Portland’s worst oil spill in 
nearly a decade begins today 
along the oil-blackened shore­
lines of Casco Bay.
An estimated 40,000 gallons of 
No. 6 oil — a thick, gooey in­
dustrial fuel — spilled Saturday 
from a ruptured forward tank of 
the Norwegian tanker Tamano, 
which remained at anchor in 
Hussey Sound.
Specialists converged on Port­
land Sunday, as local coast 
guard officials acknowledged 
that the cleanup effort was be­
yond the capability of forces at 
band.
The coast guard, meanwhile, 
continued to investigate the 
cause of the 20-foot gash in the 
T a m a n o’s 80,000-gallon star­
board tank.
The 812-foot tanker, operated 
by Wilheinsin Corp, of Oslo, 
Norway, was on charter to Tex­
aco, Inc., and was carrying a 
500,000-barrel cargo to the com­
pany’s South Portland terminal. 
The coast guard believes the 
tank ruptured when the Tamano 
ran aground on Soldiers Ledge. 
Officials said the tanker had a 
44-foot draft and may have
struck a portion of the ledge 
that rises to within 40 feet of the 
surface.
HELD BY BOOM
Efforts Sunday were directed 
in large measure toward trans­
ferring leaking oil onto a barge. 
The oil was contained by a 
boom that was hastily'placed 
around the Tamano.
Some residents of the Casco 
Bay islands complained that the 
cleanup effort was inadequate 
and poorly organized.
Lieut. James G. Brandt of the 
coast guard confirmed Sunday 
that many of the islands and 
portions of the mainland were 
polluted, and that additional 
personnel and equipment was 
being brought to Maine.
Texaco has assumed full lia­
bility for the cost of the 
cleanup, he added, and has con­
tracted with three New England 
firms to begin work as soon as 
possible.
The second largest oil port 
along the east Coast, Portland 
is the Atlantic terminus for the 
pipeline serving the Montreal 
refineries. Most major oil com­
panies have terminals in Port­
land Harbor.
Portuguese Left Town 350 Years Ago 
But Malacca Is Still Wondering
MALACCA, Malaysia (AP) — 1 
The Portuguese left town 330 
years ago and a dirt poor but 
proito little community is still 
wondering what happens next.
“They just dumped us here,” 
says 27-ycar-old Bernard Santa­
maria, a state legislator whose 
district includes several thou­
sand fishermen and laborers 
who still call themselves Portu­
guese.
They are Catholics in a Mos­
lem state, confined by inertia 
and circumstance to ghettoes at 
the edge of town.
They descend from the first 
Europeans to settle this pictur­
esque port on the Malacca 
Straits. During the Portuguese 
heyday, there were 14 parishes, 
seven churches and two monas­
teries.
When the Dutch took over in 
1641, many Portuguese stayed 
behind despite religious perse­
cution and hard times. The Brit­
ish pushed in 150 years later. 
Malaysia became independent 
In 1957.
bring back old-country spirit, 
but it just didn’t work.
Some leaders, saying that 
four centuries of residence 
count for something, arc push­
ing for group recognition as 
“Bumiputras,” That status, 
meaning "sons of the soil," Is 
reserved for Malays and certain 
indigenous tribes.
Failing that, the leaders say, 
they face discrimination In jobs, 
educational opportunities, gov­
ernment programs and loans.
Many parents, discouraged by 
seeing well-educated neighbors 
out of work, pull their own chil­
dren out of school at an early 
age. Others couldn't afford the 
school uniforms and books any­
way.
Families often gamble their 
scant earnings, playing racket- 
controlled numbers games, 
much like those In poor areas of 
the United States. "They figure, 
‘what If there are no fish tomor­
row—-this way I might win nine, 
dollars," Santamaria says.
Now, the original farpllles 
I hove nil intermarried with
Chinese, Indiana and other Eur­
asians. They speak Christao—a 
' curious form of archaic Portu- 
I gucsc pidgin which linguists still 
find In Ceylon and the Carib­
bean.
WANT RECOGNITION
Their only real link to Portu­
gal Is Father Miguel Pintado, a 
priest from Bragnnca who) has 
spent 23 years here. A few stu­
dents were sent to Portugal to
The government has tried to 
help. In one program, It sent 
young clams to seed beds off­
shore and supplement the usual 
catch of shrimp and small fish.





KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) - The 
search for four convicts still 
missing after a July 10 breakout
from Millhaven penitentiary 
continued during (he weekend.
Spokesmen for the provincial 
police and armed forces partici- 
fiatlng In the hunt reported ac- 
Ivlty was confined mainly to 
roadblocks and patrols.
Late Sunday night police and 
! the military denied a report 
that a man had been cornered 
, on a imalV island in Hay Bay, 
an area where there waa in- 
' tense search activity last week.
Fourteen prisoners took part 





VANCOUVER (CP) -- Lor­
raine Patricia Tnrrls, 29, was' 
reported recovering In hospital 
Sunday night following a week­
end knife attack. Police said 
Miss Terris was stabbed in the 
back and neck at nn east end 
home laic Friday night, but.no 
nncbts have been made.
TWO ELECTED
DELTA (CP)—Edna ArpcJ a 
secretary, and [Phyllis Brewer, 
a housewife, were elected to 
Delta school board Saturday, 
filling two vacancies created by 
recent resignations. "They re­
ceived 363 votes and, 289 votes 
respectively to top the polls 
among the eight candidates as 
only 995 of delta's 20,000 voters 






the proven way for British Columbians 
to build their family savings
SAFE
Unconditionally guaran 
teed by the Province of 
British Columbia, B.C. 
Hydro Parity Bonds are 
always worth 100 cents 
on the dollar.
FLEXIBLE
The bonds are cashable at 
any time for the full pur 
chase price.
REWARDING
You earn 6% annually, 
and interest coupons can 
every threebe cashed 
months.
Compare the advantages of this new Parity Bond issue and
you’ll see that it’s truly the best investment in British Columbia 
today. You not only enjoy an excellent return with complete 
safety... but you can also, obtain the full amount of your 
investment at any time, without penalty. B.C. Hydro Parity 
( Bonds are linked with the continuing development of our 
hydroelectric resources - development which benefits our 
entire province by fostering new Industries and new Jobs, 
and by assuming low-cost power for people In every corner of 
British Columb1a.\You can aid this vital activity - and gain a 
greater sense of financial security - by purchasing B.C. Hydro
6% Parity Bonds. The proven investment
V for British Columbians*
THE ISSUE: Purchases of thia Issus by an Individual or comoanv 
are limited to $25,000,
DENOMINATIONS: Bearer bonds are available with coupons attached 
In denominations of $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.
REGISTRATION: Bonds of $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000 can be fully registered,
INTEREST: Interest at the rate of 6% per annum will be paid on the 
15th day of November, February, May and August during the 
currency of the bond.
DATE OF ISSUE: August 15,1972.
DATE OF MATURITY: August 15,1977.
REDEMPTION: British Columbia Hydro 6% Parity Development Bonds 
can be redeemed at par value at any time at any bank In the 
Province of British Columbia, prat any branch of British Columbia 
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ON SALE NOW AT BANKS, 
TRUST COMPANIES AND INVESTMENT 
DEALERS THROUGHOUT BRITISH COLUMBIA
HITHER and YON
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Mrs. Marion Ebeling of Kan- ] 
sas City, Mo., is enjoying an ; 
Okanagan holiday with her sis- ' 
ters, Mrs. Pauline Markwood ; 
and Mrs. R. F. Parkinson, both 
of Kelowna. Accompanying Mrs. 
Ebeling was another close friend 
of the trio, Mrs. Louise Parker 
of Mount Vernon, Wash.
Among a number of farewell 
socials in honor of Frank Lead­
er, manager of Hiram Walker 
distilleries at Winfield, was a 
cocktail party hosted by Mr. 
and Mrs. D. E. Crabbe at their 
McClure Road home. Mr. Lead­
er has been transferred back to 
Walkerville, Ont. The new plant 
manager, Mike Sekela and his 
wife, Marilyn, of Walkerville, 
were also guests at the function 
and were introduced to Kelowna 
guests present.
Edmonton guests at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Runnails 
of Highland Drive North have 
been her mother, Mrs. Belle 
Cross and sister, Iona Cross; 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Glover and 
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Schreyer 
and five children, who loved ev­
ery minute of their Okanagan 
holiday.
Mrs. Phelps of Prince George 
are house guests at the home of 
the former’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. H. F. Phelps, Walrod 
Street.
William D. Hryclw of Two 
Hills, Alta., is visiting with his 
son Ken Hryclw and Mrs. Hx-y- 
ciw and also his daughter and 
son-in-law, Mr. and’Mrs. Frank 
Russell and granddaughter 
Kathy Russell, all of the Joe 
Rich Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gibbs 
and family of Calgary are holi­
daying in the Kelowna area and 
during the weekend visited with 
old friends, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. 
Dann and family and Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Brown and family, 
all of Kelowna.
Enjoying Okanagan beaches 
is the Jim Sweeney family of 
Weyburn, Sask., Mr. and Mrs. 
Sweeney and family, Leslie, and 
Jamie are holidaying here with 
relatives.
Another prairie family enjoy­
ing their annual holiday here 
are Mr. and Mrs. Don Schmidt 
and family of Calgary, who are 
visiting with his cousin, Mr. and 
Mrs. Barry Magee.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Commercial Apricots Unique Here 
Predict Increase In 72 Crop
First Kelowna Rangers host­
ed a coffee party for mothers 
of patients receiving treatment 
at the Penfield Centre, oper-
auxiliary to the association 
along with Beta Sigma Phi 
members, parents and inter­
ested volunteers, also donated
an adjustable walker to the
coffee party and presentation 
were, front row, Debbie Del- 
court, little Robbie, who relax­
ed so thoroughly he fell asleep 
and Eric, who made friendsated by the Okanagan Neuro­
logical Association. The Ran- centre for the use of younger with everyone, Mrs. Evelyn 
gers, who are members of the children. Taking part in the Lawrence and Connie Law-
rence. Standing, left to right, 
Mrs. Deirdre McEachran, di­
rector of the ONA, Sharon 
Upsdell, holding the walker, 
Paula Maslenki and Cathy
Tait, (Courier Photo)
Exchange Student In New Zealand 
Bakes Pumpkin Pies For Host Club
The Department of Agricul­
ture is predicting that the. apri­
cot crop will total 7% million 
pounds this year, an increase 
from last year’s figure of sev­
en million pounds.
Apricots are grown commer­
cially only in the Okanagan Val­
ley—and nowhere else in Can­
ada.
Tree fruit growing is one of 
the major agricultural indus­
tries in the province. There are 
3,200 registered growers in 20 
locals and they all operate uri-
11. "Check and Comp< L.. Your Total Food Bi is Lower at Safeway!
Get a Cart Full of Savings
Young Turkeys
Scott or Panco 
Grade "A"




The Kelowna Rotary Club 
shares the following letter from 
their exchange student, Rhonda 
Mervyn, who is at Hawkes Bay, 
New Zealand. Miss Mervyn, the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Douglas Mervyn of Hall Road, 
arrived in her ‘home away 
from home’ in February and 
has much to tell. Read on.
“I am staying with a wonder­
ful family right now. My sec­
ond. The first was for three 
months, a school term, with a 
doctor and his family of three 
daughters, aged 7, 9 and 12.
but they were too young to 
keep. A boy in my class at 
school said he would try to 
catch a bigger one for me. The 
babies live in the mother’s 
pouch for several weeks.
It 
talk
was also sort of scarey to 
to the Americans and find
that the two boys had had their
I have had an interview 
the radio. It was quite fun
on 
but
draft numbers sent 
had never realized
to them. I 
that this
happened to real people. 1
Now I am 
Conchias,
staying with the Mc- 
also three daugh-
ters, only the ages are a little 
closer, 15, 17 and 21. The 15-
EELS
The last night I was there 
we took two rabbits (dead) and 
tied string through, their back 
legs and let them float in the 
creek. Then you must sit on the 
banks very silently (under the 
moon . . . how romantic) , and 
you wait .and all of a sudden 
you hear a slurping sound. 
Then a few ripples in the water




I go to a 
lucky?). It
the only one at
to a girls’ school, 
, Co-Ed (aren’t I 
is called Karamu,
after a native tree.
I’m finding school fairly dif­
ficult. I am taking the univer­
sity entrance year and I was 
only half way through Grade 11 
at home, so you can see the 
problem. I’m doing my best and 
I hope to pass. I think 1’11 make 
it.
The school uniform is some­
thing, I have never had any­
thing to do with them before. It 
is ghastly. The winter uniform 
(June 1 was the first day of 
winter) we have worn since 
May 1. It Is much nicer than 
the summer one. They are gray. 
Our cardigans and blazers are 
green.
HAT TRICK
We had to wear hats until 
three or tour weeks ago, when 
the schools finally stopped mak­
ing It mandatory. We used to
, get checked before and 
school to sec if we were 
ing our hats, A teacher 
at the gate to see!





During the first term with my 
first 'family,' I went to Auck­
land, Wellington, Rotorua, Tau­
po, Morrlnsvilla, Walpukarau, 
Piu'uPurnumu and Waipawa, 
You probably don’t know where 
these places arc, but 1'11 try and 
round up a inup and draw a 
line where I've been. When the 
term was over we had holidays 
—term break, May 5 to May 25.
AU the Rotary exchange stu­
dents went on a bus tour of the 
South Island. Il was really 
great. The scenery was much 
more like B.C, home, 1 espec­
ially l|kcd Christchurch, We 
spent u weekend in Blenlelm 
and 1 was billeted out on farm
and all of a sudden the -abbit 
spins round and round in the 
water and tugs like mad. That 
is because there is an eel on 
the end. You gaff it and throw 
it on shore. We caught two. I 
wanted to cook them for break­
fast the next morning, but ap­
parently we caught the wrong 
kind for eating. Actually I 
think I would have chickened 
out, but don’t tell anyone!
Mr. Adams, who owned the 
farm, also took to move the 
sheep. We went on horseback 
and herded 850 sheep up a val­
ley about four miles. Boy it was 
tun, but I was stiff the next 
day.
Also on this south island trip 
we stayed at the Fox Glacier 
and climbed the Franz Josef 
Glacier. Very spectacular but 
the Rockies can do better.
DRAFT THOUGHTS
I think one of the best things 
about the trip was meeting all 
the kids. They are all so much 
fun. We practically lived >n top 
of one another on the bus trav­
elling most every day. When 
we ran out of songs to sing, we 
got into pretty deep discussions. 
The South Africans (three) were 
the most interesting. They have 
such a serious problem with 
apartheid,
read in the paper. It makes a 
difference when you see some­
one standing, looking very 
harmless and also very much 
alive and you think that soon 
he will be holding a gun and 
trying not to be killed himcrif. 
I’m sure glad I’m a Canadian!
I have gone lots of other 
places around here and done 
lots of interesting things. I es­
pecially like going to the Rotar­
ians’ homes. Last night I went 
to a sheep station for ‘tea’ (the 
main meal in the evening). The 
lady taught me how to spin. I 
love it. Right now I’m looking 
for a second hand spinning 
wheel so I can go full force, I 
made quite a mesu at first but 
I’m getting better. (I couldn't 
get worse.) I can’t gvt my 
hands and feet going at the 
same time. How unco-ordinated.
Engagement 
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wrest 
of Summerland are please i to 
announce the engagement of 
their only daughter, Kathleen 
Marion to Rodney Bruce Mou­
bray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce 
Moubray of Glenmore district. 
The wedding will take place on 
Oct. 7 in Summerland United 
Church.
scarey. I think you could hear 
my knees shaking on the radio. 
I have spoken about 12 times. 
I think I’ll give them a No. 3. 
I’ve got different talks practi­
cally memorized.
I received the banners today. 
Thank you so much. I felt a bit 
stupid when I didn’t have a 
banner to present, but your tim­
ing was perfect. This Monday 
along with my talk I can give 
them a banner.
PUMPKIN PIES
Also I am baking 10 pumpkin 
pies on the weekend and I’m 
taking them for dessert. No one 
knows what it is going to be. 
It’s a good thing because here 
pumpkin is eaten only as a veg­
etable. I won’t tell them it is 
pumpkin pie until after they 
have finished eating it. Tricky, 
hey? I will tell you how it turns 
out afterwards.
Along with the banners I 
also got a note from Dr, Cobett. 
Thank you very much. I really 
was wondering what to do. I 
thought that maybe I wasn’t 
supposed to write or something. 
Now that I know, you will be 
sorry. You'll never get me to 
stop.
I must say I’m having a won­
derful time and the time is fly­
ing past. I have learned so 
; much in the past four months, 
more than you could ever learn 
in a classroom. The most 1m- 
■ portant thing I have learned 
s about, I think, is people. I don’t 
think anyone can learn enough 
about people or their ideas and 
I beliefs. Everyone is so unique 
and so interesting.
der the authority of the Natur­
al Products Marketing (B.C.) 
Act and are regulated by the 
British Columbia Fruit Board.
Close to 35,000 acres are giv­
en over to tree fruit growing in 
the province with 33,000 acres 
being concentrated in the Ok­
anagan and Similkameen Val­
leys. The remaining 2,000 acres 
of tree fruits are grown in the 
Kootenays.
Tree fruits have been grown 
in the Okanagan for more than 
100 years, the first orchard be­
ing planted near Kelowna in 
1863.
The golden apricot, which is 
known as Canada’s only exotic 
fruit, was grown in China be­
fore 2000 B.C.' The Spaniards
brought it to America and the 
missionaries brought it to Cal­
ifornia in the 18th century.
From there the apricot was 
brought to British Columbia 
and to the Okanagan.
Ian Greenwood, general man­
ager of B.C. Tree Fruits and 
Sun-Rype products, the sales 
and processing agent for B.C. 
fruit growers, says there will 
be ample fresh fruits for West­
ern Canada this year.
Additionally, he says the tree 
fruits industry expects to serve 
its export markets and that the 
Pacific Rim countries are now 
looking to B.C. for their fresh 
fruit.
As he puts it: “We have the 
fruit. We have the fruit proces­
sing equipment in a multi-mil­
lion dollar plant. We have the 
technical and marketing exper­
tise and we operate a full- 
time, full-scale research and 
development department that 
has been acknowledged as a 
leader in the food processing 


















Before 1957, an average of 
five log boom men drowned 
yearly in B.C. Since Work­
men’s Compensation Board Ac­
cident Prevention Regulations 
have required that boom men 
wear life jackets, drownings 
have become a rarity. During 
the past 15 years more than 60 









$100Vanilla, Choc., Neopoli- 
tan or Root Beer. H wL jw
1 Gal. Pail................... ■
Are you beginning 




with a South African exchange 
student, It was really good fun. 
The people were so friendly, 
They took me pig hunting, but 
, we didn't get anything. Also 
spotlight shooting for rabbits 
and possums. They are a real 
menace here, WoukJ you be- 
Heve 1 shot a possum! We got 
14 rabbits nnd 18’ possums the 
two nights combined, We found 
two babies tn two female pos­
sums’ jmhicIu's (one each). 1 









“Custom Care In 
Ready to Wear" 
1474 81. Paul St.
Phone 763-7631
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
1Q54 Ellh St., Kelowna
IILighting Fixtures' j













Extension Table (as shown) .
Matching Chairs (as shown) . .. $19.50
DINING ROOM, LIVING ROOM and 
BEDROOM FURNITURE
Illustrated catalogue mailed on request,
On your next trip to Vancouver or Victoria ba sure Io 
sec our terse selection of Imported Hcnndinavlan Furni­
ture.
c. e. sorvin |tci
“YOUIl SCANDINAVIAN FURNITURE CENTRE"
119 West Hastings HI, 
Vancouver, R.c.
MV .1-6012




□ I think many people buying a funeral 
end up paying far more than originally planned, 
possibly because they are emotionally 
bewildered at the time.
□ Money spent on elaborate funerals would be ■ 
better spent among the living.
□ I want my funeral, including cremation or 
burial, to cost under $300.
□ I think embalming, for purposes of displaying (he 
body, is an unnecessary indignity.'
□ I am repelled by putting a body on display 
with the face made up to look “natural".
□ I favour a closed coffin, a private cremation 
or burial, with perhaps a’memorial service pfter, for 
friends and relatives.
□ I feel strongly enough about these matters 
that I would like to support an organization 
dedicated to promoting simpler, less costly, more 
dignified funeral practices,
□ I would like to receive a simple plan which lets 
me record my wishes in privacy, so that they may ba 
filed with a non-profit organization I know will carry 
out my wishes after death, This also saves my 
next-of-kin from making these difficult decisions 
under emotional stress.
If you feel this way you aro not alone. Over . 
60,000 people now belong lo the Memorial Society of 
B.C. If you move, your membership can be 
easily transferred to other societies throughout 
North America at little or no cost. .
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIPS
$5 for individuals $10 for families
Last year the Society’s under 
taker held 2,018 services for 
members, at an average, 
all-inclusive cost of $229.83.
Plensa phono or writo for foldor today.
Phone: 763-2774 (Kelowna) " r
MEMORIAL SOCIETY OF B.C.





First of the ■ D JT Jg ■ 
. Season. Cobs « xJHF, Wp
Prk’dn Effective Monday and Tuesday, July 24th and 25th
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
Downtown Open Mon. - Frl. 0s00 a.in. . 0;00 p.m. 
Bat. 9:00 a.tn. ■ 6:110 p.m.
Orchard Park Open Mon. - Wed. 9;00 a.in. - 6:00 p.m.; 
Thur, and Frl. 9:00 n.m. -11:00 p.m.; Bat. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m 
Wc Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
SAFEWAY^
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ROYAL AWARD
Word has been received 
from Mr. and Mrs. D. H. 
Glover of Nelson, former resi­
dents of Kelowna, that their 
daughter Stephanie has suc­
cessfully completed a three- 
year teacher training course 
at the Royal Academy of 
Dancing, London, Eng. Steph­
anie commenced her ballet
training with the Canadian 
School of Ballet in Kelowna' at 
the age of nine years, under 
Dr. Gweneth Lloyd and Mrs. 
Betty Farrally. She moved to 
Nelson with her parents in 





I Dear Ann Landen: I loved 
your definition of “a real man” < 
—and I was glad to hear yor 
say you are married to one. I 
am, too. and I’d like to tell you । 
what I like best about my hus- । 
band.
It's the way he gets down on ' 
the floor and plays with the 
kids, his big hands cradling 
their little heads as he helps 
them de somersaults; Or when 
he stays with the children for 
an evening so I can go some­
place. And when I come home I 
see' the clumsy but tender way 
he has put on the baby’s diaper 
and his little undershirt, back­
wards.
■ I adore it when he comes ifito 
the kitchen and follows me 
around and talks to me while 
I’m putting the final touches on 
supper—telling me about his 
day, yakking a mile a minute 
and sharing a part of his life 
that I don't see.
I love the way he comes with 
me to PTA meetings even 
though there are only three or 
four other daddies there.
I appreciate his kindness to 
my oarents. He is generous.
Maryon Brechin. President of 
Consumers' Association of Can-
Ontario's Minister Of Environment
Bans Throw Away Containers
an get tils hands on them? 
My is a youngster left in a 
ockcd car or in a bathtub?
Please, Ann. print this letter 
and let’s hope and pray that 
every parent who reads it will 
ask hiipself, “could any of these 
tragedies have occurred in my 
family this past year?”—Mid- 
west Plea
Dear Midwest: Here is your 
letter, and my thanks for writ­
ing it. It’s full of common sense 
and good questions—and if it 
shakes up a few million moth­
ers, I’m for that, too.
ada, commended Ontario’s Min­
ister of the Environment, the 
Hon. James Auld, for prohibit­
ing the manufacture and sale of 
throw-away plastic three quart 
milk jugs. She called on presi­
dents of retail food chains in 
other provinces to act as "good 
corporate citizens” by refusing 
to stock this jug or the bulky 
three-quart cardboard, contain­
er. -
Said Mrs. Brechin, “Sup­
pliers are following the same 
technique used in the introduc­
tion of non-returnable beverage
Dear Ann Landers: That let­
ter from the young girl whose 
uncle got funny with her made 
me hopping mad. Such uncles 
are few and far between, like 
one in a million. Your column 
cast ugly aspersions on the won­
derful uncles everywhere. You 
owe them all an apology.— 
Maine Reader
thoughtful and sweet to them. 
Above all. Ann, he makes me 
feel like a real woman. And I 
guess that’s what makes him a 
real man.—Big Jim’s Wife
Dear Wife: It’s a joy to re­
ceive a letter like yours in the 
midst of the thousands of gripes 
from women who are full of 
complaints—many justified. I’m 
sure. Thanks for the day-brigh­
tener. Jim sounds like a gem. 
And so do you.
following high school gradua­
tion in 1968 to continue further 
training before going to Lon­
don. She was top student and 
was awarded the Royal Aca­
demy prize for advanced 
teaching and also music; and 
is now a Licentiate and Asso-
ciate. of the Royal Academy 
of Dancing and an Associate 
of the Imperial Society of
Dancing ballroom. Dr.
Gweneth Lloyd was a surprise 
guest at Stephanie’s gradua­
tion ceremonies in London on 
July 7.
Watch For Circular Skirts
By STASIA EVASUK
Modern day fashions have 
been influenced by trends of 
.past eras like the '20s, ’30s and 
’40s.
You’ve seen women wearing 
tight little caps harking back 
to the roaring ’20s, soft clingy 
dresses of the '30s, platform- 
soled shoes and bright red lip­
stick and nail polish of the ’40s.
Now it’s the era of the nifty 
*50s, barely 12 years old, that is 
having its influence felt with 
long pleated plaid skirts, baggy 
;pants, circular skirts, the Ivy 
Leaguer being revived in cur­
rent fashion and the motor-
. cycle jacket and sweatshirt 
jacket being re-cycled for fall
the new container. They, must 
also shoulder the tax burden of 
disposal costs incurred by mun­
icipalities which have no ade­
quate incineration facilities 
and are running out of sanitary 
land-fill sites.”
A national survey recently 
completed by CAC indicated 
that the majority of Canadian 
consumers preferred to pur­
chase fluid milk in returnable 
plastic three-quart jugs, citing 
their convenience, availability, 
price and minimum strains on
containers—test marketing of 
a new container at a premium 
price, followed by a virtual 
take-over of the dairy case. 
Consumers are left with the 
choice of shopping at another 
store, often an impossibility, or 
paying increased charges for
Dear Reader: You are right 
when you say funny uncles are 
few and far between. But they 
do exist. I received over a 
hundred letters from grown 
women who wrote to express 
thanks. They said that particu­
lar column brought back some 
nightmarish memories but they 
were glad 1 printed it. In almost 
every instance their parents 
never had a clue about the 
funny uncle and they were 
afraid to tell. One reader put it 
this way: “I hope that column 
opens some eyes, Ann. Your col­
umn is a post-graduate course 
in human relations and kinky 
relatives.”
. Dear Ann Landers: If I’m a 
nut on the subject, so be it, but 
I get wild when I read such 
stories in the newspapers as 
these (they all appeared within 
the past month) :
“Two-year-old falls off a bal­
cony while watching a basket­
ball game.”
"Year-old tot tumbles out of 
grocery cart and is seriously in­
jured.”
“Fouf-year-old drowns in 
bathtub."
“Toddler in serious condition 
after drinking cleaning fluid.”
“Youngster found at bottom 
of pool. Two lifeguards on duty. 
No one saw that the child was 
in trouble.”
“Tot suffocates in car while 
parents shopped for three 
hours.”
“Five-year-old dies after eat­
ing 40 pills found in grandmoth­
er’s purse.”
“Child of 18 months killed on I 
road in front of aunt’s home.”
In every single instance, 
somebody was not doing his job. 
I know the heartache and agony 
that such accidents can cause
- parents, grand p a r e n t s or 
whoever was supposed to be in
disposal facilities.
The association hopes that 
the loss of the high volume On­
tario market will prevent en­
try of these jugs into other pro­
vinces and allow consumers con­
tinued access to the dairy indus­
try’s ‘volume discount’ con­
tainer, the returnable, plastic 
three-quart milk jug.
Liberalized Abortion Laws 
Cause Conflict For Doctors
TORONTO (CP> - liberali­
zation of British laws in 1968. 
permitting abortions for social 
and economic as well as medi­
cal reasons, has resulted in vir­
tual abortion on demand in Brit­
ain, says a Welsh doctor.
Addressing the fourth interna­
tional Congress of Christian 
Physicians, Dr. Arnold Aldis, 
dean of postgraduate studies of 
the Welsh National School of 
Medicine, said Thursday:
“This is irreconcilable with 
the Christian view of the sanct­
ity of human life and has
brought the Christian
TUNA MACARONI SALAD
2 cups cooked elbow macaroni
2 tablespoons salad oil
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Va teaspoon monosodium 
glutamate
% cup mayonnaise ,
Vi cup chopped green pepper
Vi cup grated carrot
¥4 cup sliced radishes
*>4 cup chopped scallions
2 cans (6% or 7 ounces each) 
, tuna in .vegetable cil
Lettuce leaves
FINNS FEEL HEAT .
HELSINKI (Reut er) —Fin. 
land’s continuing heat wave—it 
now has lasted five weeks—has 
sent the national toll of drown­
ings for July up to 100, normally 
the total for three months of 
summer swimming and boating 
activity.
Combine first 6 ingredients In 
medium bowl; stir to coat well. 
Add next 5 ingredients; stir to 
combine. Cover and chill thor­







RAISE $2 MILION *
BALTIMORE, Md. (AP) — A 
six-hour telethon has raised 
pledges of more than $2 million 
to r e p 1 e n i s h American Red 
Cross flood - relief funds. The 
Red Cross says it has spent 
more than $20 million to bring 
emergency help to flood-devas­
tated areas of the U.S, north­
east hit by Tropical Storm 
Agnes, as well as to Rapid City, 
i.S.D., and other flood disaster 




“Uniforms of Distinction” 
410 Lawrence 763-3669 
. Downtown
doctor
into conflict with society and 
sometimes his own profession."
“The public tend to think that 
because something is legal it 
must therefore be right," he 
added. “There is confusion be­
tween law and morality.”
More than 400 doctors and. 
medical students from 34 coun­
tries are attending the congress.
Anthony Campolo of the Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania said the 
modern, urban family is, the 
first in history to be dominated 
by children.
OPEN 6 
DAYS A WEEK 
7:30 ’til 5:30
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . . .
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
CUSTOM MADE’OR 
BUT THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.






242 LAWRENCE AVE I’ll. 763-4221
TREND OF TIMES INTERIORS
FISCAL YEAR-END
NEARS
es a revolutionary in this clas­
sic study.
On The Waterfront inspires 
the nautical look featuring a 
red and white striped knit top 
worn with white polyester pants. 
The movie has Brando portray­
ing Terry Malloy, an ex-boxer 
who once took a dive.
The story takes place on the 
docks of New York where Lee 
J. Cobb heads the corrupt long­
shoremen’s union. Brando test­
ifies against the union and is 
savagely beaten, but is able to 
lead the workers away from 
Cobb.
The split knee jeans and jean 
jacket in cinnamon soft brush­
ed cotton is inspired by The
charge—but it doesn't change 
things. Nothing is so important 
as keeping an eye on children.
What’s a baby doing in a gro­
cery cart, or at a basketball 
game, or out playing in the 
road? What are cleaning fluid 
and pills doing where a child
w uviiifti Um Chase,
wear. Even rock'n’roll music is | In this Arthur Penn movie,
enjoying a revival.
The movies have always had 
• certain influence on fashion.
The dark and sultry side of 
the '50s, the biggest vogue to­
day, was epitomized in Marilyn 
Monroe’s wet-lipped sex bomb 
of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes 
and Marlon Brando’s cool bike 
rider of The Wild One.
Wet lips, achieved by wear­
ing shiny Hp gloss over your 
lipstick, arc fashionable today. 
So Is the short satin slip dress 
that showed lots of Marilyn's 
bare skin. Furthermore, It’s 
going to be a big fall for satin 
fashions.
Brando is the sheriff of a mod­
ern Texas town that is riddled 
with corruption, When an es­
caped convict appfiars on the 
scene, the townsfolk take mat­
ters into their own hands.
ZOO WHALE DIES
NEW YORK (AP) — What 
was believed to he the first 
birth of a whale in captivity oc­
curred Saturday at the New 
York Aquarium. The whale died 
10 minutes later. The six-foot, 
dark grey beluga whale was 
born in one of the aquarium’s 
two large tanks.
The short zip jacket that 
Brando wore in The Wild One' 
acmi-nmtches the ones girls 
are now wearing with । tils., 
• The short zip jacket in navy 
brushed cotton, navy cotton 
pants and high boots arc In. 
spired by The Wild One, Bran­
do is Johnny, leader of a mot-1 
orcyclc gang that takes over al 
small town.
Viva Zapata is the Inspiration 
for the Mexican striped scrape 
in deep purple and bright green. 
Brando playa Emiliano Zapata, 
a Mexican peasant who becom-
10 DIE IN CRASH
TEL AVIV (Reuter) - Ten 
ficrsons were killed and 50 were 
njured today when a bus 
carrying Arab laborers from 
Nablus crashed into a truck 
travelling in the opposite direc­




• Eatce Lauder 
Cosmetics
• Hill Time Cosmetician
• IVics—incImllnK the 






Phone 7 UI-7 .TH
iWfflTOBY MUSI BE REDUCED
EVERY ITEM IN THIS FABULOUS STORE
NOW REDUCED 10% 20% 30% 40% AND UP TO
C ft 0/ Additional Savings Offered 
3U /O On Multiple Purchases
Now is the time to select that magnificent lamp, that beautiful occasional table, 
or outstanding original oil painting by recognized artists from around the World.















IF YOUR ANSWER IS YES
Fill in Coupon and mail to
BRISCOE'S MARKETS
LTD.
Arc now in the Kelowna area.
SPECIALIZING IN HOME FOOD 
FREEZER PLANS
BRISCOE’S j\IARKE IfS L I D. 




( ] Food .and .Freezer
ORNAMENTS, IMPORTED MARBLE TABLES, FABULOUSLY COMFORTABLE
UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE. OUTSTANDING SUITES FOR LIVING ROOM
DINING ROOM AND BEDROOM
DRAPERIES
Will continue to be on sale until our large inventory is satisfactorily reduced 
About 25,000 yds. still to choose from and the savings are really tremendous 
Buy by the yard or we will custom make them for you in our own modern 
workroom
CLEARING ALL CARPET ENDS AND DISCONTINUED SAMPLES. SOME ROLL
ENDS HAVE AS MUCH AS 55 YDS. THESE ARE ALL TOP QUALITY MAT-
ERIALS. MANY IMPORTED FROM THE STATES. BRING YOUR MEASURE
MENTS AND LET US HELP YOU PICK UP A BARGAIN
GHARGEX
TERMS AVAILABLE
SPECIAL SALE HOUKS 9 In 5:3« TUE.VSAT..


























ONE HIT DIFFERENCE■ { ........... , ........ ....... ■ ■
North Van Provincial Champs
North Vancouver got only two 
hits against tough Victoria pit­
cher Ray Andre, but one was 
enough as they defeated Vic­
toria 2-1 Sunday at Elks* Sta­
dium to win the,provincial Sen­
ior Babe Ruth crown.
The one hit that counted was
chosen Most Valuable Player 
and top pitcher. Finlayson pit­
ched two one-hit games. Vic­
toria’s Tom Craig was chosen' 
Most Sportsmanlike while Noga 
of North Van won the batting 
crown with a .545 average.
Victoria placed four players
a timely blast by George Lyle on the 10-man All-Star team, 
in the fourth inning, following with North Van putting three 
a walk and a fielder’s choice I on the team, Kelowna one play- 
with a two-run homer over the er. Lake Cowichan and Trail 
right field fence to give North one each.
Vancouver all the scoring'punch Catcher Craig, first baseman 
needed to win their third title Wallace and third baseman 
in the six years that the cham- Munn made the All-Star team 
pionship has been held. . along with Finlayson.
For Victoria it was the end North Van put left-handed 
of a tough trail following their pitcher Bogue on the team along 
10-1 shellacking at the hands with second baseman Noga anc. 
of North Vancouver earlier in right fielder Lyle. Kelowna’s 
the tournament, sending them Mark Lang was picked top 
to the loser’s side of the card shortstop while centre fielder 
and with a long way back into Mike Forrest of Lake Cowichan
from starter Wayne Krimmer. 
Victoria used a pitching change 
by Trail to win the game, with 
seventh-inning reliefer Babcock 
taking the loss. Trail also used 
Morley Levick and Keith Van- 
derkeere on the mound.
Trail led until the seventh in­
ning, when Babcock took over. 
Victoria got to the fastball pit­
cher for four hits in the final
frame, pushing four runs across 
the plate to come back from a 
54 deficit
Finlayson added to his efforts 
as a pitcher with his plate per­
formance, slamming a double 
and a tingle for Victoria with 
Holmes adding two singles. 
Dubbs Binotto stroked a triple 
for Trail with two singles oft 
the bat of Kevin Oliver.
GOLF
Return To The Practice Grind 
Has Paid Off For Steady Bert
contention. and left fielder Don SzUagy o
North Van, undefeated in the Trail rounded out the team, 
five-day tourney, got five-hit Defending champion Trail 
pitching from the duo of Tom dropped out of competition in 
Bogue and Mark Dickie. Bogue two straight games, losing their 
started and was credited with first game Saturday 3-0 to North 
the win, with Dickie taking Van to drop to the loser’s side, 
over for the last two innings, Steve Hynek threw a two-hit­
giving up one hit. ter at Trail, while the defend-
It was a pitcher's game all tog champs used Rick Bab- 
the way, as the fourth inning cock’s five-hitter to stay close, 
(produced all the scoring and Noga rapped three singles in 
I only one other runner got as three trips to the plate to lead 
(far as third base to the defen- North Van.
AKRON, OMo (AP) — “I 
guess maybe missing those two 
cuts in a row was a blessing in 
disguise," said Bert Yancey, 
who won the $30,000 first prize 
Sunday in the American Golf 
Classic, beating Tom Ulozas in 
a sudden-death playoff.
He was discussing a recent 
slump wMch hit rock bottom 
when he failed to qualify for the 
final two rounds in recent tour­
naments at CMcago and Cleve-
sive battle. Victoria rolled over Nanaimo
Victoria’s Glen Wallace had 
more stuff behind this swing 
than he’d counted on during 
tense seventh-inning of Sun­
day’s provincial senior Babe
Ruth final against North Van­
couver at Elks Stadium. Wal­
lace broke the bat as he rap­
ped a pinch hit single with two 
men gone. But it was to no
avail, as North Van hung on
to take a 2-1 nail-biter and 
sweep through the tourney un­
defeated to capture the B.C. 
title. Looking on from behind
Kelowna Rec. Swim Program 
Completes Beginners Tests
Tn spite of the poor weather 
-In this first session many brave 
youngsters passed their begin­
ner swimming tests in the Kel­
owna Recreation Department 
Swim Program.
BLUE CERTIFICATES
. Shauna Begley, Scott Benzer, 
t Patricia Boyd, Kim Brady, Kev- 
in Buhman, David Chapman, 
Sean Charlton, Kenneth d e 
Groot, Michael De Montreuil, 
Robert Derksen, Murray Derk- 
sen, David Doege, John Duek, 








Margaret Feenstra, Cameron 
-Ford, Joane Foster, Grant 
^George, Tracy Hansen, Keith 
Hardy, Andrew Hawkes, Steven 
Hecker, Patrick Huang, Paddy 
Jervis, Sarah King, Danny 
Knorr, Lorraine Koop, Shane 
- Kowalski.
Leon Leismeister, Lorne Leis- 
meister, Garnet Lick, Leonard 
. Lltke, Stephen Longman, Tony 
Massie, Sheldon Massie, Deb- 
’ ble McCready, Carol McVicar, 
Donald Miller.
Mark Nicholls, Terilee Nor­
folk, Peggy Ann Person, Joy 
Anne pollock, Linda Powell, 
Paul Raelofs, Janet Roberts,
Heather Campbell - Gillies, 
Scott Careless, Michelle Che­
valier, Cathy Ciceri, Sharon 
Decker, Ken Doege, Maryanne 
Dueck.
Timmy Erdos, Louise Fahl- 
man, Barbara Falk, Scott Fer­
guson, John Ferguson, Annette 
Frank, Martin Gebauer, Glen 
Hardy, Cindy Kainz, Sharon 
Kawahara, Doris Klapstein.
Johnny Leftrook, Janice Ley, 
Allan Lucier, Anthea Morrison, 
Louis O’Malley. Karen Ottoson, 
Miles Oystryk, Sheri-Lee Powell, 
Raymond Roberts, Steph e n 
Robertson.
Todd Sanderson; Todd Sher- 
rin, Lori Shoemaker, Sandra 
Skelton, Ricky Swan, Michael 
Szakal, Colleen Timm, Carmen 
Tisher, Brenda Venus, Laurie 
Vogl.
Brent Weninger, Corinne Wen- 
inger, Leanne Wiebe, Kathy 
Worley, Michael Wilson, Diana 
Wozny, Roland Zabel, Nicola 
Zennert, Robert Zennert, Betty 
Zieman.
Those who earned their Begin­
ner Red Cross were: Nadine 
Adaire, Leonard Alexander,
Some heady base-running by in the loser’s side semi-final 7-2, 
Victoria gave them a short- continuing their comeback after 
lived lead in the fourth, with the loss to North Van. Bob Cool 
Ron Holmes starting things twirled a five-hitter for the win, 
with a lead off walk. He took as starter Brad Richardson took 
second on a ground out and the loss. Marc Crane pitcher in 
the plate are catcher Dave | third on a single by Garnet) relief, with the pair giving up 
Eadie and umpire Bruce Ben- Moen. n hits.
nett- wen\ second, and Rick Jones slammed a solo
, North Van catcher Dave Eadie home run for Victoria, with 
(Courier photo) |made^a throw to ^second base- Holmes adding a double and a 
------------------------------------------- »an Brian Noga. Nbga’s return single and Barry Scroggs two 
throw to cut Holmes off at singles
home plate was wide, and Vic- victoria and Trail met in the 
tona had chalked up their only B_side final> and tuTOed out one 
run M the contest. • of the poorer games in the 
iJM0SUe #a Y>.a^ tourney with each team com- 
bottom of the fourth, ana was mitting six errors with Victoria 
put out at second on a fielder’s out ahead 
C^lCe; tag^d Relief pitcher Glen Campbell,
pitch to him over the right field taking over in the fourth inning 
fence to give North Van the
land.
“It jolted me,” said Yancey, 
for years one of the steadiest 
players on the tour.
“I just hadn’t been investing 
enough time in my profession.
“I’d been trying to spend 
some Ume at home, then sneak 
out on the tour and win a couple 
of thousand dollars and go 
home.
“That was fine, except that I 
wasn’t winning the couple ol 
thousand.”
PRACTICE PAYS OFF
So he went on a regimen ol 
practice, work, practice, work. 
It paid off in the muggy heat 
that settled over the 7,180-yard 
Firestone Country Club course 
like a hot, wet blanket.
He blew a three-stroke lead 
on the final day with a two- 
over-par 72 and found himself 
tied at the end of the regulation 
72 holes with Ulozas, a 29-year- 
old tour sophomore. Each had a 
four-under-par total of 276, Ulo­
zas after a final round of 68.
On the first playoff hole, a 
230-yard par three, both reached 
the green. Yancey lagged up 
two feet short. Ulozas, putting 
from about 30 feet, boldly ran
his first putt three feet past 










Ricky Roth, Randy Rowland.
Mamie Schmidt, Patsy 
Schmidt, Cindy Schmidt, Joseph 
• Sequin, Angela Sherwin, Keith 
Skelton, Theresa Smith, Bettina 
Sommerfeld, Naomi Stacha, 
Ricky Stoliker, Reg Swan, Mary 
Ungaro, Heather Vogl, Brenda 
Wagstaff, Colleen We nsley, 
Dana Wentworth, Bernie Zabel.
‘ PRE-BEGINNERS RED CROSS 
* Stephen Adams, Craig Alex­
ander, Jeff Anheliger, Michelle 
Armeneau, Todd Armstrong, 
Kelly Baxter, Pat Beaulieu, 
Kathi Beaulieu, Carolyn Blsaro, 
Jeffrey Blower, Suzanne Bour­
lon, Jo Anne Brady.
Sandra B redin, Heather 
Brooks, Lori Buhman, Eliza- 












) title. ( Lines cores-
PAGE 8 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., JULY 24, 1972 Victoria threatened twice, in
I the sixth inning when Bob levari
• Munn reached third on a single, v fT i
MEN'S INTERIOR NET TITLE <w>■ iiiaiiiiiv  ■•ba ■■■»■■ tire the side. Nanaimo 000 200 0-2 5
Ilf AM DV EADAAED AIICCIE DDA GIen WalIace rapped a broken Victoria 200 140 x—7 11 WUIM Dl IwKIVltK AUJuIC I l\V |bat single in the seventh, with Richardson (L), Crane■■ tw0 out> Rob Parris was Wt and McCumber; Cool (W)
. Lindsay Straney, a former Australian professional, now (with a pitch but Tom Craig’s Craig. HR—V Jones, 
playing out of Calgary, captured the men’s singles title drive down third base was grab- w. .
Sunday in the B.C. Interior Open Tennis ChampionsMps, an bed by North Van’s Ron Mas- UCn a 
event dominated by Vancouver players. son, who tagged the base for I rr • J"
Straney dropped Steve Griffey, of Vancouver 6-1 and the force out and the final out ^rJJni?er’T C®ntpl^11 jW, (4) 
6-3 in the final match, played at the Kelowna Golf and North Van now heads to Kirk- ?.n.d £rlg; ^Y}‘?’/Xan<1®,r«ere 
Country Club. ■ _ land, Wash., to compete in re- !H* Bsbcock (L) (7) and Mar-
Kelowna s Frank Gyenisze lost a close match to Charles gfonal playoffs I™’
Rally, of Vancouver’s Jericho dub 64, 2-6 and 6-1 in the Although North Van won the Victoria 
finals of the Junior boys singles event. . provincial crown, Victoria dom- N. Van .
Natalie Rogers, of Vancouver, defeated another Van- |inated the All-Star team. Mike Andre (L)
000 000 0-0 2 





000 100 0-1 5 1
000 200 x—2 2 0
w t u K s, r , a i t a m v - inate<i the All-Star tea . ike Andre (L) and Craig; Bogue
couvente, Donna Fay Madhosingh, 64 and 6-3 in the finals Finlayson started the award- (W), Dickie (6) and Eadie. HR
of the ladies singles. . j (winning for Victoria, being)—NV Lyle.
In the mens doubles event. Les Sallay and Lindsay ’■-----------------















Chicago, DI.—A free offer of I 
special interest to those who I 
hear but do not understand I 
words has been announced by I 
Beltone. A non-operating model 
of the smallest Beltone aid ever 
made will be given absolutely 
free to anyone answering this 
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn 
in the privacy of your own 
home without cost or obligation 
of any kind. It’s yours to keep, 
free. It weighs less than a third 
of an ounce, and it’s all at ear 
level, in one unit. No wires lead 
from body to head.
These models are free, so we 
suggest you write for yours now. 
Again, we repeat, there is no 
cOst, and certainly no obligation. 
Write to Dept. 5693, Belton® 
Electronics, 3637 Metropolitan 
Blvd., E., Montreal 38. P. Q.
Shellie Armstrong, Terry Arm­
strong, Rio Baxter, Jayson Beg­
ley, Heimo Brandstatter, Eve- 
Lynne Bourlon, Lorraine Bour- 
lon, Heather Campbell, Bruce 
Campbell, Valerie Coe, Suzanne 
Cullen.
Alan Denroche, David Doege, 
Richard Gatzke, Cherly Lyn 
Kearn, John King, Janet Knut­
son, Danica Kovacevic, Heather 
Lauridsen.
Brian Naito, Erik Nielsen, 
Trina Nicholls, Jeanette Roelofs, 
Judy Shoemaker, Mark Stober, 
Valerie Thomsen, Lee Ann 
Weber, Lynn Wosowich.
For those wishing to take or 
continue with swimming lessons, 
there are still many openings for 
the two August beginner ses­
sions, as well as for the morn­
ing Red Cross classes.
of Vancouver 6-3 and 7-6 in the finals.
Pam Hunter and Natalie Rogers, both of Vancouver, 
overpowered Donna Madhosingh and M. Monroe, also from 
Vancouver, 6-2 and 7-5, to capture the ladies’ doubles crown.. 
In the mixed doubles event, George Lea, and Mandy 
Parson, both of North Vancouver, trimmed Les.Sallay and 
Donna Madhosingh 6-1 and 6-3.
In the junior vets’ doubles final, Kelowna's Neil McPher­
son and Frank Stoltman, of Vancouver, beat Ken Doll and 
Bob Seeley, of Vancouver.
Budget Boys Claim 2-1 Triumph 
For Semi-Final Playoff Lead
SPORTS SHORTS
Canada To Take On Sweden
Before First Soviet Game
Budget Boys needed a couple 
of early runs and reUef pitching 
■■ from Gib Loseth to get past 
iTreadgold’s Club 13 2-1 to win 
I the first game , in their Kelowna 
land District Senior Men’s B 
(Softball League semi-finals Sun­
day night at King’s Stadium.
Boys swing back into action 
I with their second game of the 
I series Tuesday night at 8 p.m., 
with Rutland Rovers and Willow
linn Willows tangling at 8 p.m. 
tonight in their series, led by
Jose And Hank Plan A Switch 
For Tuesday's All Star Tilt
ATLANTA (AP) — Joe Torre 
and' Hank Aaron try Tuesday 
night to atone for poor past per­
formances in the annual mid­
summer baseball classic be­
tween the American and Na­
tional leagues.
•T've been a lousy all-star," 
1 said Torre on the eve of the 
game's 43rd renewal at Atlanta 
Stadium, a home run hitter’s 
{•aradlse dubbed the "Launch- 
ng Pad.”
Aaron, who has launched 
. many of Ms career homers here 
> with the Braves, also continues 
11 in a perplexing all-star slump 
which he can't explain.
"I don't know, what It Is In 
all-star games ... "I just ha­
ven’t done much in them,” said 
Aaron, a National League slug­
ger for 19 years who has a un- 
imposing .186 batting average in 
this star-studded affair. x
i TWO REDS PICKED
Torre, the third baseman
The other National League 
starters include catcher Johnny 
Bench and second baseman Joe 
Morgan of Cincinnati Reds, a..d 
outfielders Roberto Clemente 
and Willie Stargell of Pittsburgh 
Pirates, Lee May of Houston 
Astros will be at first base and 
Don Kessinger of Chicago Cubs 
Is' the shortstop.
This year's American League 
team shows no power shortage, 
either, with a group of fence- 
breakers who can easily reach
STOCKHOLM (CP - AP) — 
Team Canada will play two ex­
hibition games with the Swedish 
national team Three Crowns 
Sept. 16 and 17 before going to 
Russia for a four-game series 
with the Soviet national team, it 
was announced today.
Alan Eagleson, chairman of 
Team Canada and leader of the 
Canadian delegation In Stock­
holm, told a news conference 
that the Canadian professional 
team will train in Stockholm be­
fore the games in Russia.
Eagleson said the two games 
with Three Crowns In Stockholm 
made a visit to Prague, Czecho­
slovakia, for n meeting with the 
newly-crowned Czech world 
, champions, highly doubtful.
Tile 35-strong Canadian team 
arrives In Stockholm Sept. 5.
The first-Team Canada-Three 
i Crowns match will be televised 
live to, Canada.
those tempting dimensions here 
—330 feet down the four Unes 
and 400 feet to straightaway 
centre field. Included among the 
American League musclemen Is 
Reggie Jackson, the Oakland 
Athletics outfielder who started 
the American League to victory 
,in last year’s game at Detroit 
with a mammoth homer.
WINNIPEG (CP) — The Ca­
nadian Amateur Diving Associa­
tion decided Sunday to name an 
eight-member Olympic team, 
ope more than the number orig­
inally planned.
Lynn K. Sully, association 
president, named five women 
and three men to compete in 
the 1972 Olympics in Munich, 
West Germany. They art. Bev­
erley Boys of Pickering, Ont., 
Nancy Robertson of Pickering, 
Elizabeth Carruthers of Edmon-
ton, Kathy Rollo of Saskatoon, Rovers 1-0.
Teri York of Vancouver, Ken Don Schmidt picked up the 
Sully of Vancouver, .ton Friesen lwin ■'with a six-hitter in six in- 
of Saskatoon and Scott Cran-|DlnEs, with LoSeth taking over 
ham of Grand Rapids, Mich, after the first batter was walked 
The diving team was to con- M the sixth. Schmidt struck out 
sist of seven members, but the four batters and. walked three, 
selection committee was unable while Loseth gave up one Mt 
to decide who to leave off the and struck out one.
team. Rick Kraushaar went the dis­
tance for Club 13, being tagged 
for seven hits while striking out 
VICTORIA (CP) — North thrce and hWtta8 one batter.
Vancouver meets Vlctoria-Es- Boys, who tied the league lead 
quimalt today in the winner’s Rovers but lost a playoff 
bracket of the provincial Babe Same to decide the champion. 
Ruth baseball championship struck early with a single run 
after each team won one game the first inning.
at the weekend. Ed Schn, the league’s batting
Victoria - Esquimalt defeated triple crown winner, started 
Dawson Creek 27-13 Bunday and B°ys with « two-out triple to 
North Vancouver defeated Dun- tight field. He came In with the 
can 3-2 Saturday. first run of the game on an
Coquitlam defeated Vancouver error charged against Club 
Inter-Community 124 Sunday, 13's catcher Boris Kabntoff. 
knocking the latter out of the A Favell combination, with 
eight - team, double - knockout Schmidt applying the finishing 
tournament. Victoria Cosmopoll-touches, .accounted for Boys 
tans defeated Vancouver 7-0 Sat-winning run in-the second in- 
urday. nlng. Don Favell led off the In-
Vlctorla Cosmopolitans de- nlng with a single to centre, 
fented Troll 2-0 Sunday and followed by a sacrifice bunt by 
Trail beat Coquitlam 4-0 Sat-brother Rick. Schmidt slammed
Don with what turned out to be 
the winning run.
Club 13 waited until the third 
inning before getting on the 
scoreboard, with Kraushaar 
starting things with, a single. 
He was caught at second on a 
fielder’s choice with Gil Atkins 
replacing him at first. An error 
by Boys’ second baseman Russ 
Cordecedo prevented Schmidt 
from keeping a shutout, allowing 
Jack Leier to come to the plate 
with two out. He stroked a run­
scoring single to end the scor­
ing in the game.
Club 13 had a chance to tie the 
game in the fourth, with Tec 
Weys slamming a one-out triple. 
Schmidt got the next batters 
out to end the threat.
Rovers will meet Willows 
three times during the week, 
Monday, Wednesday and Sun­
day. Other games, If needed, 
will be played Aug. 1, 6 and 8. 
Boys will go against Club 13 
Tuesday, Thursday- and next 
Monday, with other games if 




Test Drive Them at 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD.





695 WINDSOR RD• I Block Off Highway* 97
SPECIALIZING IN . ..
O Body Work • Welding • Fainting
• Auto Glass • Windshields
• Large Truck Repairs • Steam Cleaning
Your Hosts
ALBERT “AB” KELLER - GLEN MITSCHKE
Estimates 762-2311
4
picked by the fans, and Aaron, 
one of the outfielders, are 
among the National League 
•wingers who hope to pad the 
•entor circuit's advantage In the | 
•erics that began in 1933. The; 
National League leads 23-18 \ 
with one tie. <
YOUR
"LAWN BOY"
urdny. la double > to centre to score
Now- 5% interest on Savings Accounts.
Now we can offer you 
a Savings Account that 
pays 5% per annum on 




Undefeated bantam boys’ 
soccer team wishes opposi­
tion for exhibition tour 
Sept. 1-4.
Wb N. HaO,





SPORTS & MARINE 
mLKONAVfl. K8WWA.BA PHONI TtS-MM
OK WHEEL 
BALANCING
means your savings 
will grow fasten 
Stop by and see us soon.
I”# Kk m plus weights.• / (hnbble)
2. Static Balancing . . .
\ each Including weights
3. HIGH SPEED
by Computer $3.00 each
1.75
OK TIRE STORE
1080 Bernard Ave. 762-2717
Royal Trust
NmiSM C«m<« P*p»»U !«••(••««
Longer business hours.
, 248 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C. \
/' 7624209










tennis buffs from several 
points around the province 
gathered during the weekend 
for the Interior Open Tennis
Championships, which wound 
up Sunday. Final event, the. 
mixed doubles, was won by 
Mandy Parson, middle, and 
George Lea, of North Vancou­
ver’s Capilano Tennis Club,
WEEKEND BASEBALL
Brock, Kathy Miss Out 
I As Olympic Team Named
TORONTO (CP) — The selec­
tion committee and a handful of 
athletes exceeded Olympic 
standards In the two-day Cana­
dian senior track 'and field 
championships as a record 47 
competitors were named to rep­
resent Canada at the Games in 
Munich next month.
Brock Aynsley and Kathy 
Langham, both of Kelowna, 
failed to make the team. Ayn-
sley managed to place third in 
the finals of the 400 metre 
hurdles event, but Miss Lang­
ham failed to make the finals 
in her specialty, the women’s 
shot put. Both are to participate 
in a dual meet in Quebec later 
this week.
The committee debated its 
choices for five hours before 
coming up with the list early 
today. It exceeded the quota set 
by the Canadian Olympic Asso­
ciation and must be approved 
by the COA at a meeting in 
Montreal later this week.
No more than 30 track anc 
field athletes have represented 
Canada in any previous Olym­
pics.
Temperatures reaching more 
than 90 degrees and high humid­
ity produced below-par perform­
ances from most of the contest­
ants, with only eight of them 
meeting Olympic standards in 
the 33 events. But 36 of them 
had already achieved the stand­
ards in previous competition 
this year.
The most effective hot- 
weather performers were Bruce 
Pirnie of Saskatoon, the only 
record-breaker of the meet, in 
the men’s shot put and 17-year- 
old Glenda Reiser of Ottawa, 
who scored a double victory in 
the 800 and 1,500 metres.
TORONTO (CP) — The fol-
KELOWNADAILT COUUEB. MON., JULY14,1W1 FACE •
5,000 Metres—Grant McLaren, 
London, Ont.; Bob Finaly, To­
ronto.
110-Metre hurdles—Tony Nel­
son, Montreal; Rick McDonald, 
Toronto.
High Jump—John Beers, John 
Hawkins and Rick Cuttell, Van­
couver.
Pole Vault-Kirk Bryde, Van­
couver; Bruce Simpson, To­
ronto; Alan Kane, Burnaby.




real; Rick Dowswell, Sarnia,
lowing athletes were named to 
Canada's Olympic team today 
by the Canadian Track and 
Field Association:
MEN
100 Metres—Herman Carter, 
Toronto; Bob Martin, Hamilton; 
Charles Francis, Toronto; Dave 
Quibell, Toronto.
400 Metres—Doug Chapman, 
Burnaby, B.C.; Brian McLaren, 
Winnipeg; Tony Powell, To­
ronto; Craig Blackman, To­
ronto; Ian Gordon, Burnaby.
800 Metres—Bill Smart, Van­
couver; Ken Elmer, Richmond, 
B.C.
shown here receiving congrat­
ulations from Mrs. Charles 
Dore, of the host Kelowna 
Tennis Club. See story Page 
8.
TELLS ALL ON TV
Ont
Decathlon—Jerry Moro, Trail, 
B.C. I
Walk—Alex Oakley, Oshawa, 
Ont.; Marcel Jobin, Montreal; 
Karl-Heinz Merschenz, Toronto.
Long Jump—Mike Mason, 
Vancouver.
WOMEN
10O Metres—Emily McMullen,] 
Toronto.
400 Metres—Joyce Sadowick.l 
Vancouver; Brenda Walsh, Ed­
monton; Liz Vanderstam, Ed-| 
monton; Joan McTaggert, Sas­
katoon.
800 Metres—Abby Hoffman, 
Toronto.
1,500 Metres—Glenda Reiser, 
Ottawa; Thelma Wright, Van-
(Courier photo) Clarence Insists
Killebrew Not An All-Star
Hull Won't Play
But Climbs Home Run Ladder
ly THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Harmon Killebrew won’t be 
going to Atlanta for Tuesday 
night’s all-star Game but the 
—• next stops on his home-run itin- 
..erary are Jimmie Foxx and 
Mickey Mantle.
’ Homerin’s Harmon brought 
back memories of the American 
‘ League's 1971 All-Star triumph 
Sunday—he hit a key two-run 
homer in the American 
;, League's 6-4 victory—by blast­
ing a home run in each game as 
Minnesota Twins swept a dou- 
» ble-header from Milwaukee 
.. . Brewers 3-0 and 6-5.
That gave him 15 for the sea- 
son and 530 for a career that 
finds him sixth on the all-time 
, - homer list, four behind Foxx 
and six in back of Mantle.
Elsewhere, T e x a s Rangers 
cooled off Detroit Tigers 3-1, 
■ Baltimore Orioles trimmed 
Kansas City Royals 8-4, Oakland 
Athletics downed Boston Red 
1 Sox 6-3, and Chicago White Sox 
took two from Cleveland Indians 
' 2-1 and 4-3 and California An­
gels beat New York Yankees 6- 
< 3.
solo shot in the fifth inning of 
the nightcap became important 
when Milwaukee’s George Scott 
walloped a three-run homer in 
the ninth to trim the margin to 
one run.
Texas stopped D e t r o i t’s. 
three-game winning streak and 
trimmed the Tigers’ lead over 
Baltimore in the American 
League East to one game by 
scoring three times in the first 
inning and protecting the lead 
behind the four-hit pitching of 
Rich Hand and Horacio Pina. (
Ted Ford doubled home the 
first two runs off Tom Timmer­
man and scored on Joe Lovitto’s 
single. Meanwhile, Hand 
blanked the Tigers on two hits 
until the seventh when a walk 
and one-out singles by Norm 
Cash and Gates Brown pro­
duced Detroit’s run. Pina stym­
ied the threat by ret i r i n g 
Mickey Stanley and Ed Brink- 
man on fly balls.
Baltimore jumped on Kansas
City’s Dick Drago for four runs 
in the-first inning on a walk, 
Bobby Grich’s triple, Boog Pow­
ell’s single and Don Baylor’s 
homer and Terry Crowley 
crashed a decisive grand slam 
home run off Roger Nelson in 
the seventh.
Oakland broke a 2-2 tie 
against Boston with three runs 
in the seventh inning with a 
walk, a wild pitch,, another walk 
and a passed ball setting things 
up. Mike Hegan drove in the 
go-ahead run with a sacrifice 
fly, Bert Campaneris delivered 
another with a single and
TORONTO (CP) - Clarence i 
Campbell, president of the Na- 1 
tional Hockey League, appeared 
on a Toronto television station 
Saturday night and offered the 
NHL version of Everything You 
Wanted to Know About Bobby 
Hull and the Canada-Russia Ser­
ies But Were Afraid to Ask:
1. The Golden Jet can’t play 
for the Canadians in the Sep­
tember series because he signed 
a contract with a World Hockey 
Association team instead of 
coming to terms with Chicago 
Black Hawks of the NHL.
2. He can’t play for Winnipeg 
Jets of the WHA because he still
urged to intercede with the NHL 
on Hull’s behalf by a number of 
Canadian hockey fans including 
Prime Minister Trudeau.
Campbell’s advice to Hockey 
Canada was to play it cool.
“I don’t want to predict any­
thing in the nature of a disas­
ter,” he said. “I just hope no 
course of action will be recom­
mended that will be impossible 
for the people involved.”
“If Hockey Canada asked us 
to reconsider the Hull question 
it would be the end of the agree-
couver.
Long Jump—Brenda Eisler, 
Vancouver; Joan Hendry, Ot­
tawa.
High Jump—Debbie Brill, 
Haney, B.C.; Sue Turpin, To­
ronto; Louise Hanna, Toronto.
Discus—Carol M a r t i n, To­
ronto.
Pentathlon—Debbie Van Kiek- 
ebelt, Mississauga, Ont.; Diane 






In Saturday's action, it was 
Chicago 5 Cleveland 3, Minne­
sota 9 Milwaukee 5, Detroit 6 
Texas 2, Kansas City 8 Balti­
more 5, California 1-0 over New 
York in the first half of a doub­
leheader with the Yankees tak­
ing the nightcap 7-1, and Oak­
land downing Boston 5-3 before 
losing 3-0.
FIRST MISS SINCE’62
Killebrew, who will be miss­
ing the All-Star Game for the 
first time since 1962, has a .308 
batting average and three home 
runs in 11 such contests.
Killebrew’s sixth-inning solo 
homer in Sunday’s opening 
game broke up a scoreless duel 
between Minnesota's Jim Perry, 
who needed ninth-inning relief 
























































Campy came around on singles 
by Joe Rudi and Reggie Jack- 
son.
The Athletics hold a 6%-game 
lead over the White Sox, who 
posted a pair of ninth-inning 
victories over Cleveland, taking 
the opener on Jay Johnstone’s 
pinch single and the nightcap on 
Carlos May’s second home run 
of the game.
ClementeKeeps Bucs Moving
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
I 
Roberto Clemente, according . 
to Cincinnati manager Sparky 
Anderson, “might be the best 
player in baseball for one day. 
When he has to perform-llke in 
the. World Series when he 
wanted to prove he was the 
best-you see what he does.” 
Sunday was one of those days 
for Pittsburgh Pirates’ brilliant 
right fielder, his first game in 
two weeks since being knocked 
out of action by an intestinal 
virus.
Clemente knocked in the 
game-tying run with an eighth­
inning single-his second run bat­
ted in of the battle between the 
National Leagu<’s division lead- 
ers-aiid moments later scored 
the winner on Willie Stargell's 
double as the Pirates slipped 
past the Reds 3-2.
Elsewhere in the national 
League, Philadelphia Phillies 
downed Los Angeles Dodgers 2- 
0, San Francisco Giants de­
feated New York Mets 5-2, 
Houston Astros beat Chicago 
Cubs 6-5, Atlanta Braves edged 





Pittsburgh 3 Cincinnati 2
Atlanta 3 St. Louis 2
Houston 6 Chicago 5 
Montreal 2-9 San Diogo 1-1
Philadclphin 2 Us Angeles 0








OPEN 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. DAILY 
CLOSED SUNDAY
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Corner Bernard and Glenmore St
Margarine
“West” 100% 




...... 25 lb. bag wiv "f
GROUND CHUCK iLTh .1b 79c
belongs to the Black Hawks, 
contract or no contract. The 
NHL contends that the option 
clause in its standard contract 
binds a player to his team when 
the contract expires.
3. Campbell, is confident that 
the Hawks will be successful 
when they seek an injunction in 
an Illinois court, probably 
within two weeks, that would 
prevent Hull from playing 
hockey for any other dub, and
4. Just in case the cour. 
doesn’t see it their way, Hull 
w'll be barred from joining the 
NHL . players on the Canadian 
team because “there is no rea-
< son why we should put on pa- 
. The victory by the Bucs-and rade the showpiece for the other 
Cincinnati’s setback, df course side.”
—gave each team a 55-33 record of the 35 players invited to 
for a winning percentage of join the team, Hull and defence- 
.625, the best in the majors. man j. c. Tremblay of Mont-
A year ago at the All-Star real Canadiens have signed with 
break, Pittsburgh owned a WHA clubs.
nine-game lead in the East Divi- “Defecting players represent 
sion while the Reds were stum- a tremendous expense to the 
bling along in fifth place in the National Hockey League," 
West. Now the Pirates’ lead is Campbell said. “Is there any 
5% games and' Cincinnati’s is rational reason we would want 
six. to help the World Hockey Asso-
But for Clemente, who won cintion?"
the Babe Ruth Award as the Hockey Canada, the organiza- 
outstanding player in the 1971 tlon of government, business 
World Series, the '72 series and sports figures sponsoring 
wasn't foremost in his mind the national team, has been 
after Sunday’s game. The All- ----------------------- ----------------- —
Star Game was. He's scheduled 
to be a starting outfielder but 
isn't sure if he’ll play. I
“I don't know,” the 38-year-
old star said. "It's day-to-day-1 • 
but if I go to the All-Star Game, I • 
I’m going to play. I won’t make 
the trip for nothing.” I
ment,” Campbell said. “They 
have declared their support of 
our agreement and they’re not 
going to ask us to change it."
The NHL had made a “tre­
mendous sacrifice” in providing 
players whose salaries totalled 
$2,425,000 for the eight-game 
series at a time when they 
might be drawing crowds to 
NHL pre-season exhibit i o n 
games, Campbell said. Some 
governors felt public criticism 
of the NHL for the Hull ban 
showed ingratitude.
Campbell acknowledged that 
his office has received some 
2,000 copies of a printed petition 
demanding that Hull be allowed 
to play but said “they go right 
in the barrel the way they come 







Gas and Electric 
SALES — SERVICE 
— PARTS 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED 
Toro, Briggs & Stratton, Te­
cumseh, Lauson power pro­
ducts. Lombard chain saw- 
Eska, OBM, Little Wonder 









1125 Glenmore St. N. 
763-5415 Kelowna, B.C.
ROASTING CHICKENFresh
Utility grade 5 to 7 lbs............. ......... lb. 3DC
Coffee *>., $140
“Chase and Sanborn” BL B .U|
Finest Quality
FLOUR






Windsor Rd. — Just off Hwy. 97 ?hone 763-7733
Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractor 
Shocks and Headers
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER 
TOP LINE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Custom Tube Bending Machine 








“Swing”. Excellent Quality. 
3% oz........... .............. 5 envelope pack B W
Fruit Jars
Wide Mouth
Mason.------ *2 7912 quarto BbBB B B
Catelli Dinners
Macaroni and Cheese.
7 oz. pack........... ....... 6 for 97c
doubleheader, Montreal Expos 
swept San Diego Padres 2-1 and 
9-1.
In Saturday's games, it was 
San Francisco 2 New York 1, 
Cincinnati 6 Pittsburgh 3, At­
lanta 8 St. Louis 7, Houston 7 
Chicago 2, Montreal 3 San Diego 
1, lx>s Angeles 4 Philadelphia 3. 
HAD DROPPED 5
Without Clemente, the Pirates 







imported Cars Ltd, 
Hwy. 97 No., Kelowna 
765-5194
Cut out
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORK BAKERY
DI INC Hamburger or Hot Dog. A A A 
DU 113 Fresh from our oven. Adoz. 07 V
CINNAMON TWISTS £ „„
Fresh from our oven...... ..—... O pk. vDC
41 ,.544
W L Fei. (iBL
Detroit 51 37 .580 r-
Baltimore 50 38 .568 1
Boston 45 41 .523 5
New York 42 43 .494
Cleveland 3(1 51 .414 14’yi 
15’41Milwaukee! 35 52 ,402
West.













52 . 435. IflMi
GLASS! GLASS! GLASS!
Complete line ol . . ,
GLASS SERVICING
PATTERN GLASS, STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS
Your most complete glass 
and window department
. KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
vour monev Bathroom Tissue 59cW H ■ l.W W I »elsoy sst.  4 roll pack
problems Ue’^entM. ■ ^B^ IH Bi Bi B^ Qfl I 1 lb. free Bonus pack
11| Cheddar Cheese
1.99
53 .411 18’4 
Results Sunday
1(154 Ellis St Phone 762-2016
California 6 Now York 3
Oakland 6 Boston 3 
Minnesota 3-6 Milwaukee 9-5 
Baltimore 8 Kansas City 4 
Texas 3 Detroit 1;
, Chicago 2-4 Cleveland 1-3 
Ganica TucMtay












St,v(c . .' , Vocational , . . 
Vnilgriiy . . . Photosun ... 
made for your o\yn prescrip­
tion. For genuine comfort ' 
and safety, \
Open All Day Monday through Hat. Noon \ 
D ' . ' • .
WHATEVER YOUR








Dollar worries? Tell us 
what size Joan you need. 
You aro probably good 
for more than you think. 
Most people who come 
tons are.
And most of our custom- 
era get their money the 
same day we get their 
application.
Stop worrying and start 
cutting.

















4 Herrirn of 
TtaniamtricttCorptralleit ,
Over 100 Fv.lflc Flaanco officoa la O*n«4a«
235 Bernard Avenue • Phono (403) 763-4435
352 Seymour Street • Phono (C04) 372-8801 j
I I Mild Ontario Cheddar. 
m I Random Cuts ............. lb. 89c
11 Whole Chicken
| I Cooked. “Bonus”. 52 oz. tin pack 99c
YORK CARLOAD CANNED FOOD 
(ARRIVING WEDNESDAY. FEATURE PRICES (
PEOPLE'S 
| FOOD MARKET 
lL Wo Ro®**® the Rigjit to limit Quantities.x
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YOU'LL NEVER STRIKE OUT WHEN YOU USE A COURIER WANT AD TO BUY, SELL, RENT OR SWAP
HAVE A BALL — SELL THOSE DON’T WANTS — PHONE 7634228
Kelowna and District
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR SALE OR RENT: NEW CUSTOM 
built duplex, double glass, balcony with 
sliding doors. One dock to Quigley 
School. Two bedroom Mde for rent. $150 
per month, no pet*. Four bedroom, two 
bath side reserved for buyer. Telephone













Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO
Chartered Accountants
Telephone 762-4434
477 Leon Ave., Kelowna
STEWART 
w & COMPANY 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTA 
Telephone 763-5021 . 




W. R. FENNELL & CO.
Accredited Public Accountants
W. R. Fennell, APA, FCI 
R. D. Horton, APA, FCIS
2979 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C 
Telephone 7634528
170 Rutland Rd. Phone 765-774
THOMPSON 
ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public 
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS, NEW TWO 
bedroom duplex set In middle of or­
chard. Lake view. Wall to wall car- 
pete. spacious. rooms, fireplace, balcony, 
large carport No pets. Telephone 
769-4349. tf
BRAND NEW DUPLEX. TWO BED- 
room*, wail to wall carpet, full base­
ment References required. Jabs Con­
struction. 1975 Harvey Avenue. Tele­
phone 762-0928. evenings 762-3465. tf
CERAMICS
CERAMIC & MOSAIC TILE 
QUARRY TILE — GAIL TILE 
CULTURED STONE 




M. W, F 16
TWO BEDROOM UNIT IN FOURPLEX. 
next to KLO Secondary ScbooL Stov* , 
and fridge available. Available July 15th, 
$126.50 per month. No children. Tele- - 
phone 763-4232. U
WANTED — RELIABLE COUPLE TO 
rent our fully furnished executive type 
home in Glenmore for August. No pets. T 
References please. Telephone 762-4661. l 
298 tCONSTRUCTION
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
769-4697 days, 769-4671 
M. W. F tf
NEW SPANISH STYLE FOURPLEX, 8 
RuUand. IVi baths, two bedrooms, large f 
living room, all carpeted. Children wel- 
come. Available August 1 and 15. Tele- s 
phone 765-8788. 16 I
CENTRALLY LOCATED. TWO BED- I 
room duplex, carpeted, finished . base­
ment. Adults only, no pets. Available 
October 1st. $180 per month. Telephone 
763-3642 between 2-7 p.m. 302
OLDER TWO BEDROOM HOME, Ex­
cellent condition, central -ocation. $160 
month. Available August 1st. Tenant to 









MODERN TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
choice area In Rutland. $145 per month. 
Available August 15. (No stove or re­
frigerator). Telephone 765-8841. tf
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1, SPACIOUS 
two bedroom fourpiex tn Westbank. 
Children and small pets welcome. Tele­
phone 768-5262 before 8:00 p.m. tf
REPAIRS THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- plex in Rutland. Carpeted living room, 
washer/dryer hookup. Available August 
1st. No pets. Telephone 765-7054. . tfTHE FIX-ALL SHOP
NOW OPEN
General repairs, household, in­
dustrial, etc. Specializing in 
custom woodwork.
Corner WATER & CAWSTON
13
MODERN THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
in Rutland available approximately 
August 15. Year’s lease preferred. $175 
per month. Telephone 765-5917. tf
NEW FURNISHED HOUSE, SUITABLE 
for couple. Located on lake, McKinley 
Landing. Ten month lease. Available 
August 26. Telephone 762-8358. 299
ROOFING
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX. QUIET 
and convenient location. Older couple 
preferred. Available August 1st or 
sooner. Telephone 762-0477. 298BONNEAU’S ROOFING
Roof coating, flat roof, asphalt 
shingles, repair. Eavestrough 
and downpipe installations.
• Free Estimates — 765-9267
B M, W, F 8
NEW THREE BEDROOM GLENMORE 
home. Ready now. $180 per month. 
Telephone 763-2234 or 763-6586. tf
VERNON: NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, refrigerator and stove. $200 per 
month. Telephone 763-6249. 360
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement. Telephone 765-8815. tf
" VACUUM CLEANERS 16. APTS. FOR RENT____
SHERWOOD MANOR




Intercom, shag rugs, air 
conditioned, electric heat. 
Utilities included, covered 




17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room suitable for working gentleman. 
Refrigerator, television. Telephone 762-
3967 after 5 p.m. U
18. ROOM AND BOARD
VACANCY IN PRIVATE HOME FOR 
two elderly peopl*. Excellent food and 
care. Centrally located. Telephone 763-
5290. 298
ROOM AND BOARD IN PRIVATE 
home, close to Vocational School. Tele-
phone, 742-7419. U
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE*
man. Telephone 792-0220. U
ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012 tf
Centennial House Apartments
20. WANTED TO RENT
WANTED TO RENT: GARAGE FOR 
smaU boat and utility trailer. Prefer 
dote to lake or downtown area. Tele­
phone 765-8769. tf
20. WANTED TO RENT
BY AUGUST 1st. ONE OR TWO BED- 
room bouse in Rutland or Kelowna, 
for reliable young couple. Prefer older 
house with extra storage. Telephone
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE NEEDS 
furnished boos* for six month* or mor*. 
Reply Box A-817. The Kelowna Dally 
Courier.  303
YOUNG MOTHER WITH BABY WISH- 
es to share apartment with responsible 
girt. Telephone 765-9177.___________
WANTED TO RENT: TWO OR THREE 
bedroom house wi*h horse pasture. In 
Rutland-Kelowna area. Teiephon* 765- 
8518. »8
769-4740 after • p.m. 199
RELIABLE COUPLE REQUIRE SMALL 
furnished apartment in central resi­
dential area. Reply to Paul Rltccy.







21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
LOVELY VIEW LOT ON 
McKENZlE ROAD:
Beautiful view of the lake 
and valley with all facilities 
and in a very lovely area. 
Terms available. Call Mrs. 
Dona Dunn at 762-2846; 
evenings 7644724. MLS.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Rout*
13 months .......................... $25.00
8 month* ............................. 13.00
3 months .............................. 7.00
MAIL RATES
B.C. outside Kelowna City Zone
3. MARRIAGES
HOY - RIPPEL — Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Hoy of Kelowna are pleased to announce 
ihe forthcoming marriage of their 
daughter Sylvia Joy to Larry RippeL 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rippel of 
Rutland. The wedding will take place 





3 months ............. ............



















A collection of suitable verses for. use 
In In Memoriams Is on hand at The 
Kelowna Daily Courier Office. In Mem­
oriams are accepted until 4:30 p.m. day 
preceding publication. It you wish 
com* to our Classified Counter and 
make a selection, or telephone for a 
trained Ad-writer to assist you In the 
choice of an- appropriate verse and 
In writing the In Memoriam. Tele-
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites 
Spacious deluxe suites 
Air conditioning 
Carpet throughout 
Colored appliances and 
drapes 




Close to all shopping areas.
AU mail and Motor Route Subscriptions 
payable in advance.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
phone 763-3228. M. W. F. tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 705-6494. tf
1. BIRTHS
FAMILY'S HISTORY - YOUR FAM- 
ily’a hlatory can be written with 
dippings ot the happy eVents—Births. 
Engagement*, and Wedding* from your 
Dally. Newspaper. Notices for these 
event* are as low ai- $2.50. You may 
bring them to the Classified Counter or 
telephone. The Kelowna Dally Courier 
763-3228. ask for Classified..,
8. COMING EVENTS
2. DEATHS
FLEWELLING — Passed away on July 
22nd. Mrs. Marie Alberta Flewelling, 
aged 59 years, late of 1922 Pandosy 
Street. Surviving Mrs. Flewelling arc 
two sons, Ronald and Leonard, both of 
Red' Deer, Alta.; four grandchUdren; 
her mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. 
Allen Sllvanus of Prince George, for­
merly of Calgary, Alta.; one sister 
Margaret (Mrs. James Potter) of Prince 
George; her husband, Mr. Francis John 
FleweUIng predeceased in May. 1970. 
Funeral service will be held from 
Day’s Chapel of Remembrance, on Tues­
day, July 23th, at 10:30 a.ni., Rev. 
Frank Lewi* el Rutland will conduct 
the service, interment in the Kelowna 
Cemetery. Day's Funeral Service Is In
BINGO 
Tues., July 25 
8:00 p.m.
Rutland Centennial Hall 
Sponsored by Rutland Knights 
of Columbus.
charge of the arrangements. 298
KRAFTHAUS APTS.
Hwy. 33
Large 2 br. suites. Refrigera- 
or, stove, drapes, hot water 
uid heating incl. Free laundry 
facilities, storage room. Near 
shopping and schools. Move in 
now and live rent free until 
\ug. 1. One child accepted.
.765-8276 or 763-3755 
_____________________ 304 
AUGUST 1st. ONE BEDROOM APART- 
ments. ground floor and second floor, 
beautifully landscaped garden* and 
swimming pool. $135 and $140 per 
month. Also two bedroom second floor 
apartment with view $157 per month. 
Includes all utilities. Retired or pro­
fessional couples preferred. No child­
ren or pets. Apply Mrs. Dunlop No. 1- 
1281 Lawrence Avenue or telephone 762-
5134. if
CONTINENTAL MANOR. ROWCUFFE 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for immediate occu­
pancy. WaU to wall carpet, cable TV. 
undercover parking, laundry facilities, 
elevator, and a reduction for tenants 
60 year* and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209.
«
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15th. SPACIOUS 
three bedroom suite in Fairlane Court. 
Fully modern, close to Shops Capri and 
People's. Elderly people preferred. No 
children or pets. Telephone 763-2814. tf
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA'S Ex­
clusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Both
Towers. 763-3641. tf
RUTLAND: UNFURNISHED ONE BED- 
room suite. Living room - kitchen com­
bined. close to shopping, quiet adults, 
no pets. Telephone 765-6538 after 4
p.m. tf
SPACIOUS. TWO BEDROOM SUITE. 
Newly decorated, prefer married couple. 
Children acceptable. For long term 
tenancy. Telephone 762-0359 after 3:30
p.m.
LOVELY ONE BEDROOM SUITE IN 
Rutland. Refrigerator, stove, heat and 
water included. Only $125 per month.' 
Available immediately. Telephone 764-
7129 jot 765-8467.
RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW
Telephone Manager 
765-9133 ‘or 762-0928









INSTANT MACRAME. EIGHT HOUR 
summer courses, Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday mornings, 10 ■ 12:30. $10. Ex­
cellent pastime for men and women. 
To register, telephone Mrs. E. Greig,
764-4209. 11
TWIN DUPLEXES
Located in Rutland, real close to shopping 
centre and schools, showing very good re­
venue. Owner may take orchard on trade. 
Call Art Day 34144 or 8-5089. MLS.
BEST BUSINESS BUY
Going food business. Excellent opportunity 
for man and wife operation. Very easy to 
operate and shows good profit. Build for the 
future and for yourself. CaU M. Martin 
2-2251. MLS.
“BUILDERS’’
Five side by side lots, each 70 ft. by 144 
with domestic water, fronting on Findlay 
Rd. near highway 97. Asking $3500.00 each. 
Try your offer for all. Prospectus available. 
CaU George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
ILLNESS FORCES SALE
This battery repair business must be sold. 
The price has: been reduced by $1000 to 
$6500.00. Full equipment included. For com­
plete details caU Bren Witt 7694326. MLS.
SMALL HOLDING
6.61 acres overlooking Okanagan Lake for 
less than $1200 per acre. Lots of trees, 
mile to good beach, paved roads. Call Art 
MacKenzie 7694264. MLS.
20 ACRE ORCHARD
In Rutland, cornering on two main roads 
with gentle sloping view, excellent holding 
property. Planted heavy to apples. Good 
production record. 3 Bdrm, house plus 
equipment sheds. $35,000 down. Ph. Ernie 
Zeron 2-5232. MLS.
$2050.00 DOWN:
If you qualify, you can buy 
this nearly new three bed­
room home for $21,000. with 
only $2050.00 down payment. 
Call us today at Johnston 
Realty or Call Mrs. Dona 








Apple Valley Realty ™
1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY •♦♦.Office Ph. 3-4144
NEW HOME SITUATED ON LARGE 
lot in desirable area In Okanagan Mis­
sion. Three bedrooms, 1V4 baths, up and 
down fireplace, living room and master 
bedroom wall to wall, glass sliding door 
to covered sundeck over carport, rough­
ed In plumbing in basement. Elementary 
school two blocks away. Telephone 763-
2761. 303
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
GLENROSA HIGHLANDS - 
Country setting among the 
pines. Charmingly decorated 
inside and out. Three bed­
rooms, 2 baths, full base­
ment with finished bedroom 
and rec room, garage. Now
tf asking just $25,900. Call Mary
Ashe at 763-4652 evenings. 
MLS.
tf CHECK THIS ONE — A good
KNOX MANOR, bright spacious well-cared for family home 
suites, drapes. TV cable, refrigerator,1 ...... — ■with 3 bedrooms, wall to wall 
carpeting, 2 fireplaces, sun­
deck, carport. All fenced 
and landscaped with under­
ground sprinklers and all 
Telephone 763-2173 or 1470 Elm Street. I With flowers, roses,
u shrubs, etc. Payments only
stove, broadloom, elevator, balcony and 
intercom. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele-
phone 762-7918. tf
TWO BEDROOM UNFURNISHED SUITE 
available August 1. Abstainers, non- 
smokers. Couple preferred, no pets.
$154 per month including 
taxes. YOURS for only $24,-COLUMBIA MANOR. 1919 PANDOSY. One bedroom suite with stove, refrig-, 
erator. drapes and wall to waU carpet. 400. SEE IT AND YOU’LL
cable television. Available immediately TITTY TT Pnll Franlr A.ehmnnrlor August 1. Telephone 762-8284. tf1 •DUI uau r ranK ASnmeaa
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN I 
Rutland, full basement, carpeted 
throughout. Close to schools and shop­
ping centre. Available August 1st. Tele-
at 765-5155 days or 765-6702 
evenings. MLS.
phone 765-7217. tf
ORCHARD MANOR APARTMENTS, 
1181 Bernard Avenue. Large two and 
three bedroom apartments. $165 and 
$149; master bedroom ensuite. WaU to 
wall throughout. Close to shopping and 
all services. Telephone 762-0722. tf
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 
Westbank. $110 per month, refrigerator, 
stove, shag carpeting throughout, large 
patio. Apply Suite 4, First Avenue South,
or telephone 768-5875. U
PRICE REDUCED $4,500 - 
Must sell this 3 bedroom, 
basement home, only 1% 
years old. Included are car­
pets in living and bedrooms, 
ensuite plumbing, carport. 
Nice O.K. Mission area. Now 
only $27,000. HURRY!! Call 
Bill Campbell at 763-6302 
evenings. MLS.
tf SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN
t — basement in new home. Refrigerator CT.CISF.TM__ ctnTTTTT QinP
and stove. -$115 per month, plus half V
I utilities. Telephone after 6:00 p.m., Modern 2 year old home with 
765-7929. Adults, no pets. tf . 2 large bedrooms, walk-in
AUGUST 1, RUTLAND, TWO BED- 
room fourplcx. $150 per month includ- 
: Ing - garbage and water, Call Joe Llm- 
berger at Royal Trust, 762-5200 or 763-'
2338. evenings. tf
HALF A MONTH FREE RENT - NEW
1 driri mnON ATION AVF. apartments In Rutland. Deluxe large IHAJU LUKU1NA14M1N nvL.,,1 ,w0 |,Bdroom sujtea. ar shag carpeted.
closets, well planned kitchen 
and a very nice view from 
it’s spacious living room or 
covered sundeck. Double car­
port and garage. Revenue 
suite on ground floor. Asking 
only $32,950. Call Dave Deln- 
stadt at 7634894 evenings. 
EXCL.
KPI OWN A alr conditioned, cable TV, drapes. Avail-
vvi>n . able now. Telephone 762-2519, if no
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom answer 762-5030. Hoover Realty Ltd, tf
family apts, in gardenlike set- capri villa apartments, 1231
Sutherland Avenue, one and two bed- 
. room suites on main floor. Adults pre-
—Wall-to-wall chrpets. ferred. No children, no pets. Tele-
-Drapes. phono 763-6114._______________________ tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART-> - ... , k - -j -। -—Colored appliances., ment in fourpiex. Wall to wall carpets, well kept with quiet secluded 
. _____ ... balcony, refrigerator and stove includ- ..................................  ‘
Available now. I cd. Available August 1st. Telephone
762-3713 days,or 764-4440. 765-ns29, u
QUIET STREET IN SOUTH
END — Ah older, fully de­
veloped home, ideal for fam­
ily living which has been
NOW RENTING
tf RUTLAND, UNFURNISHED ONE BED- 
...... . • room suite, private entrance, close to 
shopping, No children, no pets. Immedi­
ate occupancy. $90 per month. Tele-
phone 765-6538. tf
and sheltered back yard. 
Priced at $26,900 and arrange 
mortgage to suit. Call Ernie
Donnelly at 762-2558 even­
ings. EXCL.
TRADE YOUR BOAT, 
TRUCK, CAMPER - on this 
3 bedroom home only 2 years 
old. Beautifully landscaped 
lot, all fenced. Home in­
cludes fireplaces up and 
down. Good existing mort­
gage. Call Fred Kyle at 
765-5155 days or 765-8804 
evenings. MLS.
VLA APPROVED - 2 bed­
rooms, covered sundeck, 
extra rooms in basement. AU 
on a large lot in Ponderosa 
subdivision. Credit Union 
mortgage approved. CaU 
Gordon Marwick at 769- 
4662 evenings. MLS.
IT’S NO JOKE — the price,’ 
that is, on this beautifully 
decorated 3 years old, 4 bed­
room home in close proxim­
ity to-schools and shopping. 
Add good wall to waU car­
peting throughout, AIR CON­
DITIONING, a sparkling kit­
chen, carport and you come 
to the grand total of $20,500. 
Seeing is believing! CaU 
Terri Meckling at 763-6657 
evenings. MLS.
CEDAR SHAKE ROOF — is 
just one of the special fea­
tures of this 1272 sq. ft. I 
beauty. The used brick ex­
terior and double carport 
added to the corner lot make 
a very appealing home. Call 
Ken Mitchell at 762-0663 
evenings. MLS.
BRING US AN OFFER — 
Vendor says SELL. Very 
cozy, 4 year old, 2 bedroom 
home with additional bed­
room finished in full base­
ment. Large 82x200 foot lot 
with large workshop. To view 
call Sylvia Roberts at 765- 
6936 evenings. MLS.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT - 
Large 3 bedroom home lo­
cated on a large lot in new 
residential area. Includes 
ensuite plumbing, fireplace 
and carport, rec. room is 
panelled. Vendor will con­
sider taking back 2nd mort­
gage, Bring your offer. Call 
Wilf Rutherford at 763-5343 
evenings. MLS.
1381 sq. ft. of lovely family living in the Glenmore area, 
with 3 bedrooms on the main floor, 2 majestic fireplaces, 
covered sundeck, family room off a lovely large kitchen. 
Rec. room finished. Worth a peek! $32,000.00 (MIS). To 
view, please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030 days, or evgs. 
at 2-3895.
O.K. MISSION — OPEN TO ALL OFFERS!
A most attractive 3 bedroom, full basement Ranch-style 
home with a gorgeous fireplace. $26,500.00 (MLS). MUST 
BE SOLD! Phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030 days, or evgs. 
at 2-3895.
LOMBARDY DUPLEX 7% MTGE.
2 bedrooms, full basement, side by side duplex. Always 
rented. For further details, phone Jean Acres at 2-5030 
days, or evgs. at 3-2927. MLS.
PANORAMIC VIEW FROM COVERED DECK
Comfort and quality are the keynotes in this beautiful full 
basement view home. Many extras and built-ins. Let me 
teU you about it. Phone Jean Acres at 2-5030 days, or 
evgs. at 3-2927. Excl.
MOBILE HOME LOTS
Own your own. Call any evening 3-5786. I’ll show them to 
you. Shade and view. Marg. Bridger at 2-5030 days, or 
evgs. 3-5786. MLS.
LOVELY 3 BEDROOM HOME IN RUTLAND!
Wall panelling, ash cupboards, —$24,750.00 — cash to 
mortgage.. You should see the many extra features this 
one has! MLS, Please phone Marg. Bridger at 2-5030 
days, or evgs. at 3-5786. .
HERE’S A REAL OPPORTUNITY!!
Don’t consider a duplex without viewing this NHA beauty. 
2146 sq. ft. plus partially developed basement. Shag rugs 
and fireplace with suspended cabinets enhance the every­
day joy this duplex will give you. Will accept any rea­
sonable trade with up to $8,000 equity. Call Orlando Un­
garo at 2-5030 days, or evgs. at 34320. Excl.
Hoover REALTY426 Bernard Avenue 
762-5030
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
IIEITZMANN — Failed away on July 
22nd, Mrs. Otllla HelUmann, aged 85 
yean, late of 815 Leon Ave., Kelowna. 
Surviving Mn. HelUmann are two sons 
and two daughter!, Stefan In Kelownn 
and Bernard In Victoria, H.C., Marlon 
<Mra> C. Wehle) in Vancouver, B.C, 
and Folly (Mrs. D. R. Wilkie) In Vic­
toria., B.C.l 14 grandchildren and 21 
great grandchildren. Sho wan prede- 
rcued by her huiband In 1965 and a 
daughter THU* (Mr*. J. Stegmun) In 
1967 In Port Albernl, B.C. Abo sur­
viving Mrs. HelUmann are two sisters, 
one,In Preston. Ont. and one In Phila­
delphia. U.S.A, and on* brother In 
Austria. Prayers and Rosary will be 
recited In Day's Chapel Of Remem- 
brane* on Monday. July 24lh at 7il5 
p.m. and Mas* will b« celebrated in 
the Church of the Immaculate Concep­
tion In Kelowna on Tuesday, July 25th 
at liM p.m,, The Very llav, R. D. 
Anderson th* Celebrant. Interment In 
th* Kelowna Cemetery. Day’s Funeral 
ServKe la In charge o( the arrange-
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls, flower 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian. 
762-7702.___________________ ________
REPAIRS TO LAWN MOWERS, 
pumps, chain saws, outboard engines, 
Kelowna Light Industrial, Bill Crowley 
Avenue, Kelownn, Telephone 703-761)1,
■ ___________tf
ONE CALL DOES IT ALL. GENERAL 
repairs, household, carpentry, painting, 
fencing, cement work, lawns nnd holiday 
maintenance. Telephone 763-11882, 300
MoiHLE’ilMRW
for shut-ins, Discount nn first shampoo 
•nd set, Telephone Frances 764-7309, 
.299
THREE BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE.
THE LATEST IN Available immediately. Children ac-
. Icepted. View property, water and gar-
APARTMENT LIVING huge. 415 Valley View Manor. Rutland.
LAND AND ACREAGE
Telephone 762-7705. tf
THE BROCKTON MANOR vista . manor, one bedroom
■ultc, close In. spacious, bright, cable
1831 Pandosy Street.





SW1TE — Mr. Charles tiwlte ot West- 
bank. passed away at Ihe age of 49 
wan, Graveaid* acrvlce* will be held 
foesday al 10 *.m. at Iha Indian View­
point Qinwtery. Father R, Collin* oflU 
cUUn*. Mr. Swite I* survived by on* 
brother. Enel* ot Cardston. Alberta I one 
ateter, Mn. K. McDougall of Westbank. 
THE GARDEN CHAl'KL FUNERAL 
DIRECTORS hnv* be*n entrusted with
12. PERSONALS
LADY, ATTRACTIVE, RESPECTABLE, 
with means, dealrcs companionship of 
widower 36 to 03 years, 5'' 10” or over, 
financially well oil, non drinker and 
smoker or Chrhtlana, Apply, confiden­
tial, Box A8I5, The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, 299
AIXOIIOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O, Box 567. Kelowna. B.C, Telephone 
765-5333, 763-5057 or 765'61)23. in Winfield 
766-3107, la there a drinking problem 
In your homo? Contact Al-Anon at 763- 
M75 or 705-6766, > if
------------------------------ - -------------------------------  
IMPORTANT: ANYONE WITNESSING 
a fatal accident at the intersection of 
lllnhway 97 and Highway 33, Rutland, 
B.C., on Juno 27th, 1072 al 8 pin., 
plaasa contact lan Clarkson at 762-
' *** arrangement*. 298 4138 or evening* 769-4107. 301
tclovlslon. air conditioner, colored ap­
pliances. Quiet living people. Telephone
765-6538 or 762-3037.
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. GROUND I . 
floor, wnll to wall carpel, colored ap­
pliances, cable television. $150 per
tf
month, utilities Included, telephone 764-
4960. tf
895 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
tf apartment In Rutland, Refrigerator and 
— I htovo Included. No pets. Telephone 765-
7233. tf
rnnfral Cifw A Ann nr <)NH AND TWO BEDROOM UNITStenirai LITV IVlMriOr I Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
• , I very law rates, weekly or monthly.
1ORO PANDOSY ST ■ ’I’clephono now 769-4511,_________ ft
l you inrtUVJl os. SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS,
__ _  I <lulet, one bedroom suite. Cable telovi.
Ono nnd two bewoom suites in- g|lin An(| laundry Included, Adult* only, 
eluding; rnnge, refrigerator, air at 560 Sutherland Avenue, tt
cond cable TV dranes laundrv I WVELY TWO bedroom apart- conti., camo iv, urapts, uumuryi en| |n (tlplex w((J| M(J (u||
facilities, W-W carpeting, eleva- basement. Available August 1st. Tele. 
tor, parking and storage room. _.___
No pot,. Motor. ndulU. Central rATSSS' iSR 
location. itorage, nnfurnlihed. $130 per month.V1#w JW)J KM>j Ke)0WMi ((
TELEPHONE 763-5147 two bedroom buitk, cabfkt 
.. ... i, throughout, refrigerator and itov*. One M, W, r if child welcome. $135 Include* utllliiei.
> TANNER — Mr*. Patricia Bom Tanner 
of >33a Bernard Avenue, pawed away 
on Jply Khrd. Mr*. Tanner la survived 
by bar loving husband. Mncei two sons. 
John and Peter of Vancouver and one 
•liter to England, Funeral services 
for Iha late Patricia Roaa Tanner will 
ba held from Tbo Garda* Chapel. 1131 
Bernard Ave., on Tueaday, July 25th, at 
3iM p.ra.. ltev. G. R. Kaater official- 
; lag. CremMiea will fallow. Those wish- 
in* may donate to Ibo Cancar Fund. 
THE OARDRN CHAI'KL FUNERAL 
DIRECTOM kava 'baea entrusted with 
fuaarol arrsngeminl*. CMapbaaa M3- 
»«>, > 3M
YOUNG MAN. 24, WOULD LIKE TO 
meet young lady, U to 24, for steady 
companlonthip. Recent photo would be 
appreciated. Bom ASK), Th* Kelowna 
DiUy Courier. \ ___302
B.O.B. I BING LK,~ <)rfrMISm"^lhK 
•f* Club. lonely? — wish lor rompin- 
Ion or matrimony? — apex-isl action iw- 
reived. Writ* Box A77I, The Kelowna
Dally Courier. M, F. 302
.............. J------------------------------ Tetephono 763-6047 after 5 p.m, 290
I WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED
ROYAL APARTMENT pets"aTetephon«V*63W4, N° tf
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
nieuage In time of sorrow. 
KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET
<51 Leon Ave. 762-3119 
. M.W.FU
TO COURIER BUUSCBinKRSi WOULD 
lb* C'ourlti iutacrit>«ri plcn* mik* 
•ur* they hav* • collection card wlib 
th* center'* tarn* and addraw and 
tetephon* number on 11. H roUr earrter 
b»S not left cn* with you. would you 
pl«a»* coated Th* Kikmraa D»Uy 
CoutMr, telcrbon* 763-44*5 M. W. F. II
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN
Ori' quiet residential street. Rutland. $70 per month. Telephone 7«3- 
Plenty of parking, ntr conditi- ---------- -—— ----------------- !!
oned, elevator \acrvicc, under, two mcnnrnni fodrplex unit in 
lovei parking, G.!^, stoves and 1702.3570 u" peon and 8100 p.m, if
refrigerators, laundry room on jiociiS
each floor, intercom. Reduction I lag* and Chateau Apartment#. For In. 
ot rent to tenants 65 mid over. ton»Mi"i» teiephon* 7m-6*m. ti
13. LOST AND FOUND
IXVSTi TWO MONTH OLD, BROWN and
while m«l« pup. Kirkel Road, 
33 TklephM* 7M 9176 >
Highway
FOUND tt M I FT,
ideality. Telephone 7U <»».
PLKAhK
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE BED-
CALI. MR. LONGSON or p*‘*‘ Te'u
AT 762-8068 two bedroom buitk in four- 
Etex, fully carpeted. 8140 per month.' 
tutland area, T*lephooa 7M5241, 29$
KXCI.USIVK ONK BEDROOM ilfLl ’L
furnished suite avslfoM* August 1. MUI 1,17. ROOMS FOR RENT Crock Apartment*. im Wster KirMt. I -i-—.———,—~.—<■------—
Mme. refrigerator, wall Io wall carpets. I HOUfHCKEKPlNG R(K)M. LINENS Hili’- 
table leltvialon. Iwai, lights, laundry and I piled, separate eating are*, rooking la- 
Rarklnr in- luded. No children, no peta, I cllltle*. Private entranro and parking.
<tu<d nr professional tenant* prefer-1 Waking gentleman. Tdephon* 743-31M). 
red. T«i*pboaa 7W4W5. ; ul imi Richter turret. 3M
COUNTRY LIVING — Acreage only one mile from.city limits, 
close to new subdivision. Good 3 bedroom home with rec 
room, l’/i baths, 2 car garage, cold storage room and more 
for only $29,900, Call Frank Hauk at 7624562 evenings, MLS. 
FUTURE SUBDIVISION POTENTIAL - nice holding of 18.72 
acres with 16.66 acres irrigation, Ln East Kelowna. Land is 
now In orchard plus some grapes. Full Une of equipment In­
cluded plus 2 cabins, ARDA available 1074. Some fine view 
property. Call Andy Runzcr anytime for showing, 764-4027 
evenings. MLS.
COUNTRY LIVING — Lovely 3 bedroom family home on 
Beautifully treed % acre holding. Very private and located 
in East Kelowna farmlands. Call Blanche Wannop at 7624083 
evenings. MLS.
Harry Maddocks 765-6218, Bob Clements 7644034, 
Clare Angus 762-4807, George Philllpson 702-7974
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228 \
BUY DIRECT FROM BUILDER
Glenmore Area: 1710 Mountain Ave,, 2 bdrm-., NHA, car- 
port, sundeck. Low Down Payment.
Mill Creek: 1076 Richter St, Luxurious 3 bdrin. NHA, car­
port, patio, 1% baths, double fireplace, zoned R-2.
Applewood Acres: Full price $21,500, only $500 down, 2 
bdrm., dining room, carport, carpeted throughout.. \
■ Lakeview Heights; Franwlll Rd., 3 Ixirnis,,. double filer \ 
place, 2’/i baths, rec, room, covered sundeck, car- 
port.
Also under construction 3 bedroom houses In Okanagan 
Mission, downtown, and N. Glenmore.
Also Custom Building.




243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BLK, MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
CARPENTER'S SPECIAL! This 2 bedroom home has an 
unfinished upstairs, neecta general repairs. In excellent 
location for resale. Contact Marvin Dick 5-6477 or office 
2-4910. MLS.
DRIVE BY 1967 ABBOTT ST., then pl|onc for appt, to 
view. Beautifully renovated and spotlessly clean — 2 bed­
rooms, cozy living room with sunroom included. Utility 
room, Reasonable taxes. Phone Marvin Dick 5-6477 or O. 
2-4919. Excl.
CORNER OF SPRUCE AND THACKER - Walk around 
this new 3 bedroom homo with its sunken living room, 
patio doors off sundeck Und rec room In full basement, 
then call Marvin Dick 5-6477 or office 2-4019, MLS.
LOT — CLOSE TO CITY — $4,00Q. Large corner lot with 
some pine trees about 2 miles from city limits, Domestic 
water. Terms, Call Ralph Erdmann at office or res,, Win­
field 706-2123, MLS.
WESTBANK — Largo, attractive mlor-bullt home, very 
well finished downstairs with extra BR and plumbing. 
Asking $29,600. Owner moving, try offer. Cull Dick Hlcelo 
708-5480. MLS.
' RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
Only n few left,' Surveyed nnd subdivided Into 10 to 20 
acre pnrceln, Tills property in pork like mid Iiiih itn un­
restricted view of Oknnngnn Lake, Piivcd mid grnvcl 
ronds to each holding. Ixicntcd near Ok, Centre. Price 
$1,000 nn acre. Financing available.
$500.00 DOWN
Will get you Into a brand new 2 bedroom home. Large 
living room and family sized kitchen. Fully carpeted, 
Full basement., Carport. ■
McKINNON REALTY LTD.
Asher Road, Rutland, B.C. 
Tom McKinnon 765-7451
tf
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE KELOWNA DAILY COUBIER, MON., JULY M, IMS PAGE If'
YOU CAN HAVE 1590 SQ. FT. of epacious solidly built 
older home with a view of Okanagan Lake from kitchen, 
DR and master BR. half acre lot on a quiet street, near 
schools, shopping and beach, two fireplaces, double 
garage and sundeck, domestic water, forced air oil heat­
ing. CaU Mike Chepesuik 764-7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS.
ONE ACRE INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL LAND 
with 9 yr. old house on Hwy. 97. ExceUent potential. Call 
John Dricdger 2-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
6% ACRES: prime location, 3 BR home, full bsmt., owner 
will look at trades on larger acreage. For more details 
call Betty Elian 769-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
ANOTHER INTERESTING PARCEL IN PEACHLAND: 
excellent view property, can be subdivided, asking $16,106, 
acres. Terms available. Call Bert Lcboc 767-2525 eves.
Or 767-2202 days. MLS.
A MINIATURE SPLIT LEVEL: with 3 brs. (one is 12x121. 
has large kitchen, DR, spotlessly clean, landscaped, fenced 
and carport. Imagine just Mt blk. to shopping, li blk. to 
the beach and 1’4 blks. to elementary school. The price 
only $14,900. Phone now to Jack Sasseville 3-5257 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
VIEW HOME WITH ACREAGE: over 1500 sq. ft. ol
OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY - 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Enjoy country living near everything. Spacious living 
room, bright kitchen, full basement, carport. Reduced to 
go at $26,500.00 with only $6,850.00 down. Top-oven Beach 
electric (auto) $600.00 stove included. Mortgage $19,650 at 
9’4% payable only $199.00 P.I.T. monthly. From Orchard 
Park Shops, follow Benvoulin Road across KLO to Cham­
berlain Road. Open house signs.
country living-with one acre or up to 5 acres if desired. 
Sunken LR with floor to ceiling fireplace, attractive kit­
chen, dishwasher included. Sliding doors off dining area 
to spacious 3 brs. Ensuite plumbing off master BR with 
............................... and breeze­showers, 4 pee. bath, full bsmt. Large garage
way. Many extras. Asking price $37,900. Call George Sil-
vester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
LAKEVIEW < HTS.: view home, beautifully landscaped
with small trees and spreaders, patio, this 4 BR executive 
home with bath up and down, must be seen to be ap­
preciated. Large rec. room, large utility, large laundry. 
Fireplace up. Owner transferred. Call John Walker 768- 
5632 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
REVENUE HOME: located 1 blk. from Capri, shopping, 
real nice 2 BR home, excellent 2 BR suite in bsmt. Let the 
suite make the payments on the mortgage. Phone Lloyd 





2821 Pandosy Street Phone 762-0437
Okanagan Realty Inland Realty
1607 Ellis St
551 Bernard Ave. LID. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Ruth Young 3-6758 
Peachland Branch 767-2202; Mae Leboe 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
3-4400
RECREATIONAL LAND GLENMORE AREA:
Price: $38,000, $10,000 down.
"Trading Dollars Unlimited
CARAMILLO HEIGHTS
Own this beautiful 3 bedroom home, located in the most 
desireable area in Kelowna. 3 bedrooms, w/w, 2 fire­
places. etc. Tom Glendinning, bus. 763-7900, res. 763-5114.
16 SUITE APARTMENT
Fantastic location, 1 year old. 8 - 2 Bdrm, suites, 7 - 1 
Bdrm, suites and! Bachelor. Fully rented, spotless con­
dition. Excellent financing. All trades considered. NRS. 
Contact Dale Adamoski at 763-7900 or 765-8982 eves.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Owner moved. Must be sold, 1069'Calmels Cres., near golf 
course, 1140 sq. ft., 2 large bedrooms, spacious living room, 
dining room, very large kitchen, 2 fireplaces. Basement, 2 
finished rooms, carpets. Clean home. Elaine Johnson 763- 
7900, eve. 765-8352. NRS.
LAKESHORE PROPERTY — CORAL BEACH
New 3 bdrm., full basement home with 75’ of beach. 
Wharf under construction, sliding glass doors onto 800 sq. 
ft. sundeck. Wall to wall in spacious LR., DR. and bdrms. 
Fishing is good and the view is fantastic. Stu McBuraie 
bus. 763-7900, res. 763-7754. NRS.'
HERE’S A BARGAIN!
$1,500 cash down to qualified purchaser. Compact 2 bed­
room home, Shops Capri area. Ideal starter or holding. Pat 
Dunlop 763-7900 - 763-3604. MLS.
Block Bros
REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
"ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
BEST VIEW HOME — ALL FINISHED
You can see the city all lit up from this home, plus lovely 
lot and surroundings. Rec room has lovely bar plus many 
other fine extras. For full particulars and to view call 
Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
6-UN1T MOTEL OR REVENUE COMPLEX 
Plus excellent 2 bdrm, living quarters. Presently rented 
monthly and •bringing good returns, Full price $71,500 -- 
Terms available. Call Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds, 769-4409,
“SAFEWAY — 1} j BLOCKS!”
We have n new listing on this good-sized, 2 bdrm, home 
on Richter St. There Is a glassed-in veranda and a cute 
garage. Cannot be beaten for VALUE nt the full price of 
$15,700, Can be handled with $10,600 down. Please call 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds, 762-2958, MLS.
VIEW HOME WITH REVENUE
On Toovcy Rond, east of Rutland, with spcctnculnr view 
of valley and lake, 2 huge bdnnis. main floor, with five- 
place lii gracious living room. Lower floor completely fin­
ished, also with 2 bdrms, and fireplace, rented at $125 
per mth. Ideal for small' family wanting revenue or en­
tire home for large family. Full price $38,006, Plehse cull 
J. F. Klassen at 702-3146, evgs. nnd wknds. 762-3615. MLS.






THIS EVENING 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
1645 GILLARD DRIVE
, linking Inr a new city homo with 3 lirdiooinn, l'-j buths, 
covered stimler^, wall id wall throughout, RH’- Mbrtgagc, ' 
In a quiet pond setting? For only $30,950 this property can 
be yours. , , "
DENNIS bENNEY IN ATTENDANCE
Lakeland








Lake. Some domestic wa­
ter. Good terms available.
Salesman:
Bill Jurome 763-4400.
Price: $32,500 only $3,500 
down.
Size: 3 bedrooms, finished 
basement.
Location: Kelglen Crescent.
Special Features: Family 
type home in executive 
area. Well built and sty­
lish. Two fireplaces, en­





Price: $50,000 terms available.
Size: 1500 sq. ft. finished up and down.
Location: Eldorado Drive.
Special Features: Walk in closet in master bedroom. 3 piece 
shower ensuite. Built in stove and oven. Double windows 
thru-out and screens. Cement patio, book case in living 
room, built in bar, in rec. room. Large lot, well landscaped. 
MLS.
Salesman: Dan Einarsson 3-4400 or (112) 766-2268.
Midva I ley Realty
429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
VIEW PROPERTY overlooking Kelowna and Rutland. 
Nearly 1 acre of beautiful land together with 1370 sq. ft. 
— 4 year old, 3 bedroom home. Kitchen has solid: mahog­
any cupboards. Spacious living room and dining room 
have cozy carpets. There is also a large 2 car garage. To 
view this lovely home priced at only $27,000.00 please call 
Midvalley Realty at 765-7704. MLS.
CIRCLE THIS AD!!! If you want a cozy, bright home only 
Ti block from shopping, transportation and other amenities, 
then we have your new home, Priced at only $15,900.00. 
Phone Midvalley Realty at 765-7704. MLS.
LAWRENCE AVE. RETIREMENT HOME. Within a 
stone's throw of shopping, etc. This immaculate home has 
carpet in living room as well as in the 2 bedrooms. There 
Is also a large den and a sundeck. To view this lovely 
home, phone Midvallcy Realty at 765-7704. MLS. ■
STOP POURING YOUR HARD EARNED DOLLARS 
DOWN THE DRAIN. Invest in your own home. Grow your 
own vegetables and fruit right on your own property. To 
learn how to get this neat home, priced right at $13,950.00, 
call Midvallcy Realty at 765-7704. MLS.
Richard Gentille . 765-7955
Ken Alpaugh........ 762-6558
Sam Pearson ___ 762-7607
Gordon Davis .... 705-7436
Bill Haskett ..... 764-4212
Otto Graf............. 765-5513
Al Horning .......... 765-5090
Regatta City
REALTY LTD.
BIG'REDUCTION! This nice, neat country home. 3 bis,, 
on 8i acre lot. Close to store and school, Beautifully 
landscaped and only 2 blocks from Wood Lake. Call 
Bill Woods, office 2-2739 or eve, 3-1931 or Bert BadRo, 
office 2-2739 or eve, 3-6407, MLS,
DOUBLE WIDE MOBILE HOME-Situated in Mobile Villa 
Court, 20x40 — no furniture. In retired section, if used 
for family must be moved. Call Frank Pctkau, office 
2-2739 or eve. 3-4228 or Al Pedersen, office 2-2739 or 
eve. 4-4740. MUS.
INVESTORS OR DEVELOPERS!' Choice property one 
block from Capri shopping, Presently motel use, but 
potential apartment or modern motel site, Over 1 
acre with creek border. A DELUXE SPECIAL! Call 
Norm Yaeger, office 2-2739 or eve. 2-3574 or John 
Wylie, office 2-2739 or eve. 3-6040; MLS.
3 NICE VIEW LOTS - Situated on a new thilxllvltiioii with 
paved roadsr and dopiestlc water, Lovely view of the 
'.mountains and lake. Full price only $3,800.00 each, 
with excellent terms. Call Bert Badke, office 2-2739 or 
eve. 3-6497. MLS.
270 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-2739
V have a look
nt something new! Drive down i|iiicL McClure Road, 
\ Okanagan Mission. New three bedroom bungalow — 






80x152 on paved road, Pritchard Drive in Shanbodlard with 
domestic water. ExceUent elevation and location in com­
pletely settled area of prestige homes. $22,900.00./MLS.
LAKESHORE LOT
Excellent treed lot. Domestic water, at McKinley Landing. 
Exclusive.
20 LANE BOWLING ALLEY
Modern Shopping Centre, ’Kelowna, $189,000 with $75,000 
cash to handle or would consider revenue producing trades. 
Established nourishing business. Ideal for partnership or 
family operation. MLS.
LAKESHORE HOME
72’ of sandy beach, 8 rooms, 2 bdrms., fireplace, gar- 
burator, outdoor wiring, weU landscaped, patio designed 
for summer living. Moor your boat in front of your prop­
erty. $47,500 with possibility of terms, Exclusive.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD
“ESTABLISHED IN 1902” 
364 BERNARD AVE.
John Bilyk .......... 763-3666
Bob Graves.......... 762-2200
George Martin ... 763-7766
Ken Stevenson ... 763-6636
DIAL 762-2127
Darrol Tarves -- 763-2488
Lloyd Dafoe.........  762-3887
Carl Briese.........  763-2257
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
LAKEFRONT ESTATE
Stylish home, tastefully finished on ^i-acre setting at' 
Peachland. Property fronts on Beach Avenue and Highway 
97 and has a small stream wandering through. Home has 
a dining room, den, 3 bedrooms, (1 ensuite), deck on 2 
sides and many built-ins. Living room and unfinished rec 
room have natural stone fireplaces. A very ingenious 4th 
bedroom for a boy must be seen to be appreciated. Separ­
ate A-frame artist’s studio included. Could be rented or 
used as gallery etc. Adjacent to Peachland Yacht Basin 
and commands wide-angle view. Full price $55,000. Con­
tact Roger Cottle 762-4400, evenings 769-4540 for particu­
lars or appointment. MLS.
FAMILY HOME
1,730 sq. ft. of finished area—.29 acres — pine and fruit 
trees at your back door. 3 bedrooms, finished family 
room, large sundeck with lovely lake view! Full price 
$29,950. MLS. Call Don McConachie 762-4400, evenings 
768-5995.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
O.K. MISSION, 
NEAR THE LAKE
You must see this lovely 3
bedroom 4 year old home 
with large garage, full base­
ment and a huge completed 
recreation room. The 3 large 
patios off the kitchen, living 
room and master bedroom 
with sliding glass doors al­
lows for real summer out­
door enjoyment for the whole 
family. Lot shaded by large 
pine trees. 2 full bathrooms, 
luxurious carpet and drapes 
and a full stone wall fire­
place. -Kitchen cabinets beau­
tifully finished. Built-in oven 
and range. Located in top re­
sidential area, convenient to 
schools, shopping and trans­
portation. Priced at a low 
$41,800.00. MLS. Possession 
approximately 15th August, 
1972. Call to View!
ROYAL TRUST 
















sign on your property 
doesn’t display this 
sticker . . .
PROPERTY FOR SALEV 
DELUXE FURNISHED ONE AND TWO I 
bedroom cottace* »t Focdero** Point. * 
Kaleden - >ate *aady beach. Rea- 
xonable Itnn*. Contact Bob Perkins.
301
PRIVATE SALE - BY OWNER. COM- 
fortable fsmily home with fireplace, 
full basement, large lot well land­
scaped. several fruit tree*. Ideal loca­
tion. Apply 825 Grenfell Avenue. Kei-
owna. 303
815.000, FIVE BEDROOM HOME. BASE- I 
ment. 220 wiring, garage, near hospital. t 
■hopping centre. Immediate occupancy.
Terms. 804 Burn* Avenue. Telephon* • 
763-1201. 30k—
TWO BEDROOM HOME NEAR CAPRI.
Basement suite rents for *120. Price 
*23400. *7300 down, term* negotiable.
Mortgage payment (136. Telephon* 763- 
5750. 239
BY BUILDER: THREE BEDROOM.^ 
bouse* In aU location*. Lou Guidi 
Construction Ltd. Telephone 763-32KI 
and 768-3287.U
LARGE SINGLE OR DUPLEX SIZE 
lots. Tartan Road, Rutland. Level or 
view, come corner Iola available. Tele-
phone 763-306, or 765-5537. tt
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL 
basement, large lot with fruit trees, 
double carport, oil furnace and small.
workshop. Telephone 765-5706.
IMMACULATE TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
full basement, new furnace. 220 wiring, 
fruit trees, berries, grape*. $14,500. Tele-
phone 762-6601 or 762-7491. u.
25 ACRES ON SILVER STAR ROAD. 
Vernon. BcauUtully treed, lot* of water, 
power and good roads, with very good
potential. Telephone 763-2945. tt
250 PATTERSON ROAD. RUTLAND. 
526,500 has $18,800 mortgage. Three 
bedrooms, covered sundeck. Telephone
763-3552. tt
LAKESHORE LOT - BEAUTIFUL'n 
westside lot. 80 foot frontage, road 
right into lot. Reply Box A810. The 
Kelowna Dally Courier 2 J
REASONABLY PRICED TWO BED- “ 
room duplex in quiet area. Good in-,. , ,. 
vestment. Telephone 765-6141 evening*.- 
. 299
TWO BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT 
house, two car garage, lovely garden. 
Close to schools, shopping and hospital.
Telephone 762-6509. 298
TWO LOTS IN GLENMORE ON VAL- 
ley Road. Domestic water, paved road*.
Telephone 763-2965. u
852 WILSON AVENUE, OLDER TYPE 




You’re not reaching all the 
possible purchasers through 
the only proven and effi­
cient real estate service.
RESULTS COUNT — 
1,833 properties sold with 
a total value of over 35 
million dollars during the 
last 6 months.
tf
ONE ACRE LOT, ZONED COMMER.o-> 
cial on Kirschner Road. Telephone 763^ 
3131 day* or 762-2818 evenings. tt 
FOR SALE^ COMMERCIAL LOtI 
60'x150' across from Cookson Motors.
Telephone 762-4464. 300
76 FOOT LOT ON ALTA VISTA. GOOD, ,; 
view, underground wiring, water and f 
sewer. $7,500. Telephone 7624349. 30h?r>
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX FOR RENT; 
in quiet area. Telephone 765-6141 everfV
ings. 299 .
EXCLUSIVE HOME FOR SALE BY, 
owner on Flemish Street. Telephone
763-7304. 29fr
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS LOTS. MOST-^- 
have Jake view. From $4,900 • $7.9OO~’”‘
Telephone 769-4109._______ 299
LAKESHORE. A - FRAME CABlti. W
close to cheap for cash. Telephone 762^ '
6272. 298
LAKESHORE MOTEL: 12 units plus nearly new, split 
level, 5 bedroom home, situated on nearly 4 acres with 
approximately 340 feet of safe, sandy beach. Motel 
presently operating only during summer months, but could 
be extended to year-round operation, as well as plenty of 
land for expansion. Owners are asking $118,000 and are 
open to offers. For further information call Alan Elliot 
at the office or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
TRY $1500 DOWN on this south side, 3 bedroom home. 
Open to offers on the full price of $16,250 and may con­
sider trades. Only 2 blocks from shopping and close to 
schools. To view, call Joe Slesinger at the office or even­
ings at 2-6874. MLS.
FAMILY HOME: 1500 sq. ft., all on one level, with 3 bed­
rooms. Large lot, carport, garage with workshop, and 
cooler. Here is an ideal set-up for a family man, running 
a business from his home and needing lots of yard and 
storage area. Call Einar Domeij at the office or evenings 
at 2-3518, to view. MLS.
Ben Bjornson 9-4221
573 Bernard Avenue 762-3414
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
NEAR EVERYTHING BRAND NEW.
Two bedroom, full basement view home in Westbank. All 
wall to wall, throughout. Huge sundeck. Dishwasher and 
hood included. On sewer. One block to stores. Good terms. 
F.P, only $24,600.00. Call Mrs, Olive Ross, days, 3-4932 or 
evenings, 3-4573. MLS.
LIVE ON THE BEACH —
Located near Mission Creek. Over 1,500 square feet in 
the home. 2 large bedrooms and den. Stone fireplace. 75’ of 
good beach, with wharf. Garage and carport. Over Mi acre 
of grounds. Sec this one — for sure!!!! Only $39,800.00, 








WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and Cily —- Large Lots. 
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water — Roads will 
bq Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available. 
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right nt the West Side road,
continue to Bear Creek road, turn left and proceed 
Parkinson Road'and West Kelowna Estates.,
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689
,I. W. SCOTT 
Phone 768-5896





full price $22,500. 
763-3240, 768-5267
22. PROPERTY WANTED:/
WANTED — ACREAGE WITH BUILD--' 
ings on cash lease-purchase basis in 
north Okanagan. Details in first letter 












Retail and Office 
Downtown Kelowna on 
Bernard Ave. and Lawrence 
Ave. ’
Jabs Construction Ltd.
REDUCED *2.000) OWNER MUST SELL 
two year old five bedroom' house, 
two up, two down, on large, beautiful 
landscaped lot. Has small creek run­
ning through. Fish pond, large garden. 
House has many added features; wall to 
wall throughout, rosewood cupboards 
and large eating bar. walnut feature 
wall, two fireplaces, large workshop 
and laundry room, 2O’x36’ sundeck. 
Price reduced to *28,500. Telephone 763-





WESTBANK — CHARMING HOME. 
In a very nice area. One block from 
downtown. Clean as a whistle and 
nicely landscaped. Five rooms with full 
basement. Low tax of (1.00 after Gov­
ernment Grant. On city sewer and 
water. Reasonably priced. To view call 
Don Cameron, days, 763-4932 or even­
ings. 765-7995. Excl. Lund and Warren 
Realty Ltd.. 446, Bernard Avenue, Kel­
owna. B.C. 298
HURRY ON THIS ONE. U20 SQ. FT. 
home for $768 down payment to one 
881% NHA mortgage. Features Included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom, large sun­
deck and patio doors, % bath in mas­
ter bedroom, roughed in plumbing In 
basement, double glazed windows plus 
many other quality features. For nil the 
detail* call Don Walllndcr nt 763-606(1 
or Crestview Homes at 763-3737. 299
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY — BRIGHT 
new two bedroom house, lull basement, 
■undeck and carpeting, $20,850,00. Also 
one three bedroom NHA In construction. 
Price $21,500.00, only (1,310.00 down with 
B.C, Government $1,000.00 grant. Brae- 
m nr Construction Ltd. Builder* In Kel­
owna since 1962. Office 154 Stetson 
Motel, Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 
762-0956 or 763-21110, if
iMMEDIATE s’a I^PO^ESSHIN 
August I. three bedroom home plus 
two extra In full basement. Excellent 
location, half block from Strathcona 
Pork. $19,000) down payment $3,000. 
1160 payment IM. No agents nr trlflerx 
please. Reply to Box A000, The Kei-
owna Dally Courier, 296
tf
MOSAIC CENTER. ST. PAUL ST. 
second floor commercial oliice avail­
able for 1 e a ■ e, 500 square feel 
88 square foot patio. *255 per monUi. 
Heating,' lighting and air conditioning 
supplied. Also one town house apart-. , 
ment. Available for residential or com- 
merclal 'use. Telephone 763-4*11. t^ t
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office, 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square t 
foot areas available. Rents from (200 
to *350 per month. Apply Argus Indus-- 
tries Ltd.. Northgate Plaza or telephone ...
763-2732,
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE ANH"; 
commercial space for rent. A desirable ' 
location In new building In Rutland.'1/ 
Space may be divided as required, Se'aj' 
nr rail Allan Patterson at Midvalley ' 
Realty Ltd. Highway 33 West. Tclc-
phone 765.7704, 299
FOR RENT: 12(10 SQUARE FEET OF 
commercial No. 2 zoned space, avail­
able Sept. 15 at $185.00 per month. 
View at 1159 Sutherland Avenue. Tele-
phone 112-542.31166. 299,1
Ain CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 




12.7 acres with 60 stalls, Full 
occupancy. All services, com­
plete with showers and swim­
ming pool. To view this at­
tractive Investment, contact 
T. II. Dale today! Office 702- 
5036 or ,at home 763-75B2, '
Ted Dale ..........  763-7562
Ray Ashton . . ...1. 769-4418 
Lurry Schlosser .... 762-8816 
Eric Hughes .......  768-5953
..No toll on above numbers..
MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard 702-5038
i AKEMiiinr, immediate rot.iF.s- 
■Ion, Thin brand new three bedroom 
home In a bargain at 111,900 wllh 87,000 
down. Brand new and on beautiful 
II<hkI Lake: Trade* ron.iderrd, 761'7211.
■ • »»
LOOK - BARGAIN
Four bedroom home, cathe­
dral entrance, 1050 nq. ft. 
'under 1 year old. Sundeck, 
Bnsement developed, rum­




BY OWNEHi REVKNUH HOME, FOUII 
bcilrnoniN. (three up, one iIqwii) plux 
one bedroom hoK continued xulto In 
hnxeinent. Curpoit, double unrn*e- fln- 
Inhcd, Inniilntcd nnd hcnled. Moriunn<i 
7l'jC'n, Full price *27,800, Telephone 703. 
2902, 2261 Aberdeen .Street, ((
lioTooo, save’ ' commission * FEE,’ 
Owner inovino annn, delightful interior, 
remodelled home In pnrkllhe netting with 
IlnrtleU peer nnd Bing cherry tree*, 
7)11 Wurdlnw Avenue, Telephone 701' 
7070. __ _ __ tt
NEW” iwtHwHUMM HOME IN 
I.ukovlew Height*. Carpeted throughout, 
double fireplace, nundeck nnd carport. 
On large view lot with apple and prune 
lree«. Near *hop» and nchool. Full price 
*2.1,000, Telephono 70IMW3. tt
FoiT1jALiirT"N^ 
home, by owner, nhng curpct through, 
nut. Itoughed.in rumpitn room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Acroxn from now 
park In Ilutlnnd. Telephone 7O3-9I3!). 
evening*.__  ' _ __ If
two nEDii^~ni?riHEMEN'r home 
with tnxe* only, *3 oo per month, ideal. 
ly located hl «outl|«|del one block from 
lake, (dumping centre and hu* nervlco. 
Only *17.000, Call owner nt 7(13-3310 bet- 
ween 12:00 - 1,00, or 0:00 • 0:00 p.m, 
No Agent*. if
Ftiit 'hale oiriuwTT'Ywccvirivic 
three > four bedroom home, Fireplace 
up and down. Largo covered xundeck 
with virw of lake, Lakeview Height*, 
Augu*t l*t po**c**lon. Telephone 701'
25. BUS. opportunities '
......   — — ...... .. ..f, I 
NllltSING HOME — A BEAtITII'Ut.i' 1 
building In Inviting niirroundlng*. Cont-'o i 
plctcly equipped, furnlxhcd and llccnxod "1 
(or 20 putlentn. A real money maker I' 
For. complete detiilh, please phono me., ! 
Olivia . Wiirtdold at 702-5030 day*, vn1 
Hoover Really or nt 762-31)8.1 evening*)'" 1 
MLS. 267, 2111, 29.1. 296, 2911, 301, :iD«t d" 
Tig/ujty~i'iiiMm^m7^ia'~sHoi\. .< > >. 
xliowing excellent return*! Building ln.<- 
lovely condition—partly rented and room, , 
for expansion. Low down payment toi... 
rcllnblu purehnser. A terrific bargain.u,,.. 
(MLS), For details please t'deplKiimun,, 
Olivia Worsfold at 702-5030 or evenlilten., 
702-30115. Hoover Realty Ltd. . . .. 
282, 2ne. 2117, 200, 293, 298, JQ1.,. ,
ItECHIlHiriMMEbTATE 
tired gentleman to operate small 
from l‘eachlnnd to Ogopogo Island.' 
Sinnll Investment needed. No llceocn,., 
required. Telephone 762-1971 evcnlni*.'
......... ................................... ......... _______ 
liusiNEHH PHEM1SICH, OVER MM' 
square feet Includes storage and park- > 







Available July 1. > 
M, i
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS 
___ ___ ________________ ____  ... ... t.'.IUC 
MONEY MAKEBIII VARIETY HTORK,... 
ullimled In oxcellenl locution wllh llvinkc, ' 
(iilurlor* allachcd (MLS), (84,950, Vrn) 
dvr mny conxider house a* part durvif'' 
payment. ExIMing first mortgage 
proximately (37,000 at 1W« liiUrrrd.;' 
For detail* please telephone me, Olivia, 
Worsfold, 7(12 3895, ovnnhigsj or 782-5030;
dsys, Hoover Really Ltd. ' ,
WANTOd”- ("i'8,000""*FIIIHT MOinW'’ 
pogo on IxiHlnesa building, 12% foiercsi, 
1175 per1 inonth. Telephone 700-3029. (
3153 or 761-2413, If
2B. PRODUCE AND MEAT.
ONE LOT LEFT NEAR.
NEW RUTLAND 
SPpRTS COMPLEX 
W x 130’ ready to build 
\ Now $3300. 
TELEPHONE 702-3559
tf
IWO ni'DItOOM DUPLEX - RENTED. 
Full l>»»«mrnt. c*rp«led, mtptirlii. land. 
M«ped lull P<l<« 114,|(X>, Trltphotin 
7AIMH nr 7*5-8018. No Nalutdny calix 
pl««»«. ||
23 ACHES. Jinn,AND AREA, GOOD 
well on Iha property, no reaxon»ble 
offer Iefuxert, Term* may bn arranged, 
Mny consider h«u«« In trade, Apply 
I Box A891, Th. Kelowna Dally Courier.
.____ ' _ 301
ilN^’EAH oi.lHioM^ THhiiE iildi: 
room*, two fireplaces, finished rec, 
room, wall to wall aliag carpnt, l«rg. 
aundei k. Muat aril al (2000, View at 
740 Aca Hoad, Spring Valley suhdlvl- 
■Ion, 29#
TifM"AcuLA^^”'ivro~ls"iTiTn'<iro m 
homa, full basement, new furnace, 
low taxes, landacaped, Various fruit 
tree*. $14,000. Telephone 7<474»l.
, ____M. W, 8, If
riuvA’ii'. nai-eTexi;) iiiivi: home
PEACIHiS & APRICOIS ‘ .
Now Available nt 
TREVOR'S FRUIT STANp ' 
, KLO Road — 763-4390 
Also cherries, transparent if' 
npplcs, local field cucumbers, 
nnd other farm fresh
vegetables,
tt
w Illi i tHHenlftit r for
h-lntf. Near l*k* wllh briiollfill Vie*. 
IzmIpk province, mml »cll. lelfl'I'W 
7*»4W. ”
MORE CLASSIFIED ' 
ON PAGE 12
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IT x 12* BRAND NEW. SCULPTURED 
Aerilan carpet; white and HgM green, 
■tin la roll. Retail coat Wl. will aett 
tor 8119. Telephone 769-4362. U
STOVE. REFRIGERATOR. 48~ ROLL- 
»way coL Miscellaneous. 733 Clement 
Avenne. tefcptwne 753-3O3X
INVENTORY CONTROL CLERK
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1984 JEEP EQUIPPED WITH HUBS 




'■ Highway 97 N. or S.
' 303
CHERRIES — you pick 




in Lakeview Heights, 
Turn left at SheU Station 
(Hwy. 97 S.) onto Boucherie Rd. 
Drive 1 mile.
N. TOEVS ORCHARDS 
i’’ 769-4108
M» B.T.U. PHILCO DELUXE. AUTO- 
maticaHy controlled, air coadtttaner. 113 
~-lnut panelled, used two
months. Telephone 762-2463. 301
TENT 9* X 1»‘» SCREENED KITCHEN 
space, floored sleeping ana. two yean 
old. good condition. Telephone 783-7645.
298
TOOLS; ELECTRIC WIRE. 600 VOLT; 
air compressor; camper jacks; com­
mercial Pullman vacuum cleaner. 
Telephone 762-808.____________ 298
MOVING. MUST SELL: CHROME 
■nite; 133 gallon gas tank and pump;
box spring and mattress. Telephone 
763-9228.___________   838
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT. 
wo have U. The Cannery Group. 763- 
7506.__________________ _ ___________
APPLE TREES TO BE REMOVED, 
excellent tor firewood — no charge 
for clean job. Telephone 769-4697. 300
LB.M. ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER, HAS 
24’’ carriage, suitable :or legal work 
or stencils. Telephone 763-5241. 300
LEFT HAND. CAMPBELL GOLF 
dubs, used one season. Good condition. 
Telephone 763-5202. 298
SANDPOINT AND 50 FEET OF V6“ 
pipe. Telephone 764-7574. 299
29A. MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Manufacturing company in Winfield area has opening for 
an individual whose duties will include maintaining perpetual 
inventory records, preparation of production scheduling 
documents and other related duties. Applicants who will 
preferably have experience in this field must be able to 
type and be familiar with the use of calculators.
START IMMEDIATELY. Salary dependent on experience.
Reply.
Box A-814, The Kelowna Daily Courier
298
1954 AUSTIN. UCENCED AND IN 
running order, rubber lair. Price $70. 
Telephone-762-3550. ; U 
MUST SELL 1971 GALAXY 500. FAC- 
tory air conditioning. Excellent condl-
Uon. Telephone 763-4025. tf
•55 CHEV V-8 AUTOMATIC. GOOD 
transportation. Telephone 763-4782 for 
more information. tf
1969 TR4 IN EXCELLENT CONDI- 
tion. low mileage. Best offer? Telephone 
762-0691 between 6 and 9 p.m. 299
1965 ENVOY EPIC, EXCELLENT CON- 
dition. very low mileage. $600. Tele- 
phone 762-0778- 299
1956 OLDS TWO DOOR HARDTOP.
6175. Telephone 763-5512. U
35. HELP WANTED 
FEMALE
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1961 HEAVY DUTY ECONOUNE VAN. 
new engine, big six. equalixer hitch.
81450, Telephone 768-5668. 302
1969 FORD H TON PICKUP. AUTO- 
maUe. heavy duty. 360 V-O. good coo- 
diUon. Telephone 765-9479.298
44A. MOBILE HOMES .
AND CAMPERS
HELP! S.O.S.!
DO YOU NEED A 
TRAVEL TRAILER? 
We’re loaded! Stop in and see
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
16 FOOT BANSHEE SKI BOAT WITH 
105 Chrysler and ski equipment Two 
mouths oH and in excellent condiUon.
Telephone 762-3128. 301
18* CABIN CRUISER. TRAILER AND 
70 h.p. Mercury. A good family boat for 
skiing or fishing. Partly flbreglassed. 
$1350. 7656065. 298
HEAVY DUTY BOAT TRAILER FOR 
16’ to 18* boat See at Mainline Rent* 
AU. 2000 Span Road. Telephone 761- 
4471. _________ ._____________298
14 FOOT PLYWOOD MOUlA)ED HULL. 
40 h.p. Johnson electric start, plus trail­




after 6:00 p.m. 398
:tf
CHERRIES. 25c PER POUND. PICKED. 
Apricot* 18c per pound, picked. At 
unfinished house top of Moyer Road on 
Morrisoa Road. Rutland. Telephone 
785-5984. JW
CgERRlES — LAKESHORE ROAD, 
jnst past Han’* Store. Picked or you 
pick. Please bring your own containers 
If. convenient Telephone 764-4715. 303
LARGE CHERRIES. 20c PER POUND, 
pick'your own. A. Wljcik. Rose Road, 
East Kelowna. Telephone 762-7371. tt
CHERRIES FOR SALE — SWEET OR 
•our. Bring own container. Telephone
ONE FURY ELECTRIC GUITAR MTH 
amplifier. New frets, cost $450. Cash 
sale $200. Telephone 767-2722, Peach- 
land. __________ _______________ “
298. ANTIQUES________
STROHM'S ANTIQUES. HOME OF 
lovely things next door to Strohm’s 
Barber and Beauty Shop, home of the 
permanent wave and men’s $1.75 haircut. 
2974 Pandosy Street W
32. WANTED TO BUY
ONE PHONE CALL 
can get you started toward a 
profitable spare time money­
making opportunity as an Avon 
Representative. You can meet 
new people, make friends, win 
prizes!
Call now for details: 
765-8895 
298
EFFICIENT, ACCURATE, COMPE- 
tent applicant for land development 
company. Emphasis on bookkeeping 
ability, must have excellent typing 
capability. Projection is part-time em­
ployment until October 30th, 1972, with 
full time employment thereafter. Supply 
complete resume and salary expected 
to Box A801. The Kelowna Dally Courier. 
Applications treated in strict confidence.
EXPERIENCED LEGAL STENO- 
graphers required by local law firm. 
Reply Box 190, Telephone 763-2100. tf 
EXPERIENCED LEDGER KEEPER 
required by local bank. Telephone 762- 
2917. Ask for Mr, Bruce.302 
WANTED: LADY HOUSEKEEPER, TO 
live in. Telephone 762-5027. . tt
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
REGISTERED LABRADOR RETRIEV- 
ers at Doggin Shangri-La Kennels. Pup­
pies. started and trained dogs. Top 
field trial breeding. Guaranteed free of





SOUR CHERRIES FOR SALE. TELE-
phone 765-5322. 301
CHERRIES FOR SALE. PICK YOUR
own. Telephone 765-5940. 298
38A. GARDENING
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, $3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone
783-3415. tt
WILL DO ROTOTILLING AT REA- 
•enable rates. For estimates telephone
765-8311. tf
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
Telephone 765-8297. U
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
WHOLESALE
1 FURNITURE SALE
Our warehouse is overcrowded! 
Gpod selection of new and used 
furniture and appliances, night 





■ (across from Mt. Shadows) 
765-7077 tf
hip dysplacia. 3
BEAUTIFUL BLACK REGISTERED. 
18 month old. Belgian Sheepdog (fe­
male). well behaved and quiet. Raye 
breed. For sale. Telephone 548-3892.
298
WELL TRAINED u ‘ THOROUGHBRED 
chestnut gelding. 6 years old. 16\i 
hands. $400 or best offer. Telephone 765-
YAMAHA
“It’s a better 
machine”
what we have to offer — 16' to 




1713 Harvey Avenue 
763-2118
13 FOOT FIBREGLASS BOAT WITH 
40 h.p. oatboard. $800. Telephone 768-
3266. 298
OUTBOARD MOTOR. TH H.P., BRAND 
new, $210. Telephone 765-5607. 298
6023. or 763-7243. U
ANGLO-ARAB CHESTNUT MARE 
(nine years old). Show. hack, goes 
English or Western. Telephone .768-5606.
303
SEVEN-MONTH-OLD GERMAN SHEP- 
herd- Collie cross to be given away to 
good home. (Female). Telephone 764-
4218. 300
THREE KITTENS TO GIVE AWAY 
(six weeks). Housebroken (two male, 





M, W. F, tf
25z Motor Home 
For Rent





MUST SELL 1972 HONDA 350 S.L.
tf
F 4
HALF THOROUGHBRED HALF GUAR- 
ter Horse. Six year old chestnut mare 
with three month old balf Arab colt.
Scrambler. Helmet and extras. Immacu­
late condition. Best otter takes. Tele-
phone Don at 763-2982. 301
Telephone 764-7368. 299
FOR SALE — REGISTERED CHIHUA- 
hua puppies, lovely temperaments. Tele-
phone. Vernon 542-7408. . 298
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single
J
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599
& J NEW. USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 Ellis St
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
SEALPOINT SIAMESE KITTENS, 
eight weeks old. Telephone 763-2339.
298
PUREBRED WHITE TOY MALTESE 
puppies (8 weeks). $65 each. Telephone 
765-5328. 298
1971 KAWASAKI 175 CC, ONLY 1100 
original miles. Like new. Complete 
with two helmets. $695 or best offer. 
Telephone 765-8576 or 763-2788. 298
1972 KAWASAKI 500 CC, 4,500 MILES, 
as new; two helmets. Telephone 769-
4893 after 6:30 p.m. 300
1971 YAMAHA 360 ENDURO. A-l 
condition. Serious enquiries only. Tele-
phone 762-4921. 299
MUST SELL: 1967 HONDA-SCRAMB- 
ler, 305 cc, excellent condition. Tele-
tf
WANTED — USED FLUTE IN GOOD 









Our representative will be inter­
viewing in the Kelowna area 
during the week of July 31. For 
appointment write McKay 
Career Trainings, 2151 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C.
M, F, S 304
§ DOVER WASHER-SPIN-DRYER, $79.(inl-bike. $60. Brand new Mustang bicycles, $39.50 each. Saddle and 
■ bridle, $110. Garber’s New and Used, 
Westbank. Telephone 768-5823. 303
23” ADMIRAL TELEVISION. NEW 
tube* and picture tube. $100. Also 3 
blji. Johnson -twin-outboard, like new 
condition. $125. Telephone 762-6576 after
5' p.m. 299
CHESTER-BED (GOLD COLOURED) 
brand new, love seat - adjustable arms, 
•pt Piece dinette suite. 9* x 12* Tur­
quoise rug with underpad. Writing desk, 





—Union Rd., Glenmore JM-,
Henkel Rd., Scenic Rd. and 
Valley Rd.
WINFIELD
—Bond Rd., and LaCresta Rd.
WESTBANK
—Witt Rd., Peters Rd. and
Carrall Rd.
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
30 GALLON ELECTRIC ORCHARD 
sprayer in very good shape. Used less 
than one season. $125. Telephone 764-
phone 762-0643 6-7 p.m. 298
4680 after 6:00 p.m. tf
FOUR INCH JOINTER, COMPLETE: 
also tablesaw. $200 for the pair. Tele-
phone 762-3613. 298
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
One Of A Kind
1967 Shelby Cobra GT 500 
428 Lemans Motor, 2 4-barrel 
carbs. 4-speed, P.S., P.D.B. 
AM-FM Radio. Full instrumen­
tation, new fibreglass tires, 
chrome wheels, new paint, only 
44,000 miles.
350 KAWASAKI, A-l CONDITION. FOR 
more Information telephone 762-6296 
after 6 p.m. . 298
1969 250 TRIUMPH PLUS TWO 
helmets, $400 complete. Telephone 769-
4358. 298
1972 KAWASAKI 750 FOR SALE, OR 
trade on pick up. Telephone 763-2588 
office hours or 769-4820 evenings. 298
1970 KAWASAKI 90 CC BUSHMASTER,
$250. Telephone 765-6827. 299
1971 HONDA CL-100, ROAD. TRAIL.
$325. 2959 Richter St.




KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash tor complete estate* and 
household content*. Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind th* Drive-In Theatre. Highway 
97 North. tt





538 Leon Avenue, Kelowna 
M, W, F tf
28’xl2’ ADDITION FOR MOBILE 
home; Includes wiring, baseboard heat­
ing. washer and dryer plumbing, car­
pets and drapes. Two large rooms with 
closets. $950 plus delivery. Okanagan 
Mobile Homes. Highway 97 North, 
across from Mountain Shadows. Tele-
phone 765-7077. tf
$7,250. NEW 12’x56* MONARCH; TWO 
bedrooms, fully furnished, living room 
carpet, gas range, refrigerator, oil 
furnace, storm windows. Telephone 764- 
4137, or 764-4201, evenings. Displayed 
at Pine Village. 298
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ES­
TATE OF THOMAS ALEXAN­
DER MCDONAGH, DECEASED
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above Estate 
are required to send full part­
iculars of such claims to the 
MONTREAL TRUST COM­
PANY, 262 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, British Columbia, on 
or before the 31st day of August, 
A.D. 1972, after which date the 
Estate’s assets will be distri­
buted, having regard only to 




GIES, SALLOUM, DOAK & 
COMPANY 
Solicitors
1969 TWO BEDROOM. FURNISHED, 
mobile home. Will take good car or 
travel trailer in trade. Lot 27, Mount­
ain View Trailer Park. Telephone 765- 
5353. ■ * tf
SHASTA TRAILER COURT. ON LAK& 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone 
763-2878 U
TWO BEDROOM DELUXE 1972 12’ x 
60’ mobile home. Immaculate condiUon. 
Must be seen to be appreciated. Tele-
British Justice 
May Be In Peri' 
Claim Lawyers
bisley, England (CP) — Ca- ■ 
nadian cadets produced the best ■ 
showings among'Canadian rifle- H 
men in three individual shoots I 
at the National Rifle Association | 
meeting here Sunday. I
Lindsay Lamb of Deep River, ■ 
Ont., one of the cadets, was ■ 
among 26 competitors who | 
made the highest possible score, I 
50, with 10 shots at 900 yards in I 
the Duke of Cambridge competi- I 
tion. I
The winner of this event was I 
a British marksman who shot I 
all 10 of his rounds into the I 
inner V. Lamb's 50 put him in I 
23rd place out of the 873 com- I 
petitors who took part. I
Two other cadets, Claude Lar- I 
ouche, Quebec, and Alan Rou- I 
ble, Renfrew. Ont., also were I 
placed in the prize list—a- I 
warded to competitors in the I 
top 50—with scores of 49. I
Other cadet scores in the I 
Duke of Cambridge were: I
Jim Rogers, Forest, Ont., 46; I 
Mike Rogers, Forest, 42; Alex I 
Nicholas, Moncton, N.B., 46; I 
Doug Heath, Renfrew, Ont., 45; 
Alex McLeod, Peterborough, 
Ont., 40; Sylvian Morin, Quebec, 
47; Patrick O’Brien, St. John's, 
Nfld.,47; Gilles Belley, Quebec, 
i 46; Gilbert Nyle, Quebec, 45; 
, Bruce Fleury, Renfrew, 42.
, ARMY MEN PLACE
Two army marksmen also 
placed in the shoots Sunday. 
. Cpl. Al Gallant of Richmond, 
Ont., came 40th in the Duke of 
Cambridge and Cpl. Joe Hen­
nick of Sydney, N.S., was 
'■ placed 12th out of 400 in the 
600-yard Alexandra Challenge 
Cup.
Dominion of Canada Rifle As­
sociation members, entered in 
all three shoots, managed to se­
cure only one prize list placing 
when Maj. Gerry Ouellette shot 
49 out of a possible 50 with 
seven inner Vs in the 500-yard 
Daily Mail Trophy. He was
phone 769-4772. 301
6’6” HOMEMADE CAMPER, $125. WILL 
take cartop boat nr fishing motor in 
trade. Telephone 765-6819. Can be seen
at 255 Asher Road, Rutland. 300
LONDON (Reuter) Pro-
TWO SUMMER 7:75x14 TIRES, USED 
one summer, $10.00 each. Trailer hitch, 
fits 1962 Plymouth. $15.00. Electric 
cord, 75 feet, $5.00. Telephone 762-3843.
___________________ .________________299
KONI SHOCK ABSORBERS AVAIL- 
able for almost every car on the road 
today. Race and Rallye, Bredin at
Springfield, 763-7637. 298
FOR RENT — NEW HARDTOP TENT 
trailers, two sizes. Book now for your 
summer holidays. For more Information
telephone 765-5954. 299
AIRSTREAM. 24 FOOT, TANDEM 
axle, 1967, very low mileage. Excellent 
condition. Asking $7,000. Telephone Kam-
loops, 374-4371. 298
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
person or any class of person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination is justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work involved.
LARGE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER 
is interested in interviewing married 
men with family responsibilities to carry 
their complete line. Car essential. Write 
Box A776. The Kelowna Dally Courier.
■ ________________________ U
FREE COTTAGE AND BOARD IN 
exchange for island attendance. Must 
be retired gentleman. Telephone 762- 
4971 evenings.tf
FULLY EXPERIENCED EDGER MAN 
for board edger. Interior wage rate. 





292 MOTOR AND PARTS, TO 1956 
Ford. Excellent condition. Best offer.
MOBILE HOME 64*xl2’, THREE BED- 





SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB- 
lished route, must have car and willing 
to work 40 hours weekly. Average earn­
ings $4.75 per hour. Apply stating age. 
marital status and telephone number 
Previous experience not' necessary, we 
train. Write to Box A775, The Kelowna
Daily Courier. tf
FULLY QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER 
required immediately. Telephone 764-





This Weeks Special 
1965 OLDS 88 
2 dr. T. Top 
$1095.
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre"
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Lot 763-6060
299
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
ATTENTION: PROSPECTORS, HUN- 
ters. sportsmen, woods operators, see 
the all-terrain machine “Playcat” at 
Okanagan White Truck Sales Ltd.. Reids 
Corner or call Bob Sparks at 765-5165 or
FOR RENT: 8 FOOT CAMPER WITH 
4 foot cab over, sleeps four. Telephone
764-7574. 299
posed legal changes aimed at 
putting master criminals behind 
bars are arousing concern here 
that Britain’s traditional system 
of justice may be in peril.
Some lawyers and criminolo­
gists fear that the changes may 
sweep away safeguards for the 
individual which they say have 
made British justice a model 
for the world.
Other observers support the 
plans to toughen the rules of 
evidence. They say formalities 
have turned criminal trials into 
courtroom farces, endangering 




15W FOOT GLASTRON FIBREGLASS 
boat, electric 65 h.p. Mercury motor, 
ski bar, electric bailer, good condi­
tion. Price $1,100. Telephone 762-5525
“As an Englishman, I’m very 
worried,” said Tom Harper, edi­
tor of the New Law
BABY CARRIAGE. STROLLEB, BAS- 
»|nette, wooden playpen, playtex nurser, 
drib bumper pad*, sweater sets. Maga- 
xlne stand with ashtray. Telephone 768- 
5062. 298
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY. PART- 
tlme office help. Duties include typing 
and general office work. Hours 1-5 p.m., 
five days per week. Excellent hourly 




Age 10-14 — Boys or Girls 
You buy your own papers and 
then resell them for your profits. 






37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
1950 CHEV HALF-TON TRUCK WITH 
canopy. Good tires, plus four extra 
tires, licenced. Telephone 765-6879. tf 
1970 E300 ECONOLINE VAN, 302,' 
V-8, three speed, 33,000 miles. $2595. 
Telephone 763-4101 or 762-2055, ask for
or apply Casa Loma Resort tf
magazine.
"It’s my impression 







The remaining DCRA scores 
for this event were: Sgt. Wilf 
Black, Ottawa, 47; Team com­
mandant Lt.-Col. John Brick, 
Ottawa, 49; Lieut. Gilles Brous­
seau, Quebec, 44; Sgt. Joe Dai­
gle, Quebec, 48; Jim Eastman, 
Quebec, 46; Maj; Donn Hall, Ot­
tawa, 44; Capt. Bill Hall, Kings­
ton, Ont., 46; Cpl. George Har­
per, Ottawa, 47; Pat Lawrence, 
Que., 49; Cpl. George Ling, Ot­
tawa, 46; Alain Marion, Que., 
48; George McCartney, Winni­
peg, 47; John Ready, Toronto, 
41; Fern Renaud, Quebec, 49; 
Capt. Dave Rumbold, Ottawa, 
46; Mike Susick, Cobourg, Ont., 
49; Jim Thomson, Toronto, 45; 
and Gunnar Westling, New 
Westminster, B.C., 45.
In the Duke of Cambridge and 
the Alexander, DCRA failed to 
, place in the top 50.
Bill. 299
1956 FORD PICK-UP, MOTOR IN 
good conditions new paint and canopy.
$400. Telephone 767-2394. 302
ACTION ADS
Students seek your support for Jobs to further their 
education.
These ads arc published without charge by the Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Employers wishing to hire any of the 




We require the services of one 
experienced, licensed salesman 
to start immediately. Maximum 
commission — AU inquiries held 
in strict confidence.
LUND AND WARREN 
REALTY LTD.





P.S., P.B., automatic, 
vinyl top, radio.
Phone 765-8687 after 5 p.m.
_______ 301
1967 ROVER TC 2000. WELL MAIN- 
talned all year round, major tune-up last 
week, recent valve grind and tappet 
adjustment, oil change and lube job. 
Very reliable, smooth unit with many 
extras — tilt steering, fully reclining 
buckets, tach, radials, leather upholstery 
and more. For further information, 
telephone 763-7596 after 4:00 p.m.
___________________________ 298-299, 302 
ONE bF A KIND, 1968 AMERICAN 
Motors A.M.X. 390 C.I.D.. three speed 
automatic transmission, power steering 
and brakes, air conditioner, tilt steering 
wheel, new wide oval tires and chrom- 
ies, red lacquer paint. Telephone 769-
4893 after 6:30 p.m. 300
SPORTS DELUXE, 1966 ACADIAN 
Canso, V-8, four barrel, console, buc­
kets, two door hardtop power steering. 
PQwer brakes, radio, new tires and 
brake linings, Reason—moving East.
Telephone 763-2433. 299
tf






1966 CYCLONE GT 390, POSI-TRACK, 
close ratio, four speed, convertible, 
power windows. $1250 or closest offer. 
Also 1963 Chev Impala, 1955 Chev two 
door. Telephone 766-2619. tf
1965 VAUXHALL VIVA, EXCELLENT 
condition, Equipped with tachometer, 
oil and ampmeter gauges, six good 
tires Including two winter, $525, Tele-
phone 765-6003.
1969 FORD, FOUR WHEEL DRIVE, 
FIDO, half ton, six cylinder, four speed.
Telephone 765-7776. 302
1968 20* ALUMINUM CRESTLINER - 
Flying Bridge with 1969 .05 h.p. Chry­
sler outboard motor, power tilt. Tan­
dem trailer. Telephone Doug 765-5165. 
_____________________________________ tf
45 H.P. CHRYSLER OUTBOARD MOT- 
or, used three days. $255 off cost. 24 
month guarantee. Telephone 762-4971 
evenings. tf
TANDEM BOAT TRAILER FOR 20’ 
boat, $350. Can be seen at Highway 97 






1. Local high school girl with 
38 wpm typing and previous 
experience in picking fruit 
and bakery sales and clean­
up, would like to find employ­
ment working with animals, 
Bales or delivery work for the 
summer.
2. Grade 12 Rutland girl with 
experience painting, working 
in a resthome, housekeeping 
and babysitting Is looking for 
Work in nn office, waltrcss- 
Ing, babysitting or ns a cham­
bermaid.
I
<3. Local hlgh school girl with 
{past experience as a llve-ln 
(babysitter, fruit picker rind 
{factory worker would like a 
{llve-ln or regular babysitting 
(position for the summer , 
^months.
J|. Local grade 12 gradual 
with 40 wpm typing and nn 
Wxpericnccd counter clerk, 
typist, coat checker and 
hnlesclcrk, la seeking any 
. {type of summer employment, 
k. Grade 12 girl with exper­
ience as a bus girl and meat 
wrapper Is looking for sum­
mer work na a salesclerk, 
meat wrapper or fruitplckcr.
SITUATIONS WANTED 
MALE
more licensed real estate 
salesman.
Please contact Mel Russell 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146. .
or
1972 VEGA KAMBACK WAGON, AUTO- 
matlc. radio, 5.700 miles. Will trade 
equity of $1500 for older Vi or U ton, 
Telephone 763-5512, tf
1959 VOLKSWAGEN VAN IN VERY 
good condition throughout. Two studded 
winter tires, four new summer tires.
Telephone 764-7374. tf
1. UBC Science Student com­
pleted third year Honors 
Zoology, with 50 wpm typing 
nnd certification as n Scuba 
Diver is seeking steady slim­
mer, work; he is experienced 
in both office procedures and 
construction labour.
2. Grade 12 grad with exper­
ience as a blaster’s helper 
and In fanning would like 
any type of work, preferably 
along labouring line.
3, Oyama student with first 
year applied Science and 
Engineering.at U of Toronto 
is 1 interested in doing re­
search work; previous jobs 
include assembly work and 
farm management.
4. Husky grade 12 student 
with experience as a bucker, 
swamper, carpenter's help­
er nnd labourer would like 
summer work preferably as 
n driver salesman or equip­
ment operator.
5. Local grqdo 10 student 
with Bronze Medallion swim 
qualifications and experience 
on construction nnd In or­
chards Is keeking warehouse, 
supermarket or stockroom 
work for (he summer.
If you nrc a student seeking summer employment, 
1 contact Canada Manpower for-.iho placement o( jour 
ad. , . 1 ". ■'
tf
CAR SALESMAN
Car Salesman required, young 
and aggressive. Preferably ex­







MOVING TO KELOWNA 
Available August 1st.
20 years experience, 10 years 
managerial.
« Full or part time, 
Will entertain purchase or lease.
BOX A-813, Y
THE KELOWNA DAILY
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA 1200 SPORTS 
coupe. excoIlent condition. Radio, rear 
defroster, block heater, good rubber, 
$2000. Telephone Darryl nt 765-7139. 302 
1962 TRUCK AND CAMPER, $050? 
May bo seen at 175 Gertnmnr Road, 
Rutland, from Sunday to Thursday,
■ 300
URGENT BALE, 1965 VALIANT CON- 
vertlblo. 27.1. four barrel, new brnkea, 
live good tiros, excellent condition. 
phone 709-4201, 300
1063 OUhTsUPER , 88 AUTOMATIC? 
power steering, power brakes, rndlo, 
good rubber, Gomi condition, $400 or 
what offers? Telephone 764-4540,, 300
mciunFic”iiuY~l^
■ale or trade on used truck, good con­
dition. Very clean, Telephono 762-8444
hetwren 5 and 7:30 p,m, 300
1063 PONTIAC HARDTOP V-8 WITH 
four speed and bucket lentu, Consider 
small trade with cash. Telephone 765-
0140 evening*. 300
1065 MGH WITH THREE TOI'B, NINE 
tiros including four Michelin rndlnl*. 
wire wheels, luggage rack and radio.
Telephone 762-5046, 299
COURIER. 298
1063 AUSTIN HEALEY Bl’RlTK WITH 
hardtop and stereo. Recent overhaul and 
In good condition. Telephone 702-M97
PI.AS1KII AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new.
5 and 7 P.m, 203
Spanish 
concrete
plaster on feature 
Ikiphono 7M-8272. tt
CEMENT WORK AND PAINTING. 
Free estimates! Telephone 763'7158 from 
5 p.m. to '8 p.m, It
DOME«T1C|~LIVE INi NEED fil’ON? 
sor. Write P.O. Box 207, Kingston 5, 
Jamaica, West Indies. 300
WILL DO BAmTrnriw'' AND? IRON- 
Ing in my home. Telephone 765-8603, 
_____________________________ 300
FINISHING (!AHPENTEir~Wn?ir5><) 
interior finishing, prefab door*, cabinets, 
ete. Trkphone 764-7M4, 2«
LADY DESI lilts ilOUSliftoitK" Oil
W.9 MUSTANG 302 - V-8 AUTOMATIC, 
Exrollent comllllon, View1,, nt 1630 
Mountain Avonuo or telephone 702.7252,
2M 
pr.2 *F()HD HTApON WA(ioN7~V~n. 
standard tranxmlmilon. Telephone V.'A- 





FAINTING - INTERIOR AND
214
FX?
t«rtnr. Free ottimate*. T*leph<me K Z.




Top off separates, dresses 
with this bright duo.
Create your own individual 
mpact in Instant crochet hat, 
vest with bold contrast trim. 
Use 3 colorw, kpitting worsted. 
Pattern 008: top (one size fits 
8-14); hat, S, M, L Included, 
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern—cash, cheque or 
money order, Add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class 
mailing nnd special handling




1W0 FORD COIITINA G.T., RED 
with red interior, Very «6o4 condition. 
Price 81.490 or bext oiler. Telephone
767-2344 IteachlaiyL 298
Tosmiuick two ixmirnAiiDfop iN 
running order, *'•<>. I#57 Chev panel, 
running order, $150. Telephone 7<-3-7»<l.
IOT2 »USlER,n$ji^MILKHrm < KI I
mxi*. pewer tleeruW. conMle. tucruic 






- - iyn ix on
Excellent condition. Telephone 
U
Nccdlccrnft Dept., GO Front St. 
W., Toronto. Ontario rculllcntu 
ndd 4c snlcu tax. Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS. .
1972 Nccdlecrnft Catalog- 
Knit, crochet, embroider gifts, 
fashions. Free directions. 50c
Instant Macranie Book — 
Basic, fancy knots. Patterns 11.
NEW Easy Art of llnlrpln 
Crochet has 26 patterns 51.
Ipstant Crochet Book—Step- 
by-step n)c|urcs, patterns. SI,
Complete Instant Gift Book- 
more than ICO gifts. $1.
Complete Afghan Ilook—$1, 
16 Jiffy Hugs Book 60c.
Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60c 
Quilt Book I—patterns, 66c 
Museum Quilt B<x»k 2—GOc 
QutlU For Today—GOc
be a shame to jeopardize that 
reputation and, of course, to 
harm the innocent.”
Proposed changes include 
denial of an accused's right to 
silence, modification of regula­
tions on hearsay evidence, and 
abolition of the standard police 
caution of witnesses.
Experts say the reforms 
would move Britain closer to 
the continental system, based 
on the Napoleonic code.
The recommendations for 
change come from a govern­
ment-appointed committee, 
which has been studying crimi­
nal law reform for eight years.
The suggestions, in a 258-page 
report, are expected to be 
turned into legislation this fall.
The idea th at life should be 
made tougher for big-time crim­
inals is in line with the thinking 
of Britain’s top policeman, Rob­
ert Mark. In a lecture, he 
charged that British courts arc 
too soft, giving’big-time opera­
tors too much leeway.
Mark, Scotland Yard's com­
missioner of police, advocated 
denial of the right of silence, 
both during investigation and In 
court. He would also like to sec 
police turn over part of their 
investigatory role to the courts.
Support for the continental­
style "inquisitorial” system 
suggested by Mark came from 
Lord Shawcross, a top British 
legal authority who was attor­





• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines
• Service to aU mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery
• Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759
Now serving
Luncheons
Monday through Friday 





9 P.M. TO 2 AM
SUNDAY DINING 
5 TO 9 PM
MUR-A-LUME





Angle seaming Is the key to 
slenderizing waist and' hips, 
ScW flattering tunic and pants 
as well as dress In polyester or 
double knit,
Printed Pattern 9465: New 
half slz.es 10'/g, 12'4, 14'4, 16'4.
20'4. Size 14'4 (bust 37) 
tiinlc, pants 3% yds. 45-in.
SEVENTY-FlVE CENTS 
(75c) In coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class mailing and special 
handling. Ontario residents add 
4c sales tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS and 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MA R IAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Dally Courier, Pattern Dept., 
GO Front St. W., Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
and choose one pattern free 
from now Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only, 50c,
INSTANT SEWING BOOK 
new tdday, wear tomorrow, $1, 
INSTANT FASHION BOOK- 
Hundrcda of fashion facta SI.
Manufacturing
FOR FREE ESTIMATES ON 
• ALUMINUM ROLL-UP AWNINGS 
• STATIONARY AWNINGS 
• CARPORTS AND PATIO COVERS 
MANUFACTURED IN THE OKANAGAN 
FOR THE OKANAGAN
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
Spcclnllsts In • Rctnlnlng Walls nnd Clippings 0 Patio 
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks • Picnic Tables 
• Root Cellars nnd other products on request. All 
products arc reinforced and steam cured for added 
strength, , ' ' ■ .
Located on Steven Rd., Wcstbnnk Industrial Park 
Call 760-4097 - Evenings 709-1071




• Gravel and Fili
• Culverts 
• Custom Ix*wbc<! Hauling • 
' FREE ESTIMATES
« TANDEM DllMI’M 
• WHEEL IXiADER
Our Equipment' Include*:
O TRACK LOADER 
tt DI BULLDOZER












































































specific belief or strenuous self, 
discipline.


































diamonds in an effort to in­

























Dear Dr. Thosteson: I had















We have been married for six
more.
R.B.R.
MEXICO (TTY illcuki) -
poilchMcx can iibpcvic.l A
beautiful wcoavn chemi table
A T W D W ’ H
XEVBYAWD




















progress in the course of usual 
periodic visits.
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s. etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
R W W K V G K Q QWGDH
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: THERE’S LIPSTICK ON HIS COL­
LAR-DAILY SHOWERS ARE ROUTINE; I GUESS I SHOULD 
HAVE BEEN PREPARED-MY SON’S NOW SEVENTEEN.—












By George C. Thosteson, M.D.
toxemia when I was pregnant
with my first child, and I was
put in the hospital during my 
ninth month.
My symptoms were high
blood pressure and I was over- 
weight due to excess fluids. 
What I would like to know is
will I get toxemia when I be­
come pregnant again? Also, 
how is toxemia harmful to baby
The exact cause of toxemia is
not really known, although it
does afflict a good many preg­
nant women, especially those
who have not had early enougb
ANRB&WmANO WATCH




pre-natal attention—a very good 
reason for getting into early 
contact with a physician.
It is supposed that either an
endocrine imbalance or a meta­





for signs of toxemia. Abnormal 
amounts of albumin in the urine X
occurs.
I’d say that if you had tox­
emia during your last preg­
nancy, you would be a pretty 
good candidate for it in your
The disorder is more common
in areas where inadequate pren­
atal care is the norm than
where good care is available.
It is dangerous both to the
mother and the child, often
leading to premature delivery.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Shouldn't
a baby going on eight months
be crawling around the floor
and be able to pull its body up 
and sit up by now?—Mrs. G.P
Statistics show that about 70
A warning of the onset of tox­
emia in pregnant women is a
per cent of babies are able to 
get themselves to sitting posi- 
tions anywhere between six
rise in blood pressure. Gften
months and nine months. Your
women with high blood pressure
baby may be one of those who
are more susceptible to tox­
performs a bit later than others. 
Most behavior charts
Fluid retention, also
ciated with it, brings sudden
weight gains beyond those to be
expected naturally during preg­
nancy. Swelling in joints is
especially noticeable, and many
women complain of tightened
wedding rings and bracelets.
It usually occurs in the last
three months of pregnancy, al­
though it can occur as early as
the middle three months.
In mild cases, treatment in­
volving diet restrictions (low
salt diet), rest and diuretic
drugs is sufficient.
In your case, your doctor felt
that such treatment was insuffi­
cient, and to be on the safe side
he had you admitted to a hospi­
tal for more intensive care.
Without proper care, toxemia
based on averages of hundreds
of infants tested and are not to
be interpreted to<J strictly. Dif­
ferences of two or three months
from one baby to another are
not uncommon.
Each accomplishment is but
one of many that must be inter­
preted as a group.
His physician should check his
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is it pos­
years, and every night of those 
six years my husband has con­
sumed a minimum of three
quarts of beer — many times,
can become a serious matter
We have a family and I’m
indeed, leading, in
cases, to convulsions.
The practice of examining
urine samples throughout preg
concerned. He is 30.—Mrs.
Yes, it is possible. No ques­
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER North-South for Italy when the
bidding went in
standably confident he would 




could stop an opening diamond
lead, and accordingly he bid two
hibit that lead.
By Ripley
DR. JOHN F. MCGOWAN
A PHYSICIAN WHO PRACTICED
IN TIM CUP AND PITKIN, COLO.,
FROM 1882 TO 1918, WROTE ONLY
3 DIFFERENT PRESCRIPTIONS 
IN HIS CAREER--&5W ONE 
OF THEM FOR EVERY 




TO CARVE DESIGNS ON STONE
AND LEATHER. WAS A POSSUM'S JAW 
/TS SHARP TEETH SERVINS AS THE NEEDLE
By Phil Interlandi
»;Ldi0£’LIlk? « "^'•2? judgments, but I don't like 
tlio looks of tlip new office manager
Israelis Promote Lovely Chess Table
Arab Policeman Full of Hashish
TEL AVIV (,\P> J
first time in Israel a 2bycar his
lory, an Arab policeman will su
p-nlso a district that Includes
boh Ini'll an I Aiib Milk
mints Chief Inspector Kber
Ahmed Jibuta will head the 
Nararcth police forc<,\whose ju 













Opening lead—ace of spades. 
If you make a phony bid in
an effort to fool the enemy,
Garozzo’s leap to six clubs 
undoubtedly should have silen­
there is always the danger that
ced partner, but North appar­
ently did not suspect the phony
two diamond bid and he cor­
you will wind up fooling partner 
and in that way cause yourself 
irreparable injury. But on lucky 
days a wild shot will pay off, 
which is exactly what happen­
ed in this deal from the world
championship match 
Italy and Brazil in 1969.
This contract understandably
did not appeal to Garozzo and
he rah to seven clubs, which
East doubled after two passes.
double conventionally
barred a spade lead and called
for West to lead either a dia­
mond or a heart, depending on
But the Brazilian
West, for reasons best known to
himself, trotted out the ace of
spades—though he should have 
known from the bidding that
the ace could not possibly sur­
As a result, Garozzo made
the grand slam for a score of
1,630 points, instead of going
down three—500 points—which
would have been his lot had
West led the queen of dia­
monds instead.
AU of which goes to show
Forquet and Garozzo were
that it's better to be lucky than
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Tuesday, July 25
Aries (March 21>April 19): It







TH* TMa EHANSSS1 
XU. TAKS THS COMTWM
ASM41 X THINK X 
CAN co tri
NOVL LOOK. LADY, nt A FRMCW RNESTwIWR 
OH *8 ARSON CASE. UNLESS YOU GNff W 
WTORMATIOH ABOUT SIHEVffi/EMMfN— I
CAR
RENTALS
MS FURR, ITS ABOUT 1MB CAR YOU
RENTED FROM US YBCTERWC. OUR 
MANAGER IS NTIH, BUT THERESA
PRIVATE KVBSTWATOR HERE MMM
mMF, ^RWIRIES ABOUT YOU
I MOST
boss Wants to
SEE YOU, EVE. ANP
IF I’M ANY JUDGE 
OF CHARACTER SHE'S
ON A VERY SHORT
FUSE THIS A.M. 
SO... GET MOVING.
you must work, make it inter­
esting by taking a deliberately 
naive view, or by trying to ex­
plain it to a stranger unac­
quainted with its principles.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Seek professional, technical ad 
vice (or personal concerns’, 
Launch an experimental pro­
ject, speculate a little If you can
afford the outlay.
Gemini (May 21-Junc 20):
Extra co-opcrntion appears 
available, particularly for deals
and exchanges of property, un­
loading of surplus or outdated 
possessions,
(June 21-July 22):Cancer
Start out with definite schedules
which include pauses for reflec­
tion. It's a long day and you can
do n great deni with it.
Leo (July 23-Auff. 22): There's
opportunity for happy moments, 
Improvements in
sources. Being alert in response 
makes the difference, Find time
for meditation,
your
Virgo (Aug. 23.Sepi. 22): Ac­
cept co-operation where you can
get it, make the best of a good 
mood all around. Attend practi­
cal matters near nt hand first, 
Libra (Sept. 2,’I-Oct. 22): It Is
time (or your creative contribu­
tion to community health and 
well-being, Bring in friends, get
something organized, Open your 
heart for romance,
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21H
Fresh conflicts lead to further
acquaintances. Mako an effort
to reach your new audience.
Politicking pays off well if dili­
gently pursued. Shift position if
only to look at things from an­
Settle any differences between
neighbors,
Saglitarhis (Nov. 22-Dec, 21):
Cultural interests, educational
needs can no longer be denied,
Along with the day's chines,
work out plans for self-lmprovc
Capricorn thee. 22-J an. 19):
other viewpoint.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20):
Start out bright and early, show
your strongest talents. Con-
str active action on several
In The Head
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP)
Toronto doctor who heads nn
nddictiop treatment clinic told
Queens University students Fri­
day that transcendental medita­
tion may help cure addiction.
Dr. Gordon Bell, president of 
the Donwood Institute, said he
was impressed by a study show
Ing that 1,802 people who prnc
Used transcendental meditation
have almost stopped the use
nnd abuse of iion-prescrlbed
drugs, including alcohol nnd cig-
symposium on the science of the
creative intelligence which
started at the beginning of July 
and has been attended by about
1,000 students.
He said transcendental medi­
tation may prove a significant 
tool In dealing with "our myriad
misadventures with the world
chemicals."
It in recommended, lie. said,
by Itn c«He of tear <1 the
fact that It doe.'i not require rny
by the lx<Dnln Commission for
, _______ i having considerable success in
Like ns not .sou .tie unaaaio of, kcnimp nlcohollcs and drug r.d
what Is potentially your most 
protiiablc asset th today's mar­
ket. Think about your skills.
diets, Although the mediation
technique in not employed al
Donwood, patients are taught to
LOWEEZY-WOULD
YE LIKE TO GIVE A
LEETLE DAB TO TH'
flown froni Ini n mi l foiled 136 
pounds of haihtsh hidden in lb 
hollow letis and top. The discov­
ery was made nertr here nt nn
ill port wnreho-.H > |u the hortli, 
t n ciiy of l a I'u/. iii the statef L'ppci 
Nalli(fdl «ud Mifcdal llacmca. of Baja California
Mbre than 1677 million In
use controlled relaxation tn
coinpcnsidion has been paid to
their rest periods rathcr than be
injured workmen by the Work
men’s Compensation Bonn! of
Biilish Columbia xtneo its for-
dosed with sedatives,
This was part of the pro­
gram of shifting from n depend
motion in 1917. Total costs for', sources 
1971 were SI2 million. Dr. Bell.
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HU0EPT, CHEER UP! 
DON'T PE 90 NEGATIVE
LET ME 
5FEW




The British Columbia Safe­
ly Council in co-operation 
with ' an Opportunities For 
Youth Program Grant are 
Offering motorcycle courses in
the Okanagan Valley this sum­
mer from Vernon through to 
Penticton. The group of in­
structors are shown on their 
training bikes are (Left to 
right) Peter McEwen, Audrey
Allan, Jim Myhiil-Jones, 
Barry Rowland, Allan Roy and 
Dave* Sochowski. The program 
starts in the Kelowna area 
on July 31 and goes through 
to August 11.
Motorcycle Course Set
. J • _
For Okanagan College
Eighty per cent of all people 
killed on motorcycles die dur­
ing their first five rides.
1 This is a documented fact.
And most motorcycle acci­
dents are caused by the rider’s 
gross incompetence.
While motorcycles are highly 
nianoeuverable, they are also 
much more susceptible than cars 
to road hazards. Soft shoulders, 
rain slicked streets and gravel 
have a far greater effect on 
motorcycles, and could mean a 
broken neck or a smashed skull 
for the motorcyclist who doesn’t 
know how to handle them.
It’s not just a matter of a
dented fender or bent wheel: 80 
per cent of motorcycle acci­
dents result in serious injury.
With this in mind, the B.C. 
Safety Council last fall set up a 
motorcycle safety course which 
was 70 per cent “in the saddle” 
training.
This summer, through an Op­
portunities For Youth grant and 
donations of equipment from 
many companies, the motorcy­
cle safety course has gone on 
tour throughout B.C.
The nine instructors with 
their 12 motorcycles and three 
vans will visit nine cities twice
Former Winfield Doctor
Dies In Drowning Accident
Memorial services will be 
held later this month in Toronto 
fdr a former Winfield doctor 
who is presumed dead after he 
disappeared while scuba div­
ing.
"Dr. David Chadwick Mather, 
2§, who practised general, med- 
ieine at Winfield for two years, 
failed to surface on Lake 
Joseph, 100-miles north of Tor­
onto after telling a friend he’d 
return in 10 minutes.
'His wife, Connie, believes her 
husband was trying a deep dive 
in the 280-foot lake June 24 and 
lost consciousness after suffer­
ing nitrogen narcosis, known as 
rapture of the deep.
Mrs. Mather contacted Dr. 
Joseph Maclnnis, Canada’s 
foremost expert on underwater 
research, after police and vol­
unteers were unable to locate 
her husband's body—but he 
said there was only a slim 
chance it would ever be found.
’Dr. Maclnnis said the lake is 
too deep for scuba divers to 
check the bottom and it's too 
dark for examination by people 
in miniature submarines or by 
ilhdcrwater television cameras.
•The search was called off 
July 18 after Mrs. Mather said 
she didn’t want to put the lives 
of other drivers in jeopardy.
:Shc said her husband was an 
ajvid scuba diver and had a 
secret ambition to follow Mac- 
Infels into medical research in 
oceanography. Dr. Mather al­
ways wanted to meet Macln­
nis and asked his wife to remind 
1i|qi to write for an appoint­
ment the day before he disap­
peared.
Dr. Mather graduated from 
tit? University of Toronto in 
medicine in 1968 and practised 
medicine in Winfield before re­
turning to Toronto where he has 
practised at a medical clinic 
lor the past six months.
,He was to enter Toronto 
Western Hospital this month to 
begin his first year of residency 
In,internal medicine.
tie Is survived by his wife, a 
17-month-old daughter, Kirsten,
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' WESTBANK
SOCIALS
Mrs. Louise Van from North 
Battleford, Saskatchewan, moth­
er of Roy Van has spent six 
weeks in B.C. Visiting her chil­
dren who are scattered around 
the province. otors
Rutland Park And Hall
Hit By Vandals Again
RUTLAND (Staff) — Vandals 
were among the visitors .o Rut­
land Centennial Park and Hall 
during the weekend. Cigarettes 
and candy were taken from a 
downstairs room Sunday morn­
ing. A car or cars had been 
driven over the. field. Garbage 
and bottles were scattered 
around. Bottles were also scat­
tered around Friday night or 
Saturday morning.
This is one of several out­
breaks of vandalism in the area 
recently. On July 16 some 30 
youths were involved in an egg 
and water bomb fight with 
passersby near the park. Sev­
eral business places have been 
entered and goods taken.
The Sunday incident took 
place after 2:30 a.m., when a 
wedding reception broke up. 
Andy Kitsch, who is looking af­
ter the park in the absence of 
caretaker Al Assmus, said there 
was no one around the premises 
when he locked the hall.
INSIDE JOB
However, the furnace 
was not checked. Police
each; Chilliwack, Penticton, 
Kelowna. Vernon, Kamloops, 
Prince George, Surrey, Vancou­
ver, Nanaimo.
Instructor Dave Sochowski, 
says the basic course is 24 
hours of instruction over six 
days, and, while the emphasis 
is on the actual riding, there are 
lectures and theory on first aid, 
defensive driving, troubleshoot­
ing, mechanical theory, electri­
cal theory and law (usually by 
a visiting police officer.)
The course starts in Kelowna 
at Okanagan College on July 31 
and runs to Aug. 11.
“We hope to be graduating 
competent amateur motorcyc­
lists through this week of inten­
sive training. They will acquire 
skills that would take a much 
longer time to acquire without 
the course. We want to instill
■‘W
DR. DAVID MATHER 
and his parents, Chadwick and
Christine Mather, of Toronto.
A memorial service is to be 
held July 27 at Wycliffe College 
Chapel at the University of Tor­
onto and the family also re­
quests donations be , sent to 
Toronto Western Hospital to 




PRAGUE (AP) - The Czech- 
oslovak government has put two 
* more groups of Intellectuals on 
trial following the conviction of 
12*di Hduits last week, the offi­
cial news agency CTK reported 
Monday.
It said Dr, Milan Silhan mid 
ait, ui disc l°scd number of asso­
ciates went on trial in tile' re­
gional c oiu t in Brno. Silhan wa s 
licensed of subversion In 
(oniKitiou with an underground 
group he began organizing in 
e«k|y 19700 He faces up to 10 
vi irs' Imprisonment.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Maennchen.l 
from Fairview, Peace River 11 
Country, Alberta, are in I
Winfield. Rutland is a commun­
ity of some 12,000 people,” he 
said.
WANT POLICE HERE
Rutland Chamber of Com­
merce has been after the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police to sta­
tion officers here. The RCMP 
rent a room in Rutland Fire 
Hall, which is used for officers 
doing paper work.
Chamber president Fred Stev­
ens was unavailable Sunday 
night. However, last week he 
said vandalism would be dis­
cussed at the next chamber
Westbank spending their vaca-1 
tion. They have their mother I 
who is on holiday from Ger*II 
many, Mrs. O. Leidig, with II 
them and they say this is the I 
third summer they have corne l 
; here to spend their holidays and I 
they think it is beautiful and I 
cannot get over the > beautiful I 
flower gardens. They say they I 
have no spring or fall where I 
they live. Winter goes right into I 
summer and summer right into I 
winter and they say if they are I 




someone could have hidden 
there while the reception was 
on, then stolen the candy and 
cigarettes, which were in a 
locked cupboard. They were 
owned by the Lions Club of 
Rutland.
The loss was valued at about 
$150, including new locks for 
the cupboard, and labor to put 
them on. Grass will cover tire 
marks on the field.
Most ball teams have finished 
for the season, but small chil­
dren often walk in the field.
“I cleaned up the field Satur­
day morning, but it was worse 
today,” said Mr. Kitsch Sun­
day. He found the door at the 
back of the hall open when he 
came to work.
executive meeting, scheduled 
for later this month.
“One of our main concerns 
has been to have police station­
ed here,” said chamber public 
relations officer Alan Patterson. 
“We have met with RCMP offi­
cials many times and explained 
our problems to them.
“This vandalism occurs every 
summer, even in Kelowna, 
where there are more police. 
The place to start is in the 
home,” Mr. Patterson added.
Vandalism was discussed at 
park society meetings this year. 
Eric Minifie, a member, con­
ferred with Staff Sgt. K. A. At- 
tree, head of the RCMP detach­
The Aquatic Beach at West­
bank is very lively these days 
with about 300 young people 
taking swimming lessons. More 
mothers are needed to help keep 
watch and people are reminded 
that this is their beach and if 
they would bring a rake and 
tidy up the beach after the 
activities it would be a lot nicer 
here.
ABANDON PETS I
ROME (Reuter) — Italian! 
families have gone on their 
summer holiday, abandoning 
more than one million domestic 
pets which have little hope of 
survival, animal care officials 
said here. The abandoned pets 
include 400,000 dogs, 350,000 
cats, 150,000 birds and 100,000 
fish.
ment in Kelowna. Ray Johnston, 
another member, suggested a 
group be organized to come to 
the park when there is trouble.
"We are always open to sug­
gestions,” added Mr. Mallach. ■
A RECORD
Britain’s lifeboats saved 1,439 




MON., TUES. & WED. ONLY
CANADA CHOICE, CANADA GOOD
CHUCK STEAKS . 69c
CROSS RIB ROAST
Canada Choice, 
Canada Good . w. 95c
CUT UP
BOILING FOWL „ 29c
SAUSAGE BKauKt n, 69c
Freezer Beet — Cut, Wrapped and Quick Frozen
BEEF HINDS cSloctiK lb 89c
DECE Cl REC Canada Good, 
DEEr JIUEJ Canada Choice it. 69c
confidence and competence; 
knowledge of what they and 
their bikes can /Io under any 
street conditions.
“The jumps may seem artifi­
cial, but on a bumpy road the 
wheels could leave the ground. 
If you know how to land you’ll 
be okay.”
Sochowski said the course is 
open to men and women of any 
age, but the people they want 
to reach most are “rank begin­
ners”—people who can’t ride at 
all or who have very limited 
experience.
The basic course costs. $20 
and includes the use of a course 
motorcycle.
Course requirements arc: a 
valid motorcycle learner’s per­
mit; an acceptable motorcycle 
helmet; heavy clothing, includ­
ing leather gloves.
Two advanced course are also 
offered: a highway course, 
which is two three hour sessions 
and a 250 mile return ride-dem­
onstration; and an off-road 
course, which is four four-hour 
sessions and a trials-motorcross.
Both advance courses cost 
$15.00 and students must bring 
their own motorcycle.
Considering the in-traffic 
trial-by-error alternative, it is 
1 a good investment.
SOCIETY STYMIED
Rutland Park Society, which 
owns and manages the property, 
is stymied oh how to control 
vandalism, said president Clar­
ence Mallach. There are no 
gates at entrances. It would be 
difficult to install them because 
the hall is a public building.
“We would need more than 
one person to patrol the proper­
ty 24 hours a day,” said Mr. 
Mallach. “Not being supported 
by tax money, we cannot afford 
this.”
The society is financed by 
hall rentals, proceeds from the 
annual Rutland May Days, pri­
vate donations, also member­
ships. Mr. and Mrs. Assmus 
live on the property.
"I don’t blame the police, be­
cause they are busy people. But
Oil Supplies
For N. Vietnam
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pen­
tagon sources report that fresh 
supplies of motor fuel appar­
ently have started flowing into 
North Vietnam through a new 
pipeline from South China.
In addition, U.S. reconnaiss­
ance planes recently located a 
new petroleum-storage deoot 
tying into the pipeline. The 
depot is said to be relatively 
near the Chinese border.
■ For weeks, U.S. photo planes 
have been monitoring construc­
tion progress of the new pipe­
line that could be vital in keep­
ing North Vietnam’s war effort 
going.
OKANAGAN 
METAL PRODUCTS FRESH PRODUCE
it is ridiculous to have two offi­




July meeting of the 
Women’s Institute was
Threat To Trees 
Found In Valley
More than 2,000 acres of 
young Douglas fir trees in the 
Salmon Arm area of the Okana­
gan Valley have been sc. erely 
defoliated by the false hemlock 
looper.
Insect and disease survey of­
ficers of the Pacific Forest Re­
search Centre, Victoria, report 
that the outbreak has caused 
spectacular discoloration of 
trees in the largest and heaviest 
outbreak on the south arm of 
Shuswap Lake. The Insect feeds 
on needles in the upper crowns 
of trees, destroying new and old 
foliage. Minor tree mortality Is 
expected but repeated attacks 
In 1073 and 1974 could cause ex­
tensive loss.
Researchers of the' Research 
Centre arc currently testing the 
effectiveness of two insect path­
ogens against the false hemlock 
looper.
The only other known epi­
demic involving this forest pest 
in B,C. occurred hi the Winder- 
mere Valley from 1947 to 1949. 
Tree mortality occurred In sev­
eral thousand acres of Dougins 
fir stands.
WRONG OWNERS
WESTBANK — A dump near 
the Indian Reserve on Shannon 
Lake Road is operated by West- 
hank Fire Protection District 
fw the Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan, The Courier 
Mated Friday It was owned by 
Westbank Irrigation District,
SILENCE WAS FATAL 
' BANGKOK (Reuter) Build­
ing worker Choto Karakhun. 49, 
was jailed tor 15 years* by a 
Thalland miutary court ufter 
killing a neighbor hecausr he 
rtovle too much none giving 





the home of the secretary- 
treasurer Mrs. R. E. Gunner, 
Fitzpatrick Road, the president, 
Mrs. Iona Peel in the chair. 
Two visitors at the । Gunners' 
home were welcomed by the 
president. After routine busi­
ness had been attended to the 
plans for the flower show, to 
be held Wednesday afternoon, 
July 26, in St, Theresa's 
Church hall were finalized.
Mrs. W, Barber, the convener, 
reported progress to date, The 
judges will be A. M. Thompson 
of Westbnnk and Edwin Greg­
ory of Kelowna,
Mrs. Don McNIvcn reported 
that in company with Mrs. Art 
Gray she had visited Mrs. Fred­
erick Hare, an institute mem­
ber from England who, with 
her hlisband, was visiting at 
the home of Mrs. Harry 
Blackett. Mrs. Hare is a sister 
of the late Harry Blackett. At 
fife close of the. meeting re- 
freshments were served, by the 




VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
British Columbia Environment 
Council, a citizens’ group, is 
calling on concerned citizens to 
let Vice President Spiro Agnew 
and other United States politi­
cians know that Canadians still 
are "violently opposed” to the 
passage of oil supertankers off 
Canada's West Coast.
The council, responding to Mr. 
Agnew’s statement in Anchor­
age Sunday that the trans­
Alaska pipeline issue “no longer 
seems to be much of an issue,” 
urged in a statement today that 
Canadians wage a letter writing 
campaign to U.S. newspapers 
reiterating opposition in this 
country to supertankers “threat­
ening our west coast way of life 
which is so d e p e n d e n t on 
water."
' Council spokesman Lois Boyce 
said that it is “most Important.'’ 
that Canadians let U.S. political 
candidates and voters know the 
extent of their opposition to the 
planned Trans - Alaska Pipeline 
System, which Includes the ship­
ment of oil by sea from. Valdez 
in Southern Alaska to North­
western U.S. oil refineries.
The proposed tanker route 
would take them through Juan 
de Fuca Strtilt and among the 
Islands in the gulf separating 
Vancouver Island and Washing­
ton State. The area is described 
by mariners as one of the most 
hazardous shipping areas In the 
world.
Mr. Agnew, in Alaska for his 
first official campaign trip as 
Incumbent vice president to 
■ President Richard Nixon, said 
that he doesn't find much being 
' said about the pipeline since the 
1 Interior department gave the go- 













Living Room • Dining Room
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT




Open Daily to 10 p.m. 
TRAIL RIDES
CAKE MIX
Duncan Hines, 19 oz. pkg.. 2 99c
SALT B.C. Iodized
Vacation DILL PICKLES^;:,
Time ICING SUGAR 2-
CHECK COFFEE =■
LIST












. .Forget your pets
PLUS
—Leave your keys with someone reliable who can 
check your property periodically.
—Leave your vacation address with someone for 
emergencies,
—Make arrangements to have your lawn and garden 
looked after.
—Have your mail picked up and put inside.
—Give your home a “lived in” look as best you can.
—Contact your local R.C.M.P. detachment and they 
will periodically check your premises. !
CT AD lWI”ry of y°,,ir Courier, tell your carrier 31 Ui or call 762-4445, Give us a restart date.
Old Dutch, tri-paks
BEEF STEW





Kellogg’s, 24 oz. pkg,
RELISHES
All Varieties. Heinz, 12 oz. jars .















KAMLOOPS (CP) - Kam­
loops Aquatic Chib swept both* 
divisions of their 23rd annual । 
swimming mid diving meet nl j 
the Weekend, winning the swlm-j 
ining competition with 452, 
points and the diving with 57.
North Shore Marlins accumu­
lated 359 pointe to place second 
in the swimming division, fol­
lowed by Richmond Klgoos with 
200 points.
Courtenay was second*In div­
ing with 32 (Kiiiits. followed by
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Leo Dicgcl of Agua Cal­
iente and Michigan's 
Tommy Armour tied up the 
Canadian open golf champi­
onship 42 years ago today- 
in 1930—at Hamilton, Both 
scored 277 for the regular 72 ' 
holes and met (he following 
week for a Ilfi gole playoff, 
which Armour won 138 to 
141.
North Shore with 28.
Fourteen teams were 





451 Lawrence Ave. 
Kelowna, B.C. 
Call 762-2131 — days 
769-4656 — Nights 
$50 AIDS 
AVAILABLE
Wc will resume delivery the day you arc back,
Be safety conscious on the Highways 
and on the water 
above all
Have a Happy Holiday and return safely







York 14 or. tins 5 ,nr 1.00
You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and West Kootenay Power bills al Dion’s,
1972
. 1972
You mav also mail this to* Circulation Department 
'Ilie Daily Courier, . *
492 Doyle Ave., P.O. Box 40, Kelowna, B,C,
MS' IM Me MM MS Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml ■■ — ——BB BM1 WF M M MM WMI ' MM
DION'S
•' - OF RUTLAND -
Open 7 Days a Week - 9 a.m. to 10 pun. 
PHONE 765-5152
